IN THE MATTER OF

MILLER-SCHULMAN CORPORATION ET AL.

COMPLAINT, SETTLEMENT, FINDINGS, AND ORDER IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION OF SEC. 5 OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 28, 1914, AND OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED OCT. 14, 1940


Where a corporation and its two officers, engaged in the manufacture and interstate sale and distribution of wool products as defined in the Wool Products Labeling Act—

(a) Misbranded certain ladies' coats in that the interlinings thereof were not stamped, tagged or labeled as required by said Act and the Rules and Regulations promulgated thereunder;

(b) Misbranded said ladies' coats in that they were labeled or tagged "100 Percent Wool Interlining", notwithstanding the fact that said interlinings were not wool as defined by said Act but contained reused wool, together with substantial quantities of miscellaneous other fibers; and

(c) Misbranded certain ladies' coats used as samples to promote sales in commerce in that they were not labeled with the required information:

Held, that such acts and practices, under the circumstances set forth, were in violation of the Wool Products Labeling Act and the Rules and Regulations promulgated thereunder, and constituted unfair acts and practices in commerce.

Before Mr. Everett F. Haycraft, hearing examiner.

Mr. George E. Steinmetz for the Commission.

Jacobs, Leibowitz & Kahn, of New York City, for respondents.

COMPLAINT

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act and the Wool Products Labeling Act of 1939, and by virtue of the authority vested in it by said Acts, the Federal Trade Commission, having reason to believe that Miller-Schulman Corporation, a corporation, and David Miller and David Schulman, individually and as officers of said corporation, hereinafter referred to as respondents, have violated the provisions of said Acts, and it appearing to the Commission that a proceeding by it in respect thereof would be in the public interest, hereby issues its complaint, stating its charges in that respect as follows:

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent Miller-Schulman Corporation is a corporation organized and existing under and by virtue of the laws of the
State of New York, with its principal place of business located at 263 West 38th Street, New York, New York.

The individual respondents, David Miller and David Schulman, are president and secretary-treasurer, respectively, of the corporate respondent, Miller-Schulman Corporation, and formulate, direct and control the affairs and policies of said corporate respondent. Said individual respondents have their offices at the same place as corporate respondent.

Par. 2. Subsequent to the effective date of the said Wool Products Labeling Act and more especially since 1939, respondents have manufactured for introduction into commerce, introduced into commerce, sold, transported, distributed, delivered for shipment, and offered for sale in commerce, as "commerce" is defined in the Wool Products Labeling Act, wool products, as "wool products" are defined therein.

Par. 3. Certain of said wool products were misbranded in that the interlinings thereof were not stamped, tagged or labeled as required under the provisions of section 4 (a) (2) of the Wool Products Labeling Act of 1939 and Rule 24 (a) and (c) of the Rules and Regulations promulgated under said Act.

Par. 4. Certain of said wool products were misbranded within the intent and meaning of said Wool Products Labeling Act and the Rules and Regulations made thereunder in that they were falsely and deceptively labeled or tagged with respect to the character and amount of the constituent fibers contained therein. Among the misbranded wool products aforementioned were ladies' coats labeled or tagged by the respondent corporation as containing "100% Wool Interlining," when in truth and in fact the said interlinings were not wool as defined by the Wool Products Labeling Act of 1939, but contained reused wool together with substantial quantities of miscellaneous fibers other than wool.

Other wool products of respondent corporation, namely ladies' coats used as samples to promote sales in commerce were not labeled with the required information in violation of Rule 22 of the Commission Rules and Regulations.

Par. 5. The acts and practices of respondents as herein alleged constitute misbranding of wool products and are in violation of the Wool Products Labeling Act of 1939 and the Rules and Regulations promulgated thereunder, and all of the aforesaid acts and practices as alleged herein are to the prejudice and injury of the public and constitute unfair and deceptive acts and practices in commerce within the intent and meaning of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
CONSENT SETTLEMENT ¹

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act and the Wool Products Labeling Act of 1939, the Federal Trade Commission on October 16, 1952, issued and subsequently served its complaint on the respondents named in the caption hereof, charging them with the use of unfair and deceptive acts and practices in violation of the provisions of said Acts.

The respondents, desiring that this proceeding be disposed of by the consent settlement procedure provided in Rule V of the Commission's Rules of Practice, solely for the purposes of this proceeding, any review thereof, and the enforcement of the order consented to, and conditioned upon the Commission's acceptance of the consent settlement hereinafter set forth hereby:

1. Admits all the jurisdictional allegations set forth in the complaint.

2. Consents that the Commission may enter the matters hereinafter set forth as its findings as to the facts, conclusion, and order to cease and desist. It is understood that the respondents, in consenting to the Commission's entry of said findings as to the facts, conclusion, and order to cease and desist, specifically refrains from admitting or denying that it has engaged in any of the acts or practices stated therein to be in violation of law.

3. Agrees that this consent settlement may be set aside in whole or in part under the conditions and in the manner provided in paragraph (f) of Rule V of the Commission's Rules of Practice.

The admitted jurisdictional facts, the statement of the acts and practices which the Commission had reason to believe were unlawful, the conclusion based thereon, and the order to cease and desist, all of which the respondents consent may be ordered herein in final disposition of this proceeding are as follows:

FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS

Paragraph 1. Respondent Miller-Schulman Corporation is a corporation organized and existing under and by virtue of the laws of the State of New York, with its principal place of business located at 263 West 38th Street, New York, New York.

¹ The Commission's "Notice" announcing and promulgating the consent settlement as published herewith, follows:

The consent settlement tendered by the parties in this proceeding, a copy of which is served herewith, was accepted by the Commission on January 13, 1953, and ordered entered of record as the Commission's findings as to the facts, conclusion, and order in disposition of this proceeding.

The time for filing report of compliance pursuant to the aforesaid order runs from the date of service hereof.
Conclusion

The individual respondents, David Miller and David Schulman, are president and secretary-treasurer, respectively, of the corporate respondent, Miller-Schulman Corporation, and formulate, direct and control the affairs and policies of said corporate respondent. Said individual respondents have their offices at the same place as corporate respondent.

Par. 2. Subsequent to the effective date of the said Wool Products Labeling Act and more especially since 1950, respondents have manufactured for introduction into commerce, introduced into commerce, sold, transported, distributed, delivered for shipment, and offered for sale in commerce, as "commerce" is defined in the Wool Products Labeling Act, wool products, as "wool products" are defined therein.

Par. 3. Certain of said wool products were misbranded in that the interlinings thereof were not stamped, tagged or labeled as required under the provisions of section 4(a) (2) of the Wool Products Labeling Act of 1939 and Rule 24 (a) and (c) of the Rules and Regulations promulgated under said Act.

Par. 4. Certain of said wool products were misbranded within the intent and meaning of said Wool Products Labeling Act and the Rules and Regulations made thereunder in that they were falsely and deceptively labeled or tagged with respect to the character and amount of the constituent fibers contained therein. Among the misbranded wool products aforesaid were ladies' coats labeled or tagged by the respondent corporation as containing "100 per cent Wool Interlining," when in truth and in fact the said interlinings were not wool as defined by the Wool Products Labeling Act of 1939, but contained reused wool together with substantial quantities of miscellaneous fibers other than wool.

Other wool products of respondent corporation, namely ladies' coats used as samples to promote sales in commerce were not labeled with the required information in violation of Rule 22 of the Commission Rules and Regulations.

CONCLUSION

The acts and practices of respondents as herein found constitute misbranding of wool products and are in violation of the Wool Products Labeling Act of 1939 and the Rules and Regulations promulgated thereunder, and all of the aforesaid acts and practices herein found are to the prejudice and injury of the public and constitute unfair and deceptive acts and practices in commerce within the intent and meaning of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST

It is ordered, That the respondents, Miller-Schulman Corporation, a corporation, and its officers, and David Miller and David Schulman, individually and as officers of said corporation, and respondents' representatives, agents and employees, directly or through any corporate or other device, in connection with the introduction or manufacture for introduction into commerce or the sale, transportation or distribution in commerce as "commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act and the Wool Products Labeling Act of 1939 of ladies' coats or other "wool products" as such products are defined in and subject to the Wool Products Labeling Act of 1939, which products contain, purport to contain or in any way are represented as containing "wool," "reprocessed wool" or "reused wool," as those terms are defined in said Act, do forthwith cease and desist from:

1. Falsely or deceptively stamping, tagging, labeling or otherwise identifying such products as to the character or amount of the constituent fibers contained therein;

2. Failing to securely affix to or place on each such product a stamp, tag, label or other means of identification showing in a clear and conspicuous manner:
   
   (a) The percentage of the total fiber weight of such wool product, exclusive of ornamentation not exceeding five percentum of said total fiber weight of (1) wool, (2) reprocessed wool, (3) reused wool, (4) each fiber other than wool where said percentage by weight of such fiber is five percentum or more, and (5) the aggregate of all other fibers;

   (b) The maximum percentages of the total weight of such wool product of any nonfibrous loading, filling, or adulterating matter:

   (c) The name or the registered identification number of the manufacturer of such wool product or of one or more persons engaged in introducing such wool product into commerce, or in the offering for sale, sale, transportation, distribution or delivering for shipment thereof in commerce, as "commerce" is defined in the Wool Products Labeling Act of 1939.

3. Failing to separately set forth on the required stamp, tag or label or other means of identification the character and amount of the constituent fibers of the interlinings of any such wool product.

4. Failing to label or mark sample wool products used to promote or effect sales in commerce with the respective fiber contents and other information required by law. Provided, That the foregoing provisions concerning misbranding shall not be construed to prohibit acts permitted by paragraphs (a) and (b) of section 3 of the Wool Prod-
Order

...cts Labeling Act of 1939, and provided further, that nothing contained in this order shall be construed as limiting any applicable provisions of said Act or the Rules and Regulations promulgated thereunder.

It is further ordered, That the respondents shall, within sixty (60) days after service upon them of this order, file with the Commission a report in writing setting forth in detail the manner and form in which they have complied with said order.

[S] Miller Schulman Corp.
Miller-Schulman Corporation, a corporation

By [S] David Miller
(Name)

[S] Pres.
(Title)

[S] David Miller
David Miller, individually and as president, Miller-Schulman Corporation, a corporation.

[S] David Schulman
David Schulman, individually and as Secretary-treasurer, Miller-Schulman Corporation, a corporation.

December 12, 1952
(Date)

The foregoing consent settlement is hereby accepted by the Federal Trade Commission and ordered entered of record on this 13th day of January, A. D., 1953.
IN THE MATTER OF

MAURICE J. LENETT AND LEONARD STOLZBERG
DOING BUSINESS AS LENCO SPRING COMPANY

COMPLAINT, DECISION, FINDINGS, AND ORDERS IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION OF SEC. 5 OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 28, 1914

Docket 5964. Complaint, Mar. 14, 1932—Decision, Jan. 15, 1933

When articles assembled or manufactured in whole or in part from previously used materials so that they have the appearance of being assembled or manufactured from new and unused materials, are offered to the purchasing public not clearly or conspicuously marked or labeled as assembled or manufactured from used materials, they are readily accepted by members of the purchasing public as assembled or manufactured entirely from new and unused materials.

Where two individuals engaged in assembling automobile springs composed of some new and of some old and previously used parts, and in the interstate sale thereof to dealers in various parts of the United States in substantial competition with concerns engaged in the manufacture and sale in commerce of automobile springs made entirely from new and previously unused parts;

In carrying on their said business in the course of which they purchased old springs theretofore used in any make of car, inspected them for wear, flaws or possible imperfections, assembled five of such old springs with three new springs, together with a new center bolt, new bushings, and a new metal cover, and caused the same to be mechanically wrapped in paper together with certain labeling and markings which included the capital letter "S", in immediate conjunction with certain numerals identical with catalog numbers used by the manufacturers of Chevrolet and Chrysler automobiles, to springs for which makes they confined their output—

(a) Offered and sold their said springs to dealers with no labeling, marking or designation to indicate to the purchasing public or to dealers that said springs, which were resold to said public with no such disclosure, were assembled in part from old and used parts; and

(b) In some instances sold to dealers as and for new, such automobile springs which had the appearance of having been assembled or manufactured from new and unused parts;

With the result of thereby placing in the hands of dealers means whereby they might mislead or deceive members of the purchasing public into the erroneous belief that they were buying springs made entirely from new and previously unused parts; and with tendency and capacity to mislead and deceive a substantial portion of said public into the mistaken belief that such springs were new springs assembled entirely from new and unused parts, and thereby induce its purchase of substantial quantities of their said product; whereby substantial trade in commerce was diverted to them from their said competitors, to the injury of competition in commerce:
Complaint

Held, That such acts and practices, under the circumstances set forth, were all to the prejudice and injury of the public, and of competitors of respondents, and constituted unfair methods of competition in commerce and unfair and deceptive acts and practices therein.

Before Mr. James A. Purcell, hearing examiner.
Mr. Edward F. Downs for the Commission.
Halpenny, Hahn & Cassidy, of Washington, D. C., for respondents.

COMPLAINT

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act, and by virtue of the authority vested in it by said Act, the Federal Trade Commission, having reason to believe that Maurice J. Lenett and Leonard Stolzberg, individuals, doing business as Lenco Spring Company, hereinafter referred to as respondents, have violated the provisions of said Act, and it appearing to the Commission that a proceeding by it in respect thereof would be in the public interest, hereby issues its complaint, stating its charges in that respect as follows:

Paragraph 1. Respondents Maurice J. Lenett and Leonard Stolzberg are individuals doing business as Lenco Spring Company, with their office and principal place of business at Rear 578 Millbury Street, Worcester, Massachusetts.

Par. 2. Respondents are now and for more than one year last past have been engaged in the business of assembling automobile springs composed of some new and some old and previously used parts, and the sale thereof to dealers located in various parts of the United States who purchase for resale.

Par. 3. In the course and conduct of their business as aforesaid, respondents have caused and now cause their said automobile springs, when sold by them, to be transported from their place of business in the State of Massachusetts to purchasers located in States other than the State of Massachusetts and in the District of Columbia.

Respondents maintain, and at all times mentioned herein have maintained, a course of trade in said automobile springs in commerce as "commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act. The volume of business of respondents in said commerce is and has been substantial.

Par. 4. In the course and conduct of their business respondents buy old automobile springs that have been previously used which they disassemble and using certain parts thereof and certain new and previously unused parts assemble complete automobile springs in such a manner that such springs have the appearance of having been assembled or manufactured entirely from new and previously unused parts.
Para. 5. Respondents sell their automobile springs as above described to dealers, who purchase for resale to the purchasing public, without any label, marking or designation stamped thereon or otherwise attached thereto, to indicate to the purchasing public or to the dealers that said automobile springs are assembled in part from old and previously used parts, and such automobile springs are resold to the purchasing public without any disclosure that they are assembled in part from old parts that have been previously used.

In some instances respondents sell such automobile springs to dealers as and for new automobile springs assembled or manufactured entirely from new and previously unused parts.

Para. 6. When articles which are assembled or manufactured in whole or in part from previously used materials in such a manner that they have the appearance of being assembled or manufactured from new and previously unused materials, are offered to the purchasing public, and such articles are not clearly and conspicuously marked or labeled as having been assembled or manufactured from previously used materials, they are readily accepted by members of the purchasing public as having been assembled or manufactured entirely from new and previously unused materials.

Para. 7. In the course and conduct of their business respondents have been at all times mentioned herein in substantial competition with individuals, corporations and firms engaged in the business of manufacturing and selling automobile springs manufactured entirely from new and previously unused parts in commerce among and between the various States of the United States.

Para. 8. By the aforesaid acts and practices, the respondents place in the hands of dealers the means and instrumentalities whereby said dealers may deceive or mislead members of the purchasing public into the erroneous and mistaken belief that they are purchasing automobile springs manufactured entirely from new and previously unused parts, when in fact said springs are composed in part of old and previously used parts.

Para. 9. The failure of respondents to mark their said springs showing that they contain old and previously used parts has had and now has the tendency and capacity to mislead and deceive a substantial portion of the purchasing public into the erroneous and mistaken belief that the automobile springs sold by them were and are new springs assembled or manufactured entirely from new and previously unused parts, and to induce a substantial portion of the purchasing public to purchase substantial quantities of respondents' automobile
springs because of such erroneous and mistaken belief. As a direct result of the practices of respondents, as aforesaid, substantial trade in commerce has been diverted to respondents from their said competitors and injury has been done to competition in commerce between and among the various States of the United States.

Par. 10. The acts and practices of respondents, as herein alleged, are all to the prejudice and injury of the public and of the competitors of respondents, and constitute unfair methods of competition and unfair and deceptive acts and practices, in commerce, within the intent and meaning of the Federal Trade Commission Act.

Decision of the Commission

Pursuant to Decision and Order of the Commission dated January 15, 1953, the initial decision of hearing examiner James A. Purcell became on that date the order of the Commission.¹

Initial Decision by James A. Purcell, Hearing Examiner

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act, the Federal Trade Commission on March 14, 1952, issued and subsequently served its complaint in this proceeding upon respondents, Maurice J. Lenett and Leonard Stolzberg, individuals, doing business as Lenco Spring Company, charging them with the use of unfair methods of competition and unfair and deceptive acts and practices in commerce in violation of the provisions of said Act. After the issuance of said complaint and the filing of respondents’ answers thereto, hearings were held at which testimony and other evidence in support of and in opposition to the allegations of said complaint were introduced before the above-named Hearing Examiner theretofore duly designated by the Commission, and said testimony and other evidence were duly recorded and filed in the office of the Commission.

Thereafter, the proceeding regularly came on for final consideration by said Hearing Examiner on the complaint, the answers thereto, testimony and other evidence, proposed findings as to the facts and

¹ Said “Decision,” etc., dated January 15, 1953, reads as follows, omitting the formal Order of Compliance, set forth infra at page 922:

The matter coming on to be heard by the Commission upon its review of the initial decision of the hearing examiner herein; and

The Commission having considered the entire record and being of the opinion that said initial decision is adequate and appropriate to dispose of the proceeding:

It is ordered, That the initial decision of the hearing examiner, copy of which is attached hereto, shall on the 15th day of January, 1953, become the decision of the Commission.
conclusions presented by counsel in support of the complaint (none such having been filed by the respondents), oral argument thereon not having been requested; and said Hearing Examiner, having duly considered the record herein, finds that this proceeding is in the interest of the public and makes the following findings as to the facts, conclusions drawn therefrom, and order:

FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS

Paragraph 1. Respondents Maurice J. Lenett and Leonard Stolzberg are individuals doing business as Lenco Spring Company, with their office and principal place of business at Rear 578 Millbury Street, Worcester, Massachusetts.

Par. 2. Respondents are now and for more than one year last past have been engaged in the business of assembling automobile springs composed of some new and some old and previously used parts, and the sale thereof to dealers located in various parts of the United States who purchase for resale.

Par. 3. In the course and conduct of their business as aforesaid, respondents have caused and now cause their said automobile springs when sold by them, to be transported from their place of business in the State of Massachusetts to purchasers thereof located in States other than the State of Massachusetts and in the District of Columbia.

Respondents maintain, and at all times mentioned herein have maintained, a course of trade in said automobile springs in commerce as "commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act. The volume of business of respondents in said commerce is and has been substantial, to wit, for the years 1949, $35,000.00; 1950, $108,000.00; and 1951, $274,000.00.

Par. 4. In the course and conduct of their business respondents buy old automobile springs, that have been previously used, which they disassemble and, using certain parts thereof, combined with certain new and previously unused parts, assemble complete automobile springs in such a manner that the springs thus assembled or produced have the appearance of having been assembled or manufactured entirely from new and previously unused parts.

The methods or processes employed by respondents are specifically as follows: All springs are of the semi-elliptic type for automobile usage; respondents purchase old springs theretofore used in any make of automobile, regardless of the year of manufacture, transport same to their premises where the center bolt is broken open, all leaves taken therefrom, inspected for wear, flaws or possible imperfections and those found acceptable after testing are cut to the measurement of the type spring sought to be produced; in assembling respondents pro-
vide a new main leaf (i.e. the top or longest leaf in the assembly), adaptable for use on the particular automobile for which the spring is intended, and also a bottom leaf (i.e. the shortest leaf in the assembly), and at times, where necessary, add a third leaf so that the spring as finally sold consists of five old or reclaimed leaves and three replacements. Also supplied are a new center bolt and new bushings, and the assembly, having been painted, is encased in a new metal cover. The center bolt, replaced leaves as aforesaid, bushings and the metal cover are the only new parts, all others having been previously used. Thereafter, the springs are mechanically wrapped in paper, labeled and ready for the market. Respondents confine their output to springs for Chevrolet and Chrysler automobiles.

Upon leaving the hands of respondents there is nothing on the springs proper, or attached thereto, which would indicate that previously used parts had entered into the product; that affixed by glue to the paper wrapper encasing the spring is a label which bears the capital letter “S” in immediate conjunction with certain numerals, such numerals being identical with those used by the manufacture of Chevrolet and Chrysler automobiles to indicate the catalog numbers of their springs to be used as replacement parts; the aforesaid letter “S,” respondent Lenett testified, indicates “substitute” and that this, coupled with respondents’ catalog, is sufficient to apprise the ultimate consumer, i.e. the owner of the automobile on which the spring is installed, although such catalogs are placed only with automobile dealers, repairers, garage mechanics and the like, but have no general distribution or circulation to the public; upon the direct question to respondent Lenett as to whether or not he had any assurance that such information was passed on by his customers to the ultimate consumer, replied that this was a matter “over which he had no control.”

Par. 5. Respondents sell their automobile springs to dealers who purchase for resale to the purchasing public, without any label, marking or designation stamped thereon or otherwise attached thereto, to indicate to the purchasing public or to dealers that said automobile springs are assembled in part from old and previously used parts, and such automobile springs are resold to the purchasing public without any disclosure that they are assembled in part from old parts that have been previously used.

In some instances respondents sell such automobile spring to dealers as and for new automobile springs assembled or manufactured entirely from new and previously unused parts. A specific instance of such was testified to by an automobile dealer who purchased several dozen springs under the impression they were new because of appearance and the further fact they bore the automobile manufacturer’s replacement
part number, and that he sold them to his customers as new, but sometimes later learned the true facts when, because of a complaint he made to respondents, a representative of the latter contacted him and imparted the true facts; this witness was never told by respondents or their representatives that the springs were new nor was he initially informed that they were rebuilt. Witness had been selling springs for eight years but could not "tell" that respondents' springs were other than new. Subsequent to being advised of the facts witness has continued to purchase from respondents but now informs his customers of the truth.

Another Chevrolet automobile dealer, who also dealt in automobile parts, including springs, purchased from respondents twelve springs which were represented as new springs. Discovery was subsequently made upon his attention being called by one of respondents' competitors; witness made discovery prior to selling to his customers and thereafter disposed of the springs with full disclosure; that said springs bore nothing to indicate they were reclaimed or rebuilt but on the contrary bore a number identical with the automobile manufacturer's replacement part number for a genuine new spring.

Par. 6. When articles which are assembled or manufactured in whole or in part from previously used materials in such a manner that they have the appearance of being assembled or manufactured from new and previously unused materials, are offered to the purchasing public, and such articles are not clearly and conspicuously marked or labeled as having been assembled or manufactured from previously used materials, they are readily accepted by members of the purchasing public as having been assembled or manufactured entirely from new and previously unused materials.

Par. 7. In the course and conduct of their business respondents have been at all times mentioned herein in substantial competition with individuals, corporations and firms engaged in the business of manufacturing and selling automobile springs, made entirely from new and previously unused parts, in commerce among and between the various States of the United States.

Par. 8. By the aforesaid acts and practices, the respondents place in the hands of dealers the means and instrumentalities whereby said dealers may deceive or mislead members of the purchasing public into the erroneous and mistaken belief that they are purchasing automobile springs manufactured entirely from new and previously unused parts, when in fact said springs are composed partially of old and previously used parts.

Par. 9. The failure of respondents to mark their said springs showing that they contain old and previously used parts has had and
Conclusion

now has the tendency and capacity to mislead and deceive a substantial portion of the purchasing public into the erroneous and mistaken belief that the automobile springs sold by them were and are new springs assembled or manufactured entirely from new and previously unused parts, and to induce a substantial portion of the purchasing public to purchase substantial quantities of respondents' automobile springs because of such erroneous and mistaken belief. As a direct result of the practices of respondents, as aforesaid, substantial trade in commerce has been diverted to respondents from their said competitors and injury has been done to competition in commerce between and among the various States of the United States.

The respondents, to maintain the issues on their part joined, offered testimony and evidence which may be fairly and fully summarized as follows: That their product is meritorious and of "much higher value than 'rebuilt' springs"; they described their methods of production; explained in detail, and compared, the relative value of "refashioned," "rebuilt" and "remanufactured" springs (none of which types of springs are here in issue), with particular emphasis on the value of "butt-cut" leaf ends (the type used in respondents' product), over that of the "tapered" leaf (being the type used by manufacturers of automobiles as original equipment); that to those initiated in, or familiar with, the mechanics and construction of automobiles, the respondents' product would be recognizable as something other than new or original equipment; that their springs are superior to original equipment and that the replacements which respondents have had to make good under their guarantee, because of failure of their springs, has been negligible; that respondents have never represented to any purchaser that their springs were new or original equipment nor have they ever authorized another to make such representations on their behalf, nor have such representations been ever made with the approval of respondents. Thereupon the respondents rested.

Careful consideration and analysis of all of the foregoing offered by way of defense, fails wholly to sustain an adequate defense to any of the charges of the complaint, nor to render untenable any of the findings of fact hereinabove found, or the conclusion hereinafter arrived at on the basis of such findings.

CONCLUSION

The acts and practices of respondents, as herein found are all to the prejudice and injury of the public and of the competitors of respondents, and constitute unfair methods of competition and unfair and deceptive acts and practices, in commerce, within the intent and meaning of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
ORDER

It is ordered, That respondents Maurice J. Lenett and Leonard Stolzberg, individually and doing business as Lenco Spring Company, or doing business under any other name or names, jointly or severally, their representatives, agents and employees, directly or through any corporate or other device, in connection with the offering for sale, sale, and distribution of automobile springs in commerce as "commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act, do forthwith cease and desist from:

1. Offering for sale, selling or delivering to others for sale to the public, any automobile spring which is composed in whole or in part of previously used parts unless a disclosure that said automobile spring is composed, in whole or in part, as the case may be, of previously used parts, is permanently stamped or fixed on each such automobile spring in a clear and conspicuous manner and in such location as to be clearly legible to the purchaser thereof, and unless there is plainly printed or marked on the box, carton, wrapper or other container in which said automobile spring is sold or offered for sale, a notice that said automobile spring is composed, in whole or in part, as the case may be, of previously used parts.

2. Representing, by failure to reveal or otherwise, that an automobile spring composed in whole or in part of previously used parts is composed entirely of new and previously unused parts.

ORDER TO FILE REPORT OF COMPLIANCE

It is further ordered, That the respondents, Maurice J. Lenett and Leonard Stolzberg, shall, within sixty (60) days after service upon them of this order, file with the Commission a report in writing setting forth in detail the manner and form in which they have complied with the order to cease and desist [as required by said decision and order of January 15, 1953].
STANDARD OIL CO.

Syllabus

IN THE MATTER OF

STANDARD OIL COMPANY

COMPLAINT, MODIFIED FINDINGS AND ORDER, AND DISSenting Opinions IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION OF SUBSEC. (a) OF SEC. 2 OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED OCT. 15, 1914, AS AMENDED BY AN ACT APPROVED JUNE 16, 1938

Docket 4389. Complaint, Apr. 23, 1941—Decision, Jan. 16, 1953

In dealing with the question as to whether or not the granting or continuing of certain alleged discriminatory prices, done pursuant to and in accordance with the seller's general policy, was in good faith to meet the equally low price of a competitor within the meaning of Sec. 2 (b) of the Clayton Act as amended: the Commission believes that consideration cannot be confined to such specific offers as may have been made by competitors, but must also include the setting and general conditions under which such offers were made.

In the aforesaid connection it was noted that the particular seller—which had had long experience in the sale and distribution of the product involved; was thoroughly familiar with the costs of operating retail service stations and bulk plants and the margins of gross profits available, and with the competitive results which might be expected when some retailers received lower prices than competing retailers; and which knew or had the means of knowing and should have known that the manner in which it priced and sold its products continually created the possibility of injury to competition between retailers who bought the product at different prices and resold it in competition with one another; that the price differences it granted could not be justified on the basis of differences in the cost of manufacture, sale and delivery resulting from differing methods or quantities in which its product was sold or delivered—took no action at the time the Robinson-Patman amendment to the Clayton Act became law, to review its pricing policy and bring it into conformity with the new statute, in accordance with the duty and obligation thereby imposed upon it, and made no bona fide attempt to do so.

Section 2 (b) of the statute, in the Commission's view, does not contemplate justifications being made for a method of pricing as exemplified by individual instances of price discrimination made pursuant to such pricing method which were not the result of departures from a nondiscriminatory price scale made to meet lower prices of competitors but represented only the continued application of the pricing standard previously adopted by the seller.

1 Amended.
2 Findings and order are published as modified following the decree of the Court of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit on February 14, 1951, vacating and setting aside its former judgment and remanding the case to the Commission to make findings in conformity with the opinion of the Supreme Court on January 8, 1951, in Standard Oil Co. v. Federal Trade Commission, 340 U.S. 221. The original findings and order are reported in 41 F. T. C. 263 and the order as modified by the Commission on August 9, 1946, is reported in 42 F. T. C. 56.
and followed by it since long before 1936 when the Robinson-Patman amendment was enacted, namely, as respects the granting of respondent’s tank-car, or so-called “jobber” price, in the instant proceeding, that a purchaser—irrespective of his status as retailer or wholesaler—must make annual purchases of not less than from one to two million gallons of gasoline, have storage facilities sufficient to accept delivery in tank-car quantities, and have a credit standing assuring payment for large volume purchases.

In a situation where, as in the present case, the seller necessarily knew at the time of the passage of the Robinson-Patman Act, and at all times thereafter, that its standard for granting the challenged prices was in all substantial respects the same as the standards used by its major competitors, and evidently relied upon the position that so long as the pricing method in existence prior to the passage of the Act remained unchanged, it could defend its price discriminations on the ground that its lower prices were granted in good faith to meet equally low prices of its competitors—a defense, if valid, equally available to competitors involved: the Commission does not construe the words “in good faith” in the section as permitting such a result, and does not believe that the statute provides a means of effectively insulating any particular pricing pattern from attack, or guarantees that so long as a pricing pattern in effect prior to 1936 remains undisturbed, price discriminations made pursuant to that pattern may be lawfully continued.

As respects the sale of a branded product, such as gasoline, it is necessary for a dealer to have a product his customers are willing to buy, public acceptance is determined in large measure by factors other than actual grade and quality, and a dealer cannot readily shift from one brand to another without running the risk of losing many of his customers whom he may not be able to replace. And in the case of off-brand or local-brand gasoline, distributors in metropolitan areas find it necessary to undersell major brands in order to secure some share of the market.

In a proceeding brought under Sec. 2 (a), offers received by customers, to whom the seller extended the alleged unlawfully discriminating prices from its competitors, before the date of the Robinson-Patman Act, would not be relevant—except possibly for certain limited purposes, and except insofar as they might be continuing offers—to show that said specific discriminations in price made subsequent to said date were made in good faith to meet equally low prices of competitors.

Where a corporation which (1) was engaged in the refining and interstate sale and distribution of gasoline and other petroleum products throughout a territory consisting of 15 states principally located in the middle west; (2) during the years from 1930 to 1940, inclusive, supplied from 16.2 to 17.4 percent of all the branded and unbranded gasoline sold in the Detroit metropolitan area; (3) leased or subleased after Sept. 10, 1936, to independent operators all retail service stations owned or leased by it in said area and thereafter (a) regularly supplied gas delivered in its tank wagons from its four bulk stations in said city at its posted tank-wagon prices to about 200 retail stations owned by it and to eight which it leased; and to 150 or more contract service stations owned or operated by independent operators with whom it had entered into agreement to supply for the period specified all their requirements of its three brands, namely, Solite with Ethyl, Standard Red Crown, and Stanolind gasoline; (b) supplied gas delivered during period
involved, first in its tank wagons and later by tank car and transport truck (of equivalent capacity) owned by others, direct from its marine terminal, to the C-K, S, W, and N companies, the first three of which companies, classified by it as jobbers, supplied its gas to from 94 to 106 retail service stations, and also sold a substantial portion of gas purchased from it direct to the public through retail stations owned and operated by them; and last of which "jobbers" was engaged entirely in retail sale of gas to public through its own service stations; and, (c) also supplied large commercial users in said areas, usually sold on contracts made by its general office in Chicago, with gas delivered either direct from its Whiting Refinery or aforesaid River Rouge Terminal by tank car or transport truck—

(a) Discriminated in price by selling its gas for resale direct to the purchasing public to said four "jobbers," which it did not limit to sales at wholesale only and which owned or operated in said area one or more gasoline stations where its gas was resold at retail to consumers in competition with other retailers who purchased gas from it or other manufacturers at prices which were substantially lower than the prices charged by it to its other retailer purchasers in said area for gas of the same grade and quality, and by selling Red Crown gasoline, its largest selling brand, to them at its tank-car price or at 1 ½ cents per gallon less than the prices charged by it for the same gas to its other dealers in said area; and,

(b) Discriminated during the period from September 1, 1936, to March 7, 1938, when it classified said N Company as a Jobber, by selling its gas to said N at one-half cent per gallon less than the price it was charging for the same gas to its other retail dealers in said Detroit metropolitan area, while continuing to sell its gas to it as theretofore, on the regular tank-wagon basis, and to make deliveries from its bulk plants direct to the retail service stations of said N;

With the result that—

Price discriminations granted by it both prior to and subsequent to March 7, 1938, to said N—which cut prices directly, cut them through varying commercial classifications depending upon the competitive situation, and cut them through under-cover discounts and premiums, and was responsible for starting most of the retail price-cutting in major brand gasoline in Detroit over a period of several years—and price discriminations granted by it to said other arbitrarily classified jobbers (C-K, W, and S) on gas sold by them at retail, gave such favored dealers a substantial competitive advantage in their retail operations over other retailers of gas, including its own retail customers with their 3 3 cents per gallon profit margin;

Said advantage was capable of being used, and was used, by said N, and, to some extent, by said C-K, to divert large amounts of business from other retailers of gas, including said refiner seller's own customers, with resulting injury to them and their business and to their ability to continue in business and successfully compete with said dealers in the retailing of gas; and said C-K was enabled to sell a million gallons of gasoline annually over a period of two years to one retailer customer at a delivered price of 1 cent per gallon less than posted tank-wagon price, and to sell another at a discount of ½ cent per gallon, thereby enabling the former to sell said gas to the consuming public at discounts of as much as 2 cents per gallon and thus reap a competitive advantage over other retailers, including said seller's own retailer customers, and divert business from such
retailers to said favored customer and substantially lessen competition and
injure, destroy, and prevent competition between said favored customer and
other retailers of gas, including its own retailer customer.

Effect of which discriminations in price, allowed by it to the aforesaid four
dealers, as above set forth—and which, as respects price differentials
involved, were not shown as making only due allowance for differences in
its costs of sale and delivery resulting from the differing methods and
quantities in which it sold its gasoline to dealers concerned, nor as made
in good faith to meet the equally low price of a competitor within the
meaning of Sec. 2 (b)—had been and might be, substantially to lessen
competition and to injure, destroy, and prevent competition with each
of said four dealers and with their respective customers in the resale
of gasoline:

Held. That aforesaid discriminations in price by said corporation, under the
circumstances set forth, constituted violations of Subsection (a) of Section
2 of the Clayton Act, as amended.

As respects refiner seller's challenged discrimination in favor of the N com-
pany, which operated a number of retail gasoline stations in the Detroit
Metropolitan area in competition with other retail customers of said seller,
and with those of other sellers, and to which N company said seller, after
said discriminatory allowance, continued to make customary deliveries in
its tank wagons and from its bulk plants in the area involved, seller's
exhibits, with supporting testimony, failed to show cost justification for
challenged price differential of ½ cent, as making only due allowance for
differences in its costs of sale and delivery resulting from the differing
methods and quantities in which it sold its gas to said N during the
period involved; due, among other things, to—

(1) The invalidity of attempted comparison between its cost of doing
business with said N and that of doing business with all its other retail
customers, with their varying group costs;

(2) Noninclusion of comparable costs of other independents; and to—

Fallacies involved in—

(3) Assumptions underlying attempted comparison of single-dump and
multiple-dump deliveries;

(4) Segregation of certain items of sales expenses and allocation thereof
among all its other reseller customers, but not to N as being an established
account which required no further promotional sales work, such as driveway
training and promotional advertising;

(5) Segregation of certain items of expense of an overhead nature on
the theory—equally applicable to the business of any other single retail
service station—that such expenses would not be appreciably influenced by
the acquisition or loss of a single account, such as that of N;

(6) Apportionment among its retail customers of certain items of cost,
assertedly not susceptible of exact allocation, among its retail customers,
instead of allocating the same on the basis of gallonage;

(7) Inclusion of certain costs in connection with stations leased or sublet
by it, which pertained to its landlord activities and were not properly cost
of sale or delivery;

(8) Allocation of sales expenses of certain salesmen who called on N
and other retail service stations, on the basis of erroneous cost comparisons
and analyses; and
(9) Failure to allocate to N and other customers on a gallonage basis advertising costs (other than those for point of sale advertising) such as newspaper, printed and direct mail, motion pictures, and outdoor signs, which were intended to increase sales at all its stations, including those of N.

As respects refiner seller's challenged discrimination in favor of four companies (C-K, S, W, and N), the first three of which, classified by it as jobbers, supplied its gas to from 94 to 106 retail service stations, and also sold a substantial portion thereof directly to the public through retail stations owned and operated by them, and last of which was engaged in retail sale of gas to public through its own retail service stations, and to which said seller supplied gas first by its tank wagons, and later by tank cars and transport trucks of others: seller's contention that the differential between the price of $1.25 cents off tank-wagon price charged said companies and the tank-wagon price charged its other retail dealers made only due allowance for differences in its costs of sale and delivery resulting from differing methods and quantities in which gasoline was sold and delivered to said jobbers was not well founded in that said 1½ cent differential was not justified by—

(1) Comparison of cost of selling jobbers, based on survey made in the Kansas-Oklahoma field, with cost of sale and delivery by tank wagon in the entire Detroit division or field (in which was included Detroit area) in that—

(a) Evidence indicated the two were not comparable by reason of volume sold in the two areas, absence of consumer acceptance advertising expense in case of former, and inclusion or exclusion of accounting and credit costs and supervising and selling costs of two jobbers who handled nearly one-half of refiner's total gallonage therein; and

(b) Attempted comparison between cost of jobber's operations in said K-O field with cost of sale and delivery to dealers in the Detroit field had no probative value in determining cost differential between tank-car sales to jobbers and tank-wagon sales to dealers in the Detroit metropolitan area due to the accounting practice employed by it in allocating or failing to allocate certain expenses or costs in its preparation, from time to time, in its regular course of business, of its "Comparative Statement of Expense" or "Form 180" as an expense record for the Detroit field; and,

(2) Was not justified by said refiner's attempted segregation of cost items appearing in said "Statement" (so as to reallocate cost items appearing thereon to the reseller and jobber channels, including tank-wagon resellers), as making due allowances for differences in its costs of sale and delivery resulting from differing methods and quantities in which it sold its gasoline to said jobbers; by reason, among other things, of—

(a) Failure to limit its survey to cost differences which resulted from differing methods or quantities in which gasoline was sold or delivered to the two classes of customers, and to determining savings, if any, which accrued by reason of tank-car or transport-truck delivery as compared with tank-wagon delivery, instead of attempting to compare the cost of doing business with the one class as compared with the other through arbitrary allocation of all of its costs of every nature which could be charged to the expense of doing business in the Detroit field, including Chicago general office costs allocated to that field;
(b) Improper comparison of cost of marketing to the four jobbers concerned, located in the Detroit metropolitan area, whose business was confined thereto, with the cost of marketing gasoline to all its other dealers in the Detroit field, included wherein is rural section supplied by small bulk plants operated by commission agents and known as "B" stations, as distinguished from the large bulk plants used to serve the Detroit metropolitan area operated by salaried employees and known as "A" stations, and as to which substantial evidence indicated that its cost of marketing gasoline to service stations in latter through commission agents was higher than its cost of marketing through its large bulk plants to service stations in the former;

(c) The charging, in the allocation of cost items to the tank-wagon reseller channel and the jobber channel, to the tank-wagon reseller channel of a number of items which should not have been charged thereto, and the failure to charge to the jobber channel cost items properly chargeable thereto;

(d) Determination of expense on leased service stations which involve landlord operations only, and inclusion of such expense, after deduction of income from rentals, in the general tank-wagon delivery expense allocated to the tank-wagon reseller channel, notwithstanding the fact that landlord expense incident to the operation of its leased service stations, carried separately in its regular accounting procedure, had no bearing on the cost of marketing gasoline through the regular reseller channel but represented cost of maintenance, taxes, etc., on company-owned or leased service stations less revenue received, without consideration of the sale of gasoline or the expenses incident thereto;

(e) Allocation of direct-shipment expense for the most part on the basis of effort, while inconsistently making allocation to the tank-wagon reseller channel for the most part on the basis of gallonage—except in accounts where allocation was made on the basis of effort in its regular accounting procedure—as a result of which comparative results obtained did not properly reflect the difference in cost of sale and delivery between the tank-wagon and jobber channel;

(f) Allocation of point of sale advertising which constitutes small proportion only of advertising expense—the largest single item of expense—between tank-wagon and jobber channels, and improper allocation of "consumer advertising" such as newspaper and billboard advertising, to the tank-wagon channel alone, with no part charged to the jobber channel, notwithstanding the fact that consumer advertising costs cannot properly be separated between gasoline resold through jobber-operated retail stations and gasoline sold through other retail stations except upon the basis of gallonage, which, if used, would afford no cost differential.

As respects the offers to N, one of the favored customers involved in the instant proceeding, by a competitor of respondent seller, to supply it with an off-brand gasoline—generally sold at less than major brands and with no public acceptance comparable to that enjoyed by respondent's well-known brand—at the prevailing tank-car price, and the subsequent reduction by respondent to said customer of 1/2 cent per gallon from respondent's tank-wagon price: respondent could not, in view of its familiarity with competitive conditions and irrespective of the fact as to whether or not said off-brand gas was of comparable grade or quality with its own product, have regarded the offer
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of said competitor to sell its off-brand gasoline at a 1½ cent per gallon lower price, as a serious competitive threat.

With regard to the tentative arrangement made between the Texas Co. and C-K in August 1936 for a five-year contract under which C-K was to be allowed 2 cents per gallon on the tank-wagon price and certain other advantages—which respondent refused to meet and which was never put into effect—and to the 1938 offer of Argo to sell a certain gasoline to C-K at 2 cents a gallon less than the prevailing tank-wagon price:

Such offers could not have been relevant to the lower price already granted to C-K in 1928 or 1929 and continually in effect since that time, and were presumably intended to show that continuance of the lower price to C-K was necessary to prevent respondent's competitors from securing the patronage of that customer.

As regards the aforesaid assumption and the fact that respondent had substantial reasons for believing that if it ceased granting tank-car prices to C-K, W, and S, and continued to refuse the tank-car price to N— which it accorded in March 1938 when N became entitled thereto under respondent's standards as hereinbefore set out— it would lose the accounts, since the first three had already been recognized as entitled to a tank-car price under said commonly accepted standards of the industry, and N had achieved a volume of distribution which brought it within the range where it was likely to be so recognized by a major oil company at any time:

The Commission was of the view, for the reasons hereinbefore set forth, that the actions of respondent in granting or continuing, to the said four dealers, the tank-car price made pursuant to and in accordance with its aforesaid general policy, and the criterion applied by its major competitors, were not done in good faith to meet equally low prices of competitors; such discriminations, with the exception of the 1½ cent per gallon discrimination in favor of N, representing only the continued application of the pricing standard previously adopted by respondent and followed by it since long before 1938, and not the result of departures from a nondiscriminatory price scale made to meet lower prices of competitors.

Before Mr. Webster Ballinger, hearing examiner.

Mr. L. E. Creel, Jr., and Mr. J. Wallace Adair for the Commission.

MacMahon, Abbott & Roberts, of Detroit, Mich., and Mr. Thomas E. Sunderland, Mr. Gordon E. Tappan, Mr. Albert L. Green, Mr. Buell F. Jones and Kirkland, Fleming, Green, Martin & Ellis, of Chicago, Ill., for respondent.

Appell, Austin & Gay, of New York City, for Retail Gasoline Dealers Association of Michigan, Inc. and National Congress of Petroleum Retailers, Inc., intervenors.


Adamovski & Sallemi, of Chicago, Ill., for Great American Oil Co., intervenor.
The Federal Trade Commission, having reason to believe that Standard Oil Company, a corporation, has violated and is violating the provisions of section 2 (a) of the Clayton Act, as amended by the Robinson-Patman Act (U. S. C., Title 15, Sec. 13), hereby issues its complaint, charging as follows:

1. The complaint is published as amended by the following order dated April 23, 1941:

This matter coming on to be heard by the Commission upon the motion of counsel for the Commission for an order amending the complaint in the above-entitled proceeding to conform to the evidence adduced in the record of said proceeding and adopting the testimony heretofore taken in support of the allegations of said complaint as testimony in support of the complaint as so amended, and upon the testimony and other evidence heretofore taken in said proceeding before Webster Ballinger, an Examiner of the Commission duly designated by it, and upon hearing Cyrus B. Austin, Esq., counsel for the Commission, in support of said motion, and counsel for the respondent having notified the Commission, by letter of April 14, 1941, that he does not oppose said motion and that, if said motion is granted, the answer filed by respondent to the original complaint herein may be received and adopted as respondent’s answer to the complaint as so amended, and the Commission having duly considered said motion and being now fully advised in the premises;

It is ordered, That the complaint herein be and the same hereby is, amended:

1. By striking out all of Paragraph Three of said complaint, and inserting in place thereof the following paragraph:

Par. 3. Since June 19, 1936, in the course and conduct of its business above described, respondent has sold, and now sells, its gasoline to four Detroit dealers engaged in reselling said gasoline at retail, at prices substantially lower than the prices charged by respondent to its other Detroit retailer purchasers for gasoline of the same grade and quality. Said four dealers are: Citrin-Kolb Oil Company; Stikeman Oil Company, Inc.; Wayne Oil Company; and Ned’s Auto Supply Company. Each of said dealers has, since said date, owned or operated in the Detroit area one or more gasoline stations where said gasoline so purchased has been resold (and, except as to Stikeman Oil Company, Inc., is now resold) at retail to consumers thereof, in competition with other retailers of gasoline purchasing the same from respondent or from other manufacturers. Citrin-Kolb Oil Company, Stikeman Oil Company, Inc., and Wayne Oil Company, respectively, are also engaged in the business of reselling-at wholesale, a large part of the gasoline so purchased by them from respondent, to other gasoline dealers in the Detroit area who are likewise competitively engaged in the resale thereof at retail. Said three named wholesalers have knowingly received the benefit of said lower prices. The prices at which respondent has sold its gasoline to the four dealers above named, from time to time since June 19, 1936, have ranged from one-half cent to one and three-quarters cents per gallon lower than the prices charged by it to other Detroit retailers for the same gasoline. Under normal merchandising conditions, during the greater part of that period, respondent’s price to said four dealers for its “Red Crown” gasoline (its largest selling brand) has been one and one-half cents below its price therefor to other retailers.

2. By inserting in Paragraph Four of said complaint, after the comma in the third line of said paragraph, the words “and with their respective customers”, so that said paragraph will read as follows:

Par. 4. The effect of the discrimination in price described in the preceding paragraph hereby has been and may be to injure, destroy and prevent competition with each of the four dealers named in said Paragraph, and with their respective customers, in the resale of gasoline.

It is further ordered, That the testimony and other evidence heretofore taken before Webster Ballinger, an Examiner of the Commission duly designated by it, in support of the allegations of the complaint as originally drawn and in opposition thereto, be, and the same hereby is, adopted and considered as having been taken in support of the allegations of the complaint as hereby amended; and

It is further ordered, That the answer to the original complaint herein, heretofore filed by the respondent, be, and the same hereby is, received and adopted as respondent’s answer to the complaint as hereby amended,
Paragraph 1. The respondent, Standard Oil Company, is a corporation organized, existing and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the State of Indiana, with principal office and place of business located at 910 South Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Illinois. Respondent is engaged in the business, among other things, of distributing and selling gasoline to and in the city of Detroit, Michigan, and adjacent territory.

Para. 2. Respondent sells its gasoline to about 450 retailers thereof in the Detroit area, with a large proportion of whom respondent has entered into contracts, now in force, obligating respondent to sell and deliver to such retailers all of their respective requirements of respondent's brands of gasoline during the terms of such contracts. For the purpose of supplying said customers and of making deliveries pursuant to said contracts, respondent ships its gasoline from its refinery at Whiting, Indiana, to its terminal at River Rouge, Michigan, from which point respondent transports and delivers said gasoline to said customers in tank cars or tank wagons; and there is and has been at all times herein mentioned a continuous stream of trade and commerce in said gasoline between respondent's refinery at Whiting, Indiana, and said retail dealers purchasing the same in Detroit, Michigan. All of such purchases by said retail dealers are and have been in the course of such commerce. Said gasoline is sold by respondent for resale in the Detroit area.

Para. 3. Since June 19, 1936, in the course and conduct of its business above described, respondent has sold, and now sells, its gasoline to four Detroit dealers engaged in reselling said gasoline at retail, at prices substantially lower than the prices charged by respondent to its other Detroit retailer purchasers for gasoline of the same grade and quality. Said four dealers are: Citrin-Kolb Oil Company; Stikeman Oil Company, Inc.; Wayne Oil Company; and Ned's Auto Supply Company. Each of said dealers has, since said date, owned or operated in the Detroit area one or more gasoline stations where said gasoline so purchased has been resold (and, except as to Stikeman Oil Company, Inc., is now resold) at retail to consumers thereof, in competition with other retailers of gasoline purchasing the same from respondent or from other manufacturers. Citrin-Kolb Oil Company, Stikeman Oil Company, Inc., and Wayne Oil Company, respectively, are also engaged in the business of reselling at wholesale, a large part of the gasoline so purchased by them from respondent, to other gasoline dealers in the Detroit area who are likewise competitively engaged in the resale thereof at retail. Said three named wholesalers have knowingly received the benefit of said lower prices. The prices at
which respondent has sold its gasoline to the four dealers above named, from time to time since June 19, 1936, have ranged from one-half cent to one and three-quarters cents per gallon lower than the prices charged by it to other Detroit retailers for the same gasoline. Under normal merchandising conditions, during the greater part of that period, respondent's price to said four dealers for its "Red Crown" gasoline (its largest selling brand) has been one and one-half cents below its price therefor to other retailers.

Par. 4. The effect of the discrimination in price described in the preceding paragraph hereof has been and may be to injure, destroy and prevent competition with each of the four dealers named in said paragraph, and with their respective customers, in the resale of gasoline.

REPORT, MODIFIED FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS AND ORDER

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress entitled "An Act to supplement existing laws against unlawful restraints and monopolies, and for other purposes," approved October 15, 1914 (the Clayton Act), as amended by an Act of Congress approved June 19, 1936 (The Robinson-Patman Act), the Federal Trade Commission, on November 29, 1940, issued and subsequently served its complaint in this proceeding upon the respondent, Standard Oil Company, a corporation, charging said respondent with having violated the provisions of subsection (a) of Section 2 of the said Clayton Act, as amended. After the issuance of said complaint, the filing of the respondent's answer thereto, and the taking of part of the testimony and other evidence in support of the complaint, the Commission, on April 23, 1941, issued and subsequently served upon the respondent an order amending said complaint, which order further provided that the testimony and other evidence theretofore taken be adopted and considered as having been taken in support of the allegations of the complaint, as amended, and that the answer of the respondent to the original complaint be adopted as the respondent's answer to the complaint, as amended. Thereafter, further testimony and other evidence in support of and in opposition to the allegations of said complaint, as amended, were introduced before a hearing examiner of the Commission theretofore duly designated by it, and such testimony and other evidence were duly recorded and filed in the office of the Commission. This proceeding then regularly came on for final hearing before the Commission upon the complaint, as amended, the respondent's answer thereto, the testimony and other evidence, the report of the hearing examiner upon the evidence and exceptions thereto, briefs
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in support of and in opposition to the complaint, as amended, and oral argument of counsel; and the Commission, having duly considered the same, on October 9, 1945, made its findings as to the facts and its conclusion drawn therefrom and issued its order to cease and desist (which order to cease and desist was, on August 9, 1946, modified in certain respects).

On October 4, 1946, the respondent filed with the United States Circuit Court of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit its petition for review of the Commission's modified order to cease and desist, and after hearing the cause on briefs and oral argument, said court, on April 29, 1949, issued its decree modifying Paragraph 6 of said order and affirming the order as so modified. The judgment of the Court of Appeals having been reversed by the Supreme Court, said Court of Appeals, on February 14, 1951, issued its decree vacating and setting aside its former judgment and remanding the case to the Commission "to make findings in conformity with the opinion of the Supreme Court of the United States filed on January 8, 1951."

Thereafter, the Commission, having further considered the matter, on March 24, 1952, issued, and on March 26, 1952, served upon the respondent, an order granting the respondent leave to present to the Commission any objections it might have to the issuance of a document attached thereto as the Commission's modified findings as to the facts and conclusion in compliance with the aforesaid decree; and the Commission, having received and considered the respondent's objections and briefs on behalf of Retail Gasoline Dealers Association of Michigan, Inc., National Congress of Petroleum Retailers, Inc., Empire State Petroleum Association, Inc., Great American Oil Company, and counsel in support of the complaint, and having heard and considered oral argument of counsel in opposition to and in support of the proposed modified findings as to the facts and conclusion, now makes this its modified findings as to the facts and its conclusion drawn therefrom in this proceeding:

FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS

Paragraph 1. The respondent, Standard Oil Company, is a corporation organized, existing, and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the State of Indiana, with its principal office and place of business located at 910 South Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Illinois.

Paragraph 2. The respondent is engaged in the business of refining and distributing gasoline and other petroleum products among and between the various States of the United States. Respondent sells three brands of gasoline—"Solite with Ethyl," "Red Crown," and "Stanolind."
Red Crown is respondent's regular house-brand gasoline and accounts for approximately 90 percent of respondent's sales in the Detroit metropolitan area, while Solite with Ethyl accounts for 7 to 10 percent and Stanolind, 3 or 4 percent. Respondent has several refineries, one of which is located in Whiting, Indiana. Crude oil to supply its refineries is derived from various sources, but principally from the so-called Mid-Continent fields in Kansas, Oklahoma, Texas, and Wyoming. Respondent sells its products throughout a territory consisting of 14 States, principally located in the Middle West. This territory is divided into 27 divisions or fields, with a branch office in each field in charge of a manager or superintendent.

One of such divisions or fields is known as the "Detroit Field," which embraces all or part of thirteen counties in southern Michigan, including the cities of Detroit, Lansing, Pontiac, Jackson, and Ann Arbor. The "Detroit Area," as distinguished from the "Detroit Field," includes only the city of Detroit and its suburbs, Hamtramck, Dearborn, and Highland Park, in Wayne County, which is also referred to as the "Detroit metropolitan area."

The respondent has no refinery in the State of Michigan. Gasoline and other petroleum products sold and distributed by the respondent in the Detroit Area are transported from its refinery at Whiting, Indiana, by tankers through the Great Lakes to respondent's marine terminal at River Rouge in the outskirts of Detroit. This marine terminal has a storage capacity of about 1,500,000 barrels of 42 gallons each. During the summer months, deliveries are made from the Whiting Refinery every week and sometimes twice a week. In the fall sufficient gasoline is delivered and stored to take care of estimated requirements during the winter months when navigation through the Great Lakes is closed.

During the years from 1936 to and including 1940, respondent supplied from 10.2 percent to 17.4 percent of all the branded and unbranded gasoline sold in the Detroit metropolitan area. The total sales made by respondent in said area during that period amounted to 62,198,750 gallons in 1936, 70,015,200 gallons in 1937, 60,448,200 gallons in 1938, 50,279,818 gallons in 1939, and 74,627,712 gallons in 1940.

During the periods of time herein mentioned respondent operated six bulk plants in the Detroit metropolitan area. Delivery of gasoline to these bulk plants was made from the River Rouge marine terminal by tank car or transport truck. Tank-car delivery by railroad was for the most part discontinued about February 1, 1940. Transportation of gasoline by transport truck was accomplished by transportation companies employed by the respondent. The capacity of
a transport truck is approximately the same as a tank car. In some instances the respondent has shipped gasoline and other petroleum products from its refinery at Whiting, Indiana, directly to purchasers thereof located in the Detroit metropolitan area. Respondent maintains, and at all times mentioned herein has maintained, a course of trade in said products in commerce among and between the various States of the United States.

Par. 8. Prior to September 10, 1936, respondent operated all retail service stations owned or leased by it in the Detroit metropolitan area, but on that date it discontinued all retail operations and leased or sublet all stations owned or leased by it to independent operators.

In the course and conduct of its business in the Detroit metropolitan area, the respondent, since September 10, 1936, has regularly supplied gasoline to approximately 358 retail service stations. Respondent owned approximately 200 and leased 8 of these stations. The remaining 150 stations which were supplied directly by the respondent were owned or operated by independent operators, with whom the respondent entered into written agreements known as "Dealer's Agreement, Form 461," by which agreements respondent agreed to sell, and the dealers agreed to purchase, all of their requirements of Solite with Ethyl, Standard Red Crown, and Stanolind gasoline for the period of time specified in said agreements. These latter stations were known as contract service stations as distinguished from the leased service stations hereinbefore described.

Deliveries of gasoline to the leased and contract service stations in the Detroit metropolitan area were made from respondent's bulk plants by tank trucks owned by respondent and operated by its salaried employees. This method of delivery is known as "tank-wagon" delivery. The price at which respondent sold its gasoline to said leased and contract service stations was its "posted tank-wagon price," which was fixed from time to time by the general office of the respondent in Chicago.

In addition, the respondent also supplied gasoline to four dealers in the Detroit metropolitan area—Citrin-Kolb Oil Company, Stikeman Oil Company, Inc., Wayne Oil Company, and Ned's Auto Supply Company, which were classified by respondent as "jobbers" and which, with the exception of Ned's Auto Supply Company, supplied respondent's gasoline to from 94 to 106 retail service stations. Deliveries to these dealers were generally made by tank car, and after February 1, 1940, by transport truck, direct from respondent's River Rouge terminal. During the periods of time hereinafter described, the Citrin-Kolb Oil Company, Stikeman Oil Company, Inc., and Wayne Oil Company sold a substantial portion of the gasoline pur-
chased by them from the respondent direct to the public through retail service stations owned and operated by them. Ned's Auto Supply Company was engaged entirely in the retail sale of gasoline to the public through its own stations.

A third class of customer in the Detroit metropolitan area to whom the respondent supplied gasoline was large commercial users of gasoline, who were usually sold on contracts made by the general office of the respondent in Chicago. The gasoline so purchased was usually delivered either direct from the Whiting refinery or the River Rouge terminal by tank car or transport truck.

Par. 4. In the course and conduct of its business since June 19, 1936, the respondent has discriminated in price by selling its gasoline for resale direct to the purchasing public to Citrin-Kolb Oil Company, Stikeman Oil Company, Inc., and Wayne Oil Company, and subsequent to March 7, 1938, to Ned's Auto Supply Company at prices which were substantially lower than the prices charged by respondent to its other retailer-purchasers in the Detroit metropolitan area for gasoline of the same grade and quality. Each of the aforesaid purchasers has, since said date, owned or operated in the Detroit metropolitan area one or more gasoline stations where said respondent's gasoline so purchased has been resold at retail to consumers thereof in competition with other retailers of gasoline purchasing the same from the respondent or from other manufacturers. The respondent sold its largest selling brand, Red Crown gasoline, to said four "jobbers" at its tank-car prices, which was $1.5 cents per gallon lower than the prices charged by it for the same gasoline to its other retail dealers in the Detroit metropolitan area.

Par. 5. In allowing "jobber" classification in the Detroit metropolitan area to the four dealers hereinbefore named, the respondent required only that said dealers purchase substantial quantities of gasoline, own or control bulk plants where gasoline in large quantities could be delivered, and have sufficient financial standing or credit rating to warrant the extension of credit. There was no requirement that said dealers should sell only at wholesale.

The Citrin-Kolb Oil Company, although selling the respondent's gasoline direct to the consuming public, was nevertheless classified by the respondent as a "jobber" in 1928 or 1929 and since that time has been allowed the tank-car price on gasoline purchased from respondent. It operated from 1 to 5 retail stations from 1936 to 1938, from 5 to 8 stations in 1940 and 1941, and was operating 5 retail service stations at the time this case was submitted for decision. During this time it purchased from the respondent in excess of 5,000,000 gallons of gasoline annually. The percentage of gasoline so purchased which
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was sold at retail by Citrin-Kolb Oil Company through its retail service stations was 29.4 percent in 1936, 15.4 percent in 1937, 7.3 percent in 1938, 10.1 percent in 1939, and 6.5 percent in 1940. During the period from January 1, 1938, to December 31, 1940, Citrin-Kolb Oil Company sold a million gallons of gasoline annually to Langer and Cohn, retail service station operators, at 1 cent per gallon off tank-wagon price and in addition sold another retail service station operator at 1/2 cent per gallon off tank-wagon price. For a short period of time Citrin-Kolb Oil Company issued "Special Savings Cards," which entitled the holders to a 2-cents-per-gallon discount on the purchase of gasoline from one of the retail service stations operated by it.

The Wayne Oil Company, although selling the respondent's gasoline direct to the consuming public, was nevertheless classified by respondent as a "jobber" in 1935 and since that time it has been allowed the tank-car price on all gasoline purchased from respondent. Prior to September 8, 1939, the Wayne Oil Company operated no retail service stations but subsequent thereto has operated from 2 to 6 stations and was operating 2 stations at the time this case was submitted for decision. During this period its annual purchases of gasoline from respondent ranged from 1,348,348 gallons in 1936, to 2,341,394 gallons in 1940. The percentage of gasoline so purchased which was sold at retail by the Wayne Oil Company through its retail service stations was 7.6 percent in 1939 and 14.2 percent in 1940. There is no evidence that the Wayne Oil Company ever sold gasoline to resellers at a price lower than the posted tank-wagon price charged by respondent to its dealers or that any discount was allowed to purchasers by any retail service station operated by it.

The Stikeman Oil Company, Inc., although selling the respondent's gasoline direct to the consuming public, was nevertheless classified by respondent as a "jobber" in 1932 and since that time it has been allowed the tank-car price on all gasoline purchased from respondent. In 1938 the Stikeman Oil Company, Inc., discontinued the operation of retail service stations. Since 1936 its annual purchases of gasoline from the respondent have ranged from 2,255,000 gallons in 1936 to 1,772,911 gallons in 1940. The percentage of gasoline so purchased which was sold at retail by the Stikeman Oil Company, Inc., through retail service stations operated by it was 27.8 percent in 1936, 9.1 percent in 1937, and 0.3 percent in 1938. There is no evidence that this company ever sold gasoline to resellers at a price lower than posted tank-wagon price charged by respondent to its dealers or that any discount was allowed to purchasers by any retail service station operated by it.
Ned's Auto Supply Company was classified by respondent as a "jobber" on March 7, 1938, and since that time it has been allowed the tank-car price on all gasoline purchased from the respondent. Ned's Auto Supply Company does not sell other resellers of gasoline but has at all times sold the gasoline purchased from the respondent to the public through its own service stations. In 1938 Ned's Auto Supply Company operated 5 retail service stations, which was increased to 6 in 1940. In addition, Ned's Auto Supply Company operates a station known as "Charley's Service Station," which is owned by Ned's Auto Supply Company and operated by an individual on a salary-and-commission basis. At all times since March 7, 1938, it has been the practice of Ned's Auto Supply Company to sell its gasoline below the prevailing retail service-station price or to give premiums and discounts from its posted price.

Par. 6. In addition to the discriminations in price hereinafore described, the respondent, in the course and conduct of its business during the period from September 1, 1936, to March 7, 1938, sold its gasoline to Ned's Auto Supply Company at 0.5 cent per gallon less than the price that it was charging for the same gasoline to its other retail dealers in the Detroit metropolitan area.

Since 1918 Ned's Auto Supply Company has been a customer of respondent and until March 7, 1938, received its gasoline from respondent by regular tank-wagon delivery. In 1936 Ned's Auto Supply Company purchased 2,401,600 gallons of gasoline from the respondent, which it resold to the public through its four retail outlets or service stations. On September 1, 1936, respondent allowed Ned's Auto Supply Company a price of 0.5 cent off regular tank-wagon price, which was allowed on all gasoline purchased from September 1, 1936, until March 7, 1938. When respondent allowed this price differential, it made no change in its form of delivery of gasoline to Ned's Auto Supply Company, but continued to sell it on the regular tank-wagon basis, making delivery from respondent's bulk plants direct to Ned's Auto Supply Company service stations.

Par. 7. During all of the time covered by these findings Citrin-Kolb Oil Company, Wayne Oil Company, and Stikeman Oil Company, Inc., sold the respondent's gasoline at both wholesale and retail. Citrin-Kolb Oil Company, Wayne Oil Company, and Stikeman Oil Company, Inc., although selling a substantial portion of respondent's gasoline direct to the consuming public, were nevertheless arbitrarily classified by the respondent as "jobbers" and as such received from the respondent a lower price on gasoline than the respondent charged its other retail customers in the metropolitan Detroit area who purchased gasoline of like grade and quality direct from the respondent.
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Ned’s Auto Supply Company, although selling all of its gasoline purchased from the respondent at retail direct to the consuming public, was nevertheless arbitrarily classified by the respondent as a “jobber” and as such received from the respondent a lower price on gasoline than the respondent charged its other retail customers in the metropolitan Detroit area who purchased gasoline of like grade and quality direct from the respondent.

Par. 8. The volume of gasoline sold in the Detroit metropolitan area through retail gasoline stations is more or less constant, and fluctuations that occur are chiefly due to variations in the number of cars in use from year to year. A lower price at one service station than at another is an important factor in the purchasing public’s mind, particularly when the difference in price occurs in the major brands of gasoline. Any difference in price between two stations selling the same gasoline or major brands of gasoline is very important in influencing the flow of business.

The margin of profit of the retail service-station operator between the tank-wagon price which he pays and the prevailing retail service-station price on the regular brand of gasoline of major companies is small. This is illustrated by the fact that between November 19, 1939, and March 1, 1941, the retailer’s margin between respondent’s posted tank-wagon price and prevailing retail selling price on its Red Crown gasoline was only 3.3 cents a gallon in the metropolitan area of Detroit. Consequently, any reduction allowed to a retail service-station operator below the regular tank-wagon price gives such operator a material advantage over other retail operators who pay the full tank-wagon price.

In 1936 Ned’s Auto Supply Company had four retail stations and its gasoline volume was 2,401,000 gallons. On September 1, 1938, respondent began to sell gasoline to Ned’s Auto Supply Company at .5 cents per gallon below posted tank-wagon price by tank-wagon delivery. In 1937 Ned’s Auto Supply Company was openly advertising cut prices, and its volume increased to 4,240,500 gallons.

On March 7, 1938, Ned’s Auto Supply Company began to purchase from respondent in tank-car quantities at tank-car prices. Although the total volume of gasoline sold in the Detroit metropolitan area during the year 1938 was 10 percent less than the volume sold in 1937, the volume of gasoline sold by Ned’s Auto Supply Company increased from 4,240,500 gallons in 1937 to 4,880,500 gallons in 1938.

In 1937 Ned’s Auto Supply Company was selling respondent’s Red Crown gasoline to the public at approximately 2 cents per gallon below the prevailing retail service-station price, which continued, with variations, until the latter part of 1939. In 1939 and 1940, when Ned’s Auto
Supply Company's posted price was approximately the same as the prevailing retail price, it gave various undercover discounts and premiums. It has from time to time given commercial discounts varying from 1 to 2 cents per gallon off the posted price. The classification of commercial customers varied from time to time, depending upon the competitive situation. During August to November 1939 Ned's Auto Supply Company issued trading stamps of a value of 2 cents for each gallon purchased, which were redeemable in merchandise or in gasoline at Ned's Auto Supply Company's stores. During the time covered by these findings price cutting at Ned's Auto Supply Company's stations was almost continuous, and this company was responsible for starting most of the retail price cutting in major-brand gasoline in Detroit over a period of several years. This practice on the part of Ned's Auto Supply Company has caused substantial damage to other retail service-station operators selling respondent's Red Crown gasoline and also to retail-service station operators selling other brands of gasoline, and the ability of Ned's Auto Supply Company to continue the price-cutting practice was greatly enhanced through the discriminations in price allowed it by the respondent while at the same time limiting other retailer-customers to a margin of profit of approximately 3.3 cents per gallon.

During the years 1936 to 1940 the Citrin-Kolb Oil Company annually sold at retail from 6.5 to 29.4 percent of the gasoline purchased from respondent through service stations operated by it. In 1938 or 1939 the Citrin-Kolb Oil Company gave discount cards to purchasers of gasoline at one of the stations operated by it entitling the holder to a discount of 2 cents a gallon on respondent's Red Crown gasoline.

The Commission finds that the price discriminations granted by the respondent to Ned's Auto Supply Company, both prior to March 7, 1938, and subsequent thereto, and the price discriminations granted to Citrin-Kolb Oil Company, Wayne Oil Company, and Stikeman Oil Company, Inc., on gasoline sold by them at retail have given a substantial competitive advantage to these favored dealers in their retail operations over other retailers of gasoline, including retailer-customers of the respondent. This competitive advantage is capable of being used, and by Ned's Auto Supply Company and to some extent by Citrin-Kolb Oil Company has been used, to divert large amounts of business from other retailers of gasoline, including customers of the respondent, with resultant injury to them and to their ability to continue in business and successfully compete with said dealers in the retailing of gasoline.

The Commission further finds that the discriminations in price allowed to Citrin-Kolb Oil Company permitted this dealer to sell a
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million gallons of gasoline annually to one retailer-customer—Langer and Cohn—from January 1, 1938, to December 31, 1940, at a delivered price of one cent per gallon less than posted tank-wagon price and to sell another customer at a discount of one-half cent per gallon. The Citrin-Kolb Oil Company, by passing on in part to Langer and Cohn the benefits of the discriminatory prices allowed by respondent, enabled said Langer and Cohn to sell said gasoline to the consuming public at discounts of as much as two cents per gallon, which not only gave said Langer and Cohn a competitive advantage over other retailers of gasoline, including retailer-customers of the respondent, but also had the effect of diverting business from such retailers to said Langer and Cohn and of substantially lessening competition and injuring, destroying, and preventing competition between said Langer and Cohn and other retailers of gasoline, including retailer-customers of the respondent.

The Commission further finds that the effect of the discriminations in price allowed by the respondent to the four dealers as herein described has been, and may be, substantially to lessen competition and to injure, destroy, and prevent competition with each of said four dealers and with their respective customers in the resale of gasoline.

Par. 9. As a defense to this proceeding the respondent introduced a series of exhibits (Respondent's Exhibits 31-A to Q), with supporting testimony, to show cost justification for the price differentials allowed Ned's Auto Supply Company for the period from September 1, 1936, to March 7, 1938.

The Commission finds that the evidence submitted by the respondent fails to establish that the price differential allowed by respondent to Ned's Auto Supply Company of 0.5 cents per gallon during the period from September 1, 1936, to March 7, 1938, made only due allowance for differences in respondent's costs of sale and delivery resulting from the differing methods and quantities in which it sold its gasoline to Ned's Auto Supply Company during the period involved. The following are a few of the features of respondent's cost justification which warrant its complete rejection as a defense in this proceeding:

(a) Respondent has attempted to make a comparison between the cost of doing business with Ned's Auto Supply Company and the cost of doing business with all of its other reseller-customers as a group. This fails to take into consideration the fact that the respondent's reseller-customers fall into several groups, such as service stations owned by respondent and leased to operators, stations leased by respondent and sublet to operators, and independently owned stations to which respondent supplied gasoline. The costs of doing business would vary between these various groups. Furthermore, there were independent
stations, transactions of which with respondent were comparable to those of Ned’s Auto Supply Company, and comparison of the costs of these stations and Ned’s Auto Supply Company would necessarily show a different result than that shown through respondent’s having combined all kinds and types of its reseller stations.

(b) Respondent has attempted to make a comparison between the costs of single-dump and multiple-dump deliveries. This is based upon the assumption that all deliveries made to Ned’s Auto Supply Company were by single-dump delivery and all deliveries to respondent’s other reseller-customers by multiple-dump delivery. However, the respondent did not make full-load or single-dump deliveries in all cases to Ned’s Auto Supply Company during the period involved but, instead, made both single-dump and multiple-dump deliveries. There were also a substantial number of retail service stations located in the Detroit metropolitan area with tank capacity sufficient to take single-load deliveries, and a substantial number of single-load deliveries were made to such stations at respondent’s regular tank-wagon price during the period involved.

(c) Respondent attempted to segregate certain items of sales expense as not being influenced by Ned’s Auto Supply Company and allocated them among all of respondent’s other reseller-customers, with no charge being made against Ned’s Auto Supply Company; for example, it was contended that when an account, such as Ned’s Auto Supply Company, has been established, no further promotional sales work is necessary and should not be charged to such account. Among such items which respondent did not charge to Ned’s Auto Supply Company were certain sales promotional services, such as driveway training, which it furnished to reseller-customers but which was not desired by, or furnished to, Ned’s Auto Supply Company. In addition to the fact that certain promotional advertising should be charged to Ned’s Auto Supply Company, it further appears from the evidence that there are other reseller-customers of the respondent whose accounts have been established and who do not require driveway training.

(d) Respondent attempted to segregate certain items of expense of an overhead nature as not being influenced by Ned’s Auto Supply Company, on the theory that such expenses would not be appreciably influenced by the acquisition or loss of a single account, such as Ned’s Auto Supply Company, and, consequently, that it is proper to charge no part of these expenses to the business of Ned’s Auto Supply Company. The reason for not charging any of such items to the business of Ned’s Auto Supply Company would apply equally to the business of any other single retail service station.
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(e) There were certain other items of cost on which it was claimed by respondent that no exact allocation could be made, and, as to such items, the respondent apportioned them among its retail customers, exclusive of Ned's Auto Supply Company, instead of allocating these costs on the basis of gallonage, which would have afforded no cost differential.

(f) Respondent has included in its cost items certain items of expense in connection with stations owned or leased by the respondent which were leased or sublet to the station operator. Many of these costs apply directly to the landlord activities of the respondent and are not properly chargeable to, or considered as, costs of sale or delivery.

(g) In allocating the sales expense of certain salesmen who called on Ned's Auto Supply Company and other retail service stations, respondent attempted to estimate the time spent at Ned's Auto Supply Company and compare the costs so determined as against all salesmen's costs, including salesmen who did not confine their activities solely to the Detroit metropolitan area. Furthermore, in estimating the time of the particular salesman who called on Ned's Auto Supply Company, no consideration was given to the time which such salesmen spent in calling on service stations which were not customers of the respondent.

(h) The respondent allocated advertising expense in such a manner as to show an alleged savings of 0.213 cents per gallon, or better than 40 percent of the price differential. In doing this, the respondent allocated the items of point-of-sale advertising which were supplied to Ned's Auto Supply Company, such as service signs, globes, banners, games, and displays, by charging the cost of some directly and assigning others on the basis of outlets and arrived at the cost per gallon of these particular items by relating it to gallonage sold by Ned's Auto Supply Company. All other advertising costs were allocated to the gallonage of all reseller-customers, exclusive of Ned's Auto Supply Company. The advertising so charged consisted principally of advertising issued by the respondent for the purpose of creating consumer acceptance and increasing the sale of gasoline at all Standard stations, such as newspaper advertising, printed and direct-mail advertising, motion pictures, and outdoor signs. Such advertising was for the benefit of Ned's Auto Supply Company, as well as all other customers, and should accordingly have been allocated to Ned's Auto Supply Company, as well as to other customers, on a gallonage basis, in which event there would have been no cost differential as to such items.
PAR. 10. As a further defense of this proceeding, respondent contended that the differential between the price of 1½ cents per gallon off tank-wagon price charged Citrin-Kolb Oil Company, Stikeman Oil Company, Inc., Wayne Oil Company, and Ned's Auto Supply Company and the tank-wagon price charged respondent's other retail dealers made only due allowances for differences in respondent's costs of sale and delivery resulting from the differing methods and quantities in which gasoline was sold and delivered to said "jobbers."

Respondent first attempted to show justification of the differential of 1½ cents per gallon between the tank-car and tank-wagon price by introducing evidence as to a survey made in the Kansas-Oklahoma field to show the cost of selling jobbers, the results of which were compared with the cost of sale and delivery of gasoline by tank-wagon in the entire Detroit division. There is no evidence that the costs of sale and delivery by tank car to jobbers in the Kansas-Oklahoma field were the same or were substantially the same as, or have any relation to, the costs of sale and delivery of gasoline by tank car to "jobbers" in the Detroit metropolitan area. In fact, the evidence indicates that the costs of the jobber operations in the Kansas-Oklahoma field were not comparable with the "jobber" operations in the Detroit field. The volume sold was not comparable with the Detroit sales and the total annual sales to jobbers in the Kansas-Oklahoma field were less than the annual sale to one "jobber," Citrin-Kolb Company, in Detroit, and several of these jobbers purchased less gasoline annually than is sold at an average service station in Detroit. The tabulation of jobber expense in the Kansas-Oklahoma field includes no items of consumer acceptance advertising expense charged to such jobber operations, which is substantial in the Detroit metropolitan area. Furthermore, the cost computations for the Kansas-Oklahoma field did not reflect the true conditions or give a factual result since the gallonage sold to two jobbers, Gibson Oil Company and Kramer Oil Company, that handled nearly one-half the gallonage sold in that field, was excluded in computing accounting and credit costs and included in computing supervision and selling costs.

In determining the costs of tank-wagon deliveries in the Detroit metropolitan area for the purpose of comparison with jobber costs in Kansas and Oklahoma, respondent used the total marketing costs for the entire Detroit field which were allocated to the reseller channel and leased service stations in its "Comparative Statement of Expense," known as "Form 189." Respondent divided the total marketing costs so allocated by the total reseller gallonage to arrive at the cost per gallon of sale and delivery in tank-wagon deliveries. This Comparative Statement of Expense is an expense record for the Detroit field
prepared from time to time in respondent's regular course of business. Said form represents a breakdown of marketing expense between the channels of distribution, which are reseller channel, consumer channel, leased service stations, and other methods. The consumer channel is also known as the “direct-shipment channel” and includes deliveries to large industrial users of gasoline made either direct from the Whiting refinery or the River Rouge terminal. Such shipments usually originate with sales contracts made by the general office of the respondent on a bid basis. Shipments to “jobbers” were included in the consumer or direct-shipment channel in respondent’s usual accounting procedure. The respondent did not consider it necessary for its purpose to isolate the cost of the direct-shipment channel, which included sales to “jobbers.” Consequently, none of the expense allocations made on Form 189 are charged to either the direct-shipment channel or to the business done with “jobbers,” but, instead, such expense is distributed or scattered over the various channels appearing on said form. While this Comparative Statement of Expense may be considered by the respondent as sufficient to reflect company operations, the figures taken therefrom cannot properly reflect the cost of tank-wagon sales as compared with “jobber” sales. There are numerous items of cost which have been allocated to the reseller channel, a substantial portion of which should have been charged to “jobber” gallonage and, if so charged, would have substantially reduced the cost of reseller operation and in turn reduced the differential in cost between tank-wagon and “jobber” costs.

The Commission finds that the attempted comparison between cost of jobber operations in the Kansas-Oklahoma field with cost of sale and delivery to dealers in the Detroit field taken from its Comparative Statement of Expense has no probative value in determining the most differential between tank-car sales to “jobbers” and tank-wagon sales to dealers in the Detroit metropolitan area.

Par. 11. In a further effort to show cost justification for the price differential of 11½ cents off tank-wagon price allowed to Citrin-Kolb Oil Company, Stikeman Oil Company, Inc., Wayne Oil Company, and Ned’s Auto Supply Company, the respondent attempted to segregate the cost items appearing on its Comparative Statement of Expense and to reallocate such costs to the reseller and “jobber” channels. For this purpose respondent prepared a modified form of its regular Comparative Statement of Expense showing costs allocated to “jobbers,” as well as to tank-wagon resellers, which was introduced into evidence as Respondent’s Exhibit 101, together with explanations as to methods used, which was introduced as Respondent’s Exhibits 99 and 100.
After consideration of the modified form of respondent’s Comparative Statement of Expense and other exhibits and testimony submitted in connection therewith, the Commission finds that the evidence submitted by the respondent fails to establish that the price differential of 1 1/2 cents per gallon off tank-wagon price allowed by respondent to the above-named dealers made only due allowance for differences in respondent’s costs of sale and delivery resulting from differing methods and quantities in which it sold its gasoline to said dealers. The following are a few of the features of respondent’s cost justification which warrant its complete rejection as a defense in this proceeding:

(a) In making this cost study the respondent did not limit its survey to cost differentials which resulted from differing methods or quantities in which gasoline was sold or delivered to the two classes of customers, nor was it limited to determining savings, if any, which accrued by reason of tank-car or transport-truck delivery as compared with tank-wagon delivery, but, instead, the respondent attempted to compare the cost of doing business with the one class as compared with the other by arbitrarily allocating all of respondent’s costs of every nature which could be charged to the expense of doing business in the Detroit field, including Chicago general office costs allocated to that field.

(b) Respondent has compared the cost of marketing to the four dealers located in the Detroit metropolitan area, whose business was confined to that area, with the cost of marketing gasoline to all its other dealers in the Detroit field. The Detroit metropolitan area includes the city of Detroit and the suburbs of Dearborn, Hamtramck, and Highland Park. The Detroit field includes the rural section located outside the Detroit metropolitan area, including Lansing, Pontiac, and Ann Arbor, where different methods of delivery are involved since the rural section is supplied by small bulk plants operated by commission agents known as “B” stations as distinguished from the large bulk plants used to serve the Detroit metropolitan area operated by salaried employees and known as “A” stations. No factual cost study or investigation was made to determine the relation of sale and delivery costs in the entire Detroit metropolitan field to those in the restricted Detroit metropolitan area. In fact, there is substantial evidence indicating that respondent’s cost of marketing gasoline to service stations in the rural areas of the Detroit field through commission agents is higher than its cost of marketing through its large bulk plants to service stations in the Detroit metropolitan area.

(c) In allocating cost items to the tank-wagon reseller channel and the “jobber” channel, the respondent charged to the tank-wagon reseller channel a number of items which should not have been charged
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to that particular channel and failed to charge to the "jobber" channel cost items properly chargeable to that channel.

(d) For the purpose of this cost study, respondent has determined the expense on leased service stations which involve landlord operations only and has carried such expense, after deducting income from rentals, into the general tank-wagon delivery expense allocated to the tank-wagon reseller channel. In fact, the landlord expense incident to the operation of respondent's leased service stations was carried separately in respondent's regular accounting procedure, as this expense has no bearing on the cost of marketing gasoline through the regular reseller channel but represented cost of maintenance, taxes, etc., on company-owned or leased service stations less revenue received, without consideration of the sale of gasoline or the expense incident thereto.

(e) It further appears from respondent's cost study that direct-shipment expense has been allocated for the most part on the basis of effort, while the allocation to the tank-wagon reseller channel has been made for the most part on the basis of gallonage, except in accounts where allocation was made on the basis of effort in respondent's regular accounting procedure. The use of these two methods of allocation appears to be inconsistent, and the comparative results obtained do not properly reflect the difference in cost of sale and delivery between the tank-wagon and "jobber" channel.

(f) While advertising comprises the largest single item of expense, only a small proportion, consisting of point-of-sale advertising, has been allocated between the tank-wagon and "jobber" channel. The remaining advertising expense, commonly known as "consumer-advertising," such as newspaper and billboard advertising, was improperly allocated to the tank-wagon channel alone and no part charged to the "jobber" channel. Consumer advertising costs cannot properly be separated between gasoline resold through "jobber"-operated retail stations and gasoline sold through other retail stations except upon the basis of gallonage, which, if used, would afford no cost differential.

Par. 12. In further defense of the discriminations in price challenged in this proceeding the respondent contends that the lower prices allowed Ned's Auto Supply Company from and after September 1, 1936, and the lower prices allowed Citrin-Kolb Oil Company, Wayne Oil Company, and Stikeman Oil Company, Inc., from and after June 19, 1936, were all made in good faith to meet equally low or lower prices of competitors within the meaning of subsection (b) of Section 2 of the Clayton Act, as amended. The respondent argues that this is established: (1) By the showing made respecting several offers to these dealers by some of respondent's competitors, which, it
contends, demonstrates that the granting of the lower prices to these dealers was necessary to prevent the loss of their business by respondents; and (2) by evidence that during all of the time the lower prices were allowed by respondent the general competitive condition in Detroit was such that any of these dealers could have purchased from some of respondent’s competitors gasoline of a grade and quality comparable with respondent’s gasoline at prices equally low or lower than the prices charged by respondent. Although finding against the respondent on other grounds, the hearing examiner nevertheless expressed the opinion (not necessary to the decision which he recommended) that the lower prices allowed these four customers by respondent were in fact granted to meet equally low prices of competitors. Whether deliberately or inadvertently, the hearing examiner did not find that these lower prices were allowed “in good faith.” In any event, for reasons hereinafter stated, the Commission is convinced that these lower prices were not made in good faith to meet equally low prices of competitors within the meaning of Section 2 (b) of the amended Clayton Act.

Par. 13. As hereinafore indicated, the respondent’s method of pricing its gasoline in the Detroit metropolitan area is to sell to its customers generally at what is designated in the oil industry as the “tank-wagon price” and to sell to a much more limited number of purchasers at a “tank-car price,” the latter being 1½ cents per gallon lower than the former (on the respondent’s Red Crown gasoline). The “tank-car price” is also frequently referred to as the “jobber” price, although the granting of such price is not based upon any consideration of the method of resale by the purchaser. The respondent’s standard for granting the tank-car price is that a purchaser make annual purchases of from one to two million gallons of gasoline, have storage facilities sufficient to accept delivery of a tank-car quantity of gasoline at one time, and have a credit rating satisfactory to assure payment for the gasoline purchased in the larger quantities.

The facts with respect to offers made by respondent’s competitors to these four customers appear in detail in the record. In brief, these facts are as follows:

Ned’s Auto Supply Company

The lower prices granted Ned’s Auto Supply Company were ½ cent less than the tank-wagon price from September 1, 1936, to March 7, 1938, and 1½ cents less than the tank-wagon price from and after March 7, 1938, this purchaser having acquired tank-car storage facilities on or about March 1, 1938. The offers made to this customer
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were from the Argo Oil Company, the Texas Company, Shell Oil Company, and Red Indian Oil Company.

In 1930 a vice-president of Argo Oil Company offered to sell Ned’s Auto Supply Company its requirements of gasoline by tank-wagon delivery at a price 1 cent per gallon less than the tank-wagon price then paid by Ned’s for respondent’s gasoline. The brand of gasoline offered by Argo Oil Company was “Dixie” gasoline, not a major brand. The offer was declined and the matter ended.

In 1933 Charles H. Gershenson, President, Ned’s Auto Supply Company, went to Akron, Ohio, and discussed with a Mr. Dodge of the Texas Company the possibility of Ned’s Auto Supply Company buying gasoline from that company at the price at which that company then sold its gasoline to Firestone Tire & Rubber Company, which purportedly was 4 cents per gallon less than the tank-wagon price on regular gasoline and 4½ or 5 cents per gallon less than the tank-wagon price on premium or Ethyl gasoline. There is no evidence that the Texas Company or any of its representatives ever agreed to the proposal made by Gershenson or of any further discussions of the matter subsequent to 1933.

In 1933 or 1934 a representative of Shell Oil Company informed Gershenson that it was seeking a single “jobber” in Detroit and that if Ned’s Auto Supply Company would arrange to handle tank-car deliveries Shell Oil Company would sell gasoline to it at about 2 cents per gallon less than the prevailing tank-wagon price. Ned’s Auto Supply Company did not accept the offer, and Shell Oil Company selected another dealer in Detroit.

Between 1930 and March 7, 1938, Red Indian Oil Company made repeated offers to sell gasoline to Ned’s Auto Supply Company at prices varying from 1 cent to 1½ cents less than respondent’s prices to that customer. In 1930 Red Indian Oil Company was selling Phillips 66 gasoline, which it offered to deliver to Ned’s stations at 1 cent per gallon less than respondent’s price or to sell to Ned’s at 1½ cents less than respondent’s price if Ned’s took delivery at Red Indian’s bulk plant. In 1934 or 1935 Red Indian Oil Company ceased selling Phillips 66 gasoline, and since that time has sold Fleet Wing gasoline, which it offered to Ned’s at the prevailing tank-car price. Fleet Wing gasoline is not a major brand gasoline and did not have public acceptance comparable to that enjoyed by respondent’s Red Crown gasoline.

As each of the above negotiations occurred, Ned’s Auto Supply Company notified the respondent of it, and on August 27, 1936, Ned’s advised respondent by letter that a competitive major oil company had offered it a gasoline contract carrying a substantially larger margin of profit than it was able to realize under its arrangement with
respondent and that it was the present intention of Ned's to accept that offer. Mr. Gershenson testified that the offer he had in mind was that made by the Red Indian Oil Company on Fleet Wing gasoline. After further negotiation between respondent and Ned's Auto Supply Company, a reduction of one-half cent per gallon off the tank-wagon price was allowed Ned's, with delivery as theretofore by tank wagon. This lower price to Ned's was made effective September 1, 1936, and continued to March 7, 1938, when Ned's was allowed the tank-car price of $1.5 cents per gallon less than the tank-wagon price.

Citrin-Kolb Oil Company

The Citrin-Kolb Oil Company was first granted the tank-car price by respondent in 1928 or 1929 at a time when that company was engaged exclusively in the retail sale of gasoline through its own filling stations, and this price of $1.5 cents less than the tank-wagon price has been continued by respondent to the present time.

Beginning about 1930 Citrin-Kolb received offers from three different suppliers to furnish gasoline at net prices lower than the tank-car prices it was paying respondent. Hickok Oil Company of Toledo, Ohio, proposed an arrangement under which Citrin-Kolb, then a partnership, would incorporate and assign to Hickok 51 percent of the common stock of the new corporation. This offer related to a brand of gasoline known as Hi-Speed gasoline. Shell Oil Company made a joint offer to Citrin-Kolb and another dealer, Middleton Oil Company, involving a brand of gasoline not then sold in Detroit and known as Silver Flash gasoline. Gulf Refining Company offered its gasoline to Citrin-Kolb at the same price as respondent was then selling it, but in addition offered to waive any requirement that Citrin-Kolb supply its own bulk storage and agreed to allow Citrin-Kolb to take its requirements from Gulf's bulk storage plant, and in addition offered to furnish filling station pumps and other service station equipment without cost to Citrin-Kolb.

In August 1936 Citrin-Kolb Oil Company worked out a tentative arrangement with the Texas Company for a five-year contract under which Citrin-Kolb was to be allowed 2 cents per gallon off the tank-wagon price and certain other advantages. This proposed agreement was exhibited to respondent's Detroit manager, Mr. Raupaugh, presumably to afford respondent an opportunity to meet its terms, but this the respondent refused to do and the contract was never put into effect.

In 1939 a representative of Argo Oil Company, a gasoline jobber in the Detroit area, offered Citrin-Kolb Oil Company gasoline (either
Marathon or Linco gasoline, the witness was not certain which) at 2 cents a gallon less than the prevailing tank-wagon price. Although this offer was mentioned to respondent's Detroit sales manager, apparently it was never seriously considered by Citrin-Kolb.

In December 1940 Citrin-Kolb was informed by a representative of Aurora Gasoline Company, a Detroit company, that its refinery was to be enlarged and that it would be in a position to furnish Citrin-Kolb with gasoline at 2 cents a gallon less than the prevailing tank-wagon price. Citrin-Kolb informed respondent's Detroit manager, who declined to meet the offer, and nothing further was done.

**Wayne Oil Company**

In 1935 respondent granted Wayne Oil Company the tank-car price on gasoline, and since that time has continued to sell to it at such price. There was some evidence that the Aurora Gasoline Company solicited the business of Wayne Oil Company, but there is no showing of any definite offers made at prices as low as or lower than the price allowed Wayne by respondent until after the complaint in this proceeding was issued.

In December 1940 a representative of Aurora Gasoline Company discussed with Wayne a proposal similar to that made to Citrin-Kolb Oil Company, and there is also testimony relating to a tentative proposal made in December 1940 by National Refining Company of Cleveland to Wayne Oil Company and Stikeman Oil Company, Inc., jointly, upon a gasoline known as White Rose gasoline, which was not then sold in Detroit.

**Stikeman Oil Company, Inc.**

Respondent granted the tank-car price on gasoline to Stikeman Oil Company, Inc., in 1932, and has subsequently sold to it at that price. There is no evidence of any offers made to Stikeman by any of respondent's competitors at any time prior to the issuance of complaint in this proceeding.

**Par. 14.** This proceeding was brought under Section 2 of the Clayton Act, as amended by the Robinson-Patman Act, approved June 19, 1936. Proof of discriminations in price by the respondent prior to June 19, 1936, could not be used to establish the violations of law alleged to have occurred. Except for the limited purposes hereafter considered, offers received by the four customers of respondent as heretofore recited, prior to June 19, 1936, and which were not continuing offers, are not relevant to show that the specific discriminations in price made by respondent subsequent to June 19, 1936, were
made in good faith to meet equally low prices of competitors. This leaves for immediate consideration the continuing offer of the Red Indian Oil Company to Ned’s Auto Supply Company and the two offers made to Citrin-Kolb Oil Company. The offer of Red Indian Oil Company was on Fleet Wing gasoline which, as has been previously found, was not a major brand of gasoline. In the trade sense, it was an off brand and generally sold at prices lower than major brands of gasoline.

There was no evidence as to whether or not Fleet Wing gasoline was of comparable grade or quality with respondent’s gasoline. Regardless of this, in the retail distribution of gasoline public acceptance rather than chemical analysis of the product is the important competitive factor. Certain widely distributed and well advertised brands of gasoline have come to be known as major brands, and other brands are known as off brands. In the Detroit metropolitan area, as elsewhere, off-brand or local-brand gasoline sells at lower prices than major brands, and distributors of off-brand gasoline find it necessary to undersell major brands in order to secure some share of the market.

A dealer’s purpose in purchasing gasoline is to resell it to his customers, and it is necessary, therefore, for him to have a product his customers are willing to buy. The dealer’s overall success or failure may be governed largely by the extent to which his merchandise is acceptable to the public, and in the case of gasoline public acceptance is determined in large measure by factors other than actual grade and quality. A dealer cannot readily shift from one brand of gasoline to another without running the risk of losing many of his customers whom he may or may not be able to replace. Respondent has at all times been familiar with these competitive factors in the distribution of gasoline and could not have regarded the offer of Red Indian Oil Company to sell its Fleet Wing gasoline at a 1½ cents per gallon lower price as a serious competitive threat.

The offer of the Texas Company to Citrin-Kolb Oil Company in August 1936, and the offer of Argo Oil Company in 1939, could not have been relevant to the lower price respondent originally granted to Citrin-Kolb, for that lower price was first allowed in 1928 or 1929 and has continued since that time. Presumably, these offers were intended to show that continuance of the lower price to Citrin-Kolb was necessary to prevent respondent’s competitors from securing the patronage of that customer.

It may well be that respondent was convinced that if it ceased granting tank-car prices to Citrin-Kolb, Wayne, and Stikeman and continued to refuse the tank-car price to Ned’s Auto Supply Company
it would lose these accounts. It had substantial reasons for believing
this to be the case, for all of these concerns, except Ned's Auto Supply
Company, had already been recognized as entitled to the tank-car
price under the commonly accepted standards of the industry, and
Ned's had achieved a volume of distribution which brought it within
the range where it was likely to be so recognized by a major oil com-
pany at any time. Thus, the real question is whether or not the ac-
tions of the respondent in granting or continuing to these four dealers
the tank-car price pursuant to, and in accordance with its general
policy can be said to have been made in good faith within the meaning
of Section 2 (b).

In dealing with this question, the Commission believes that consid-
eration cannot be confined to such specific offers as may have been
made by competitors, but also must include the setting and general
conditions under which such offers were made. In selecting the cus-
tomers or prospective customers to whom it will grant the tank-car
price on gasoline, the respondent's criterion is now, and for many
years has been, that the customer or prospective customer make annual
purchases of not less than from one to two million gallons of gasoline,
have storage facilities sufficient to accept delivery in tank-car quan-
tities, and have a credit standing assuring payment for large volume
purchases. This is the same criterion which for many years has also
been applied by the respondent's major competitors, and under it any
question of the distributive function performed by the purchaser, that
is, whether the purchaser is a retail dealer selling to the public or a
wholesaler selling to retail dealers, is wholly immaterial.

Respondent has had long experience in the sale and distribution of
gasoline, both through service stations which it owned or leased and
operated and through its bulk plants to service station operators. It
follows that respondent is thoroughly familiar with the costs of oper-
ating retail service stations and bulk plants, with the margins of gross
profits available to retail service stations and to operators of bulk
plants, and with the competitive results which may be expected when
some retailers receive lower prices than competing retailers. At all
relevant times, respondent knew or had the means of knowing and
should have known that the manner in which it priced and sold its
gasoline continually created the probability of injury to competition
between retail dealers who bought such gasoline at different prices and
resold it in competition with one another. It also knew or should
have known that the price differences which it granted could not be
justified on the basis of differences in the cost of manufacture, sale
and delivery resulting from differing methods or quantities in which
its gasoline was sold or delivered. These circumstances existed at the
time the Robinson-Patman Amendment to the Clayton Act became law, and their existence imposed upon respondent the duty and obligation of reviewing its pricing policy and taking such action as might be necessary to bring that policy into conformity with the new statute. Respondent neither did this nor made any bona fide attempt so to do.

With the exception of the 1/₂ cent per gallon discrimination in favor of Ned's Auto Supply Company preceding the granting of the tank-car discount of 1½ cents per gallon to that purchaser, all of the discriminations in price involved in this proceeding were made pursuant to respondent's established method of pricing. They were not the result of departures from a nondiscriminatory price scale which were made to meet lower prices of competitors, but represented only the continued application of the pricing standard previously adopted by respondent and followed by it since long before 1936. In the Commission's view, Section 2 (b) of the statute does not contemplate justification being made for a method of pricing as exemplified by individual instances of price discrimination made pursuant to such pricing method.

It is also important that the respondent necessarily knew at the time of the passage of the Robinson-Patman Act, and at all times thereafter, that its standard for granting tank-car prices on its gasoline was in all substantial respects the same as the standards used by its major competitors. It was evidently then relying, as it is now relying, upon the position that so long as the pricing method in existence prior to the passage of the Robinson-Patman Act remains unchanged it can defend its price discriminations on the ground that its lower prices were granted in good faith to meet equally low prices of its competitors. Upon this same theory, respondent's competitors, including the three against whom similar charges of price discriminations are pending, might also defend their similar price differences on the ground of meeting respondent's equally low prices or the equally low prices of other competitors. The Commission does not construe the words "in good faith" in Section 2 (b) as permitting that result. In the circumstances shown to exist, the Commission does not believe that the statute provides a means of effectively insulating any particular pricing pattern from attack or that it guarantees that so long as a pricing pattern in effect prior to 1936 remains undisturbed price discriminations made pursuant to that pattern may be lawfully continued.

Par. 15. For the reasons stated, the Commission is of the opinion that the respondent has not shown that the discriminatory prices allowed Ned's Auto Supply Company, Citrin-Kolb Oil Company, Wayne Oil Company, and Stikeman Oil Company, Inc., were lower prices
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granted in good faith to meet equally low prices of competitors. The Commission, therefore, finds that the burden imposed upon the respondent by Section 2 (b) of the Clayton Act, as amended by the Robinson-Patman Act, has not been sustained and that the price discriminations referred to in these findings have not been justified.

CONCLUSION

The aforesaid discriminations in price by the respondent, as herein found, constituted violations of subsection (a) of Section 2 of an Act of Congress entitled “An Act to supplement existing laws against unlawful restraints and monopolies, and for other purposes,” approved October 15, 1914 (the Clayton Act), as amended by an Act of Congress approved June 19, 1936 (the Robinson-Patman Act).

MODIFIED ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST

This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Commission upon the complaint of the Commission, as amended, the respondent’s answer thereto, testimony and other evidence in support of the allegations of said complaint, as amended, and in opposition thereto, taken before a hearing examiner of the Commission theretofore duly designated by it, report of the hearing examiner upon the evidence and exceptions filed thereto, briefs in support of and in opposition to the complaint, as amended, and oral argument of counsel, and the Commission, having considered the matter, on October 9, 1943, made its findings as to the facts and its conclusion drawn therefrom and issued its order to cease and desist (which said order to cease and desist was, on August 9, 1946, modified in certain respects).

Said modified order to cease and desist having been further modified by the United States Court of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit in the manner and to the extent set forth in the judgment of said Court issued April 29, 1949, which judgment was subsequently reversed by the United States Supreme Court, and the case having been remanded to the Commission on February 14, 1951, by the Court of Appeals with instructions “to make findings in conformity with the opinion of the Supreme Court of the United States filed on January 8, 1951”; and the Commission having made its modified findings as to the facts and its conclusion that the respondent has violated the provisions of subsection (a) of Section 2 of an Act of Congress entitled “An Act to supplement existing laws against unlawful restraints and monopolies, and for other purposes,” approved October 15, 1914 (the Clayton Act), as amended by an Act of Congress approved June 19, 1936 (the Robinson-Patman Act), and having afforded the respondent opportunity
to show cause why the modified order to cease and desist issued in this proceeding on August 9, 1946, should not be further modified in the manner shown in its order issued March 24, 1952, and having considered the objections to such modification made by the respondent and briefs filed on behalf of Retail Gasoline Dealers Association of Michigan, National Congress of Petroleum Retailers, Inc., Empire State Petroleum Association, Inc., Great American Oil Company, and counsel in support of the complaint, and oral argument of counsel:

It is ordered, That the respondent, Standard Oil Company (Indiana), a corporation, and its officers, representatives, agents and employees, directly or through any corporate or other device, in connection with the sale or distribution of gasoline in commerce, as "commerce" is defined in the aforesaid Clayton Act, do forthwith cease and desist from discriminating, directly or indirectly, in the price of gasoline of like grade and quality:

1. By selling such gasoline to any retailer thereof at a lower price than to any other retailer who in fact competes with the favored purchaser in the resale of such gasoline to the public ("Retailer" as here used applies to that portion of the business of any purchaser which consists of the retail sale of gasoline to the public).

2. By selling such gasoline to any retailer at a price known by respondent to be higher than the price at which any wholesaler-purchaser is reselling such gasoline to any retailer who competes with such direct retailer-customer of respondent, where respondent is selling to such wholesaler at a price lower than respondent’s price to such direct retailer-customer.

For the purpose of comparison, the term “price” as used in this order includes discounts, rebates, allowances and other terms and conditions of sale.

It is further ordered, That the respondent shall, within sixty (60) days after service upon it of this order, file with the Commission a report in writing setting forth in detail the manner and form in which it has complied with this order.

Commissioners Mason and Carretta dissenting.

Dissenting Opinion of Commissioner Lowell B. Mason

Commissioner Mason joins with Commissioner Carretta in his dissent.

In this connection, reference is made to the following language contained in Commissioner Mason’s previous dissent of August 9, 1946, in this same case: ¹

"* * * the respondent proved by greater weight of the evidence (in fact, I find the testimony uncontroverted). The respondent

¹ See 43 F. T. C. 56 at 59.
proven that it had granted a lower price in good faith to meet a competitor's price. The trial examiner who heard the case so held, and I as a Commissioner would so find.

"The Commission concludes as a matter of law that it is unnecessary for it to determine this fact. In my opinion, this is not sound. So far as the Federal Trade Commission is concerned, I believe deliberate and intentional matching of a competitor's lower price is legitimate as long as the proviso on Section 2 (b) of the Clayton Act stays on the statute books." 1

"In the instant case, the respondent, having lost two customers because it would not meet the prices of its competitors, made up its corporate mind to hang on to what business it had left, and in good faith, and what appears to me only ordinary common sense, lowered its price to that of its competitors.

"In my opinion, the rejection of this defense by the Commission is fatal to the validity of the order." 2

Dissenting Opinion of Commissioner Albert A. Carretta

I. History of Case.

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress entitled "An Act to supplement existing laws against unlawful restraints and monopolies, and for other purposes," approved October 15, 1914 (Clayton Act), as amended by an Act of Congress approved June 19, 1936 (Robinson-Patman Act), the Federal Trade Commission on November 29, 1940 issued and subsequently served its complaint in this proceeding upon the respondent, Standard Oil Company, an Indiana corporation, charging it with violation of the provisions of subsection (a) of Section 2 of the said Clayton Act, as amended. After the issuance of said complaint, the filing of respondent's answer thereto, and the taking of partial testimony and other evidence in support of the complaint, the Commission, on April 23, 1941, issued and subsequently served upon the respondent an order amending said complaint, which order also provided that the testimony and other evidence theretofore taken be adopted and considered as having been taken in support of the allegations of the complaint as amended, and that the answer of the respondent filed to the original complaint be adopted as respondent's answer to the complaint as amended. The complaint, as amended, alleges that the respondent, since June 19, 1936, sold "its gasoline to four Detroit dealers engaged in reselling said gasoline at retail, at prices substantially lower than the prices charged by respondent.

2 The Supreme Court agreed with this interpretation.
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ent to its other Detroit retailer purchasers for gasoline of the same grade and quality. Said four dealers are: Citrin-Kolb Oil Company; Stikeman Oil Company, Inc.; Wayne Oil Company; and Ned's Auto Supply Company. Each of said dealers has, since said date, owned or operated in the Detroit area one or more gasoline stations where said gasoline so purchased has been resold (and, except as to Stikeman Oil Company, Inc., is now resold) at retail to consumers thereof, in competition with other retailers of gasoline purchasing the same from respondent or from other manufacturers. Citrin-Kolb Oil Company, Stikeman Oil Company, Inc., and Wayne Oil Company, respectively, are also engaged in the business of reselling at wholesale, a large part of the gasoline so purchased by them from respondent, to other gasoline dealers in the Detroit area who are likewise competitively engaged in the resale thereof at retail."

The complaint, as amended, further alleges that "the effect of the discrimination in price described in the preceding paragraph hereof has been and may be to injure, destroy and prevent competition with each of the four dealers named in said Paragraph, and with their respective customers, in the resale of gasoline."

Between March 1941 and August 1942, approximately 8000 pages of testimony and other evidence in support of and in opposition to the allegations of said complaint as amended, were introduced before a trial examiner of the Commission.

In the "Trial Examiner's Report Upon the Evidence" in this case, filed on July 1, 1943, the Trial Examiner posed the following question:

"Were the differentials in price accorded the four dealers, recognized by respondent as jobbers, made in good faith to meet equally low prices of competitors, or the services or facilities furnished by competitors?"

After reviewing the evidence in the record, the Trial Examiner further stated in this Report:

"CONCLUSION OF FACT:

The differentials on its branded gasolines respondent granted Ned's Auto Supply Company, at all times subsequent to March 7, 1938, and Stikeman Oil Company, Citrin-Kolb Oil Company, and the Wayne Company, at all times subsequent to June 19, 1936, were granted to meet equally low prices offered by competitors on branded gasolines of comparable grade and quality."

On October 9, 1945, the Commission published both its "Findings as to the Facts and Conclusion" in this matter, as well as its "Order" which requires the respondent to cease and desist from discriminating in the price of gasoline of the same grade and quality among its customers in violation of Section 2(a) of the Clayton Act, as amended by the Robinson-Patman Act.
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Under dates of January 21, 1946 and February 15, 1946, counsel for the Commission filed motions seeking to modify the order to cease and desist entered herein by the Commission on October 9, 1945. Under date of January 28, 1946, respondent filed a motion seeking a rehearing and reconsideration of the order to cease and desist. Under date of August 9, 1946, the Commission ordered that the motions of counsel for the Commission be granted, and that said order to cease and desist be modified substantially in the manner and to the extent as set out in the supplemental motion of counsel for the Commission dated February 15, 1946. Under date of August 9, 1946, the Commission ordered that the motion of respondent for rehearing and reconsideration of the order to cease and desist be denied. Under date of August 9, 1946, the Commission published its modified order to cease and desist.

On October 4, 1946, respondent filed its petition in the United States Court of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit seeking a review of the aforementioned modified cease and desist order. In this proceeding, the Commission asked enforcement of its order. In its petition, the respondent contended that the modified cease and desist order should not be enforced because:

1. The Commission failed to find and could not have found under the undisputed evidence in this case, that either or any of the purchases involved in such discrimination was in commerce.

2. The Commission treated as immaterial the respondent's conclusive showing that the discrimination made in price was in good faith to meet an equally low price of a competitor, which showing the respondent asserted as a complete defense.

3. "Paragraph 6 of the modified order directs Standard at its peril to prevent jobbers to whom it sells gasoline and who are in competition with Standard in the resale thereof from reselling to their retail dealers at prices less than Standard’s price to its own retail dealers; requires Standard to police, maintain and regulate such competitor's prices on gasoline, title to which passed to the jobber on delivery by Standard; and subjects Standard retroactively to punishment for contempt should a jobber-competitor fail to maintain such resale prices.”

Under date of March 11, 1949, the United States Court of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit published its opinion which stated, among other things, that:

1. The respondent's operations are in commerce from the refinery to its customers.

2. The showing of the respondent that it made the discriminatory price in good faith to meet competition is not controlling in view of
the very substantial evidence that its discrimination was used to affect and lessen competition at the retail level.

(In this connection, the following language is quoted from the opinion of the United States Court of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit:

“There is substantial evidence in the record, and we think it may be assumed to be conclusive, to the effect that the petitioner made its low price to Ned's, Citrin, Wayne, and Stikeman in good faith to meet the lower price of a competitor.”

* * * * * * *

“Now as to the contention that the discriminatory prices here complained of were made in good faith to meet a lower price of a competitor. While the Commission made no finding on this point, it assumed its existence but held, contrary to the petitioner's contention, that this was not a defense.”

* * * * * * *

“The showing made here by the petitioner that it made the lower price in good faith to meet competition, we assume, as the Commission apparently did, was made out.”

3. “We would modify Paragraph 6 to read as follows: ‘By selling such gasoline to any jobber or wholesaler at a price lower than the price which respondent charges its retailer-customers who in fact compete in the sale and distribution of such gasoline with the retailer-customers of such jobbers or wholesalers, where such jobber or wholesaler, to the knowledge of the respondent or under such circumstances as are reasonably calculated to impute knowledge to the respondent, resells such gasoline or intends to resell the same to any of its said retailer-customers at less than respondent's posted tank-wagon price or directly or indirectly grants to any such retailer-customer any discounts, rebates, allowances, services or facilities having the net effect of a reduction in price to the retailer.’”

The United States Court of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit concluded its opinion by stating:

“The order as modified will be enforced, and judgment thereon will be entered accordingly.”

Subsequently, respondent filed a petition with the Supreme Court of the United States for a Writ of Certiorari, which was granted on November 7, 1949. Under date of January 8, 1951, the Supreme Court of the United States reversed the judgment of the United States Court of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit in this case, and remanded the case to that court with instructions to remand it to the Federal Trade
Commission to make findings in conformity with the opinion of the Supreme Court.

With respect to the contention of respondent that the subject sales were not in "commerce," the Supreme Court stated in its opinion:

"Such sales are well within the jurisdictional requirements of the Act."

With respect to the respondent's contention that its price discriminations were made in good faith to meet an equally low price of a competitor, the Supreme Court states:

"In addition there has been widespread understanding that, under the Robinson-Patman Act, it is a complete defense to a charge of price discrimination for the seller to show that its price differential has been made in good faith to meet a lawful and equally low price of a competitor. This understanding is reflected in actions and statements of members and counsel of the Federal Trade Commission. Representatives of the Department of Justice have testified to the effectiveness and value of the defense under the Robinson-Patman Act. We see no reason to depart now from that interpretation."

The opinion of the Supreme Court, therefore, stated that there should be a finding by the Commission as to whether or not petitioner's price reduction was made in good faith to meet a lawful equally low price of a competitor. It was for this purpose that the United States Court of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit was ordered to remand this case to the Federal Trade Commission. This was done on February 14, 1951.

II. FINDING REQUIRED BY THE SUPREME COURT OF THE UNITED STATES

The Supreme Court, in its opinion of January 8, 1951, stated:

"THERE SHOULD BE A FINDING AS TO WHETHER OR NOT PETITIONER'S PRICE REDUCTION WAS MADE IN GOOD FAITH TO MEET A LAWFUL EQUALLY LOW PRICE OF A COMPETITOR."

From a reading of the entire opinion, it appears that the one and only purpose for which this case was remanded to the Commission was to direct the Commission to make a finding on the subject matter indicated in the above quotation. All other questions previously presented in this case were disposed of.

The Supreme Court discussed the "good faith defense" contained in Section 2 of the original Clayton Act, and in so doing compared it with the language now contained in Section 2 (a) and 2 (b) of the Clayton Act, as amended by the Robinson-Patman Act. The Court decided that the changes made in this section did not "cut into the actual core of the defense" ("good faith" defense). The Court fur-
other stated that such defense "still consists of the provision that where-
ever a lawful lower price of a competitor tends to deprive a seller of
a customer, the seller, to retain that customer, may in good faith meet
that lower price. Actual competition, at least in this elemental form.
is thus preserved." (Italics supplied.)

Section 2 (b) of the Clayton Act, as amended by the Robinson-
Patman Act, reads as follows:

"Upon proof being made, at any hearing on a complaint under this
section, that there has been discrimination in price or services or fa-
cilities furnished, the burden of rebutting the prima-facie case thus
made by showing justification shall be upon the person charged with
a violation of this section, and unless justification shall be affirmatively
shown the Commission is authorized to issue an order terminating
the discrimination: Provided, however, That nothing herein con-
tained shall prevent a seller rebutting the prima-facie case thus made
by showing that his lower price or the furnishing of services or facili-
ties to any purchaser or purchasers was made in good faith to meet
an equally low price of a competitor, or the services or facilities fur-
nished by a competitor." (Italics supplied.)

The question which immediately suggests itself upon reading this
language of the statute concerns the intended meaning of the word
"lawful," which was apparently added by the Supreme Court to the
wording of the statute. Since January 1951, when the decision of
the Court herein was published, many articles have been written and
many speeches have been made questioning, first, the authority of
the Supreme Court to add this word "lawful" to the words of the
statute, and second, the meaning which the Court sought to convey
by its use. Be that as it may, however, it is not within the province
of the Federal Trade Commission to question a decision of the
Supreme Court of the United States. Until such time as the Supreme
Court should rule otherwise, or until such time as Congress might
legislate upon this subject, the Commission is bound to read the
proviso in Section 2 (b) as though it contains the word "lawful."

To do otherwise would be to flout the decision of the Supreme Court.

Speaking as only one of the Commissioner of the Federal Trade
Commission, I can honestly say that I am not in disagreement with
the majority of the Court when it ruled that there should be a finding
as to whether or not petitioner's price reduction was made in good
faith to meet a lawful equally low price of a competitor. The ques-
tion of importance concerns the extent to which, if any, the respond-
ent is to assume the burden of proving that the competitor's price
which was being met was a lawful price.
The Supreme Court could have meant that the respondent must assume the burden of affirmatively proving that the competitor's lower price which was being met was a lawful price. If such were the case, the respondent would have the burden of proving to the satisfaction of the Commission that the lower price of a competitor which was being met was one which would be found by the Commission as being non-violative of Section 2 (a) of the Clayton Act, as amended by the Robinson-Patman Act. To do this, it would be necessary for the respondent to have access to facts and figures which ordinarily are in the possession of only the competitor. For example, if a competitor's lower price were one based on "cost justification," the respondent would have to have the figures which would justify the granting of such lower price by the competitor to its customer. It is hardly reasonable to assume that any respondent could voluntarily obtain such information from a competitor. This would also mean that the respondent would have to have such information in his possession before he could meet the lower price. Otherwise, he would proceed at his peril. This interpretation is illogical in that it would place upon the party who was required to meet the lower price of his competitor an unreasonable burden. It would bundle him in an economic straight jacket and leave him incapable of exercising that flexibility of movement which is so necessary to compete successfully in the market place. While he was checking to determine whether the price he was required to meet was a lawful price, he would be losing his customer to his competitor.

Further, it must be remembered that it sometimes takes the Federal Trade Commission—even with its extensive investigative and subpoena powers—several years to establish that prices charged by certain respondents are "unlawful" as being in violation of Section 2 (a) of the Clayton Act, as amended by the Robinson-Patman Act. Conversely, it may be stated that the respondents in such cases also spend several years in attempting to establish that their own prices are "lawful" and not in violation of the aforementioned section. How much more difficult, therefore, would it be for a seller to establish that the prices of a competitor are "lawful" prices?

In connection with this matter, it would be well to quote from the "Final Report of the Select Committee on Small Business" of the House of Representatives, dated December 31, 1952.

"A persistent problem faced by the Federal Trade Commission for many years has been the inordinate amount of time needed to complete its actions." (Report, p. 285)

"A total of 64, about three-fourths of all pending antimonopoly cases, on June 30, 1952, had been active—if active is the word—for
more than 3 years. *The average period as represented by the median was 61 months.*” (Italics added) (Report, p. 287)

In consideration of the insurmountable problems which would confront a respondent if it were assigned the above-described unreasonable burden of affirmatively proving that the lower price of its competitor which was being met was lawful, it must be concluded that the Supreme Court could not have meant, and in fact, did not mean, that any such burden was to be assumed by the respondent. What, then, could the Court have meant?

The presumption of validity of prices is one which should be given consideration by the Commission in its determinations, and is not one to be lightly dismissed under our system of jurisprudence in the absence of evidence to the contrary.

If a seller knows that a competitor is offering a customer of the seller an unlawful price, can it ever be said that the seller—in meeting such price—is meeting a lawful price? Obviously not. Further, if a seller has reason to believe that the price which a competitor is offering a customer of the seller is an unlawful price, can it ever be said that the seller—in meeting such price—is meeting a lawful price? Here, if the seller ignores the danger signals of which he is cognizant and makes no attempt to dispel his doubts as to the "unlawfulness" of his competitor's price, then the answer must also be in the negative.

If the seller meets the lower price of the competitor under such conditions without dispelling the doubts from his mind, he does so at his peril. On the other hand, if the seller does not know, or if the seller does not have reason to believe that the competitor's price to a seller's customer is or may be unlawful, may he, acting as a reasonable prudent man would act under the circumstances, meet such competitor's lower price? Here, I believe the answer is "yes." To require more of the seller would be to deprive him of the right to compete for the business of his customer.

Consequently, when a respondent seeks to avail itself of the defense provided in Section 2 (b) of the Clayton Act, as amended by the Robinson-Patman Act, such respondent must assume the burden of affirmatively proving to the satisfaction of the Commission that his lower price was made in good faith to meet an equally low price of a competitor (note the omission of the word "lawful" herein). As one of the tests in determining whether respondent lowered its price *in good faith* to meet the equally low price of a competitor, the Commission must be satisfied that the respondent did not know, or did not have reason to believe, that the competitor's lower price which he was meeting was or might have been unlawful, and that he acted as a reasonable prudent man would have acted under the circumstances.
III. EVIDENCE OF RECORD

It must be remembered in reading this section that although the present tense is used in many instances, all statements refer to the testimony of witnesses given more than ten years ago.

Before proceeding to a consideration of the evidence relative to the competition which had to be met by the respondent in selling gasoline in the Detroit, Michigan, area, it would be well to cite from the record the uncontroverted testimony concerning the nature of the gasoline market in the city of Detroit and in the State of Michigan during the period covered in the complaint.

Mr. Raupagh, Manager of the Detroit Division of the respondent, testified that Detroit is generally considered to be one of the most, if not the most, highly competitive areas as far as the gasoline industry is concerned. This applies both to the competition among the suppliers of gasoline to resellers, and to the competition among resellers. Mr. Raupagh gave as some of the reasons for this condition that Detroit, being a large industrial city, has a large potential market for gasoline; it is so located that its distributors have both good water and rail transportation. He stated that some years ago, Detroit was considered as a sort of a dumping ground for gasoline because refineries from the mid-continent and other fields would dump their surplus in the Detroit market because transportation facilities were good—even though normally, such refineries did not enter the Detroit market (R. 3256–57). Mr. Raupagh stated that there has been a surplus of gasoline in the Detroit area during all the time he has been there—which has been since 1930 (R. 3259, R. 3431). The witness further testified that Michigan is a crude oil producing State and that there are approximately 30 refineries therein refining Michigan-produced gasoline, the greater part of which is sold in the Detroit area. Thirty percent of the gasoline consumed in Michigan is produced within the State. There was also a surplus of Michigan gasoline which Michigan refineries were offering to Michigan dealers at 3¢ below the prevailing tank-wagon price (R. 3269).

There are a number of marine terminals located in the Detroit area operated by such companies as Shell, Cities Service, Ohio Oil, Texas, Mid-Continent, Chas.-Austin, Inc., Puritan Stations, Inc., Keystone Oil & Refining, Globe Oil & Refining, and Brownley, as well as by respondent. In addition, gasoline is brought into the city of Detroit by pipe line from Toledo. The witness further testified that Detroit is not too far distant from northern Indiana and northern Illinois, where numerous refineries, pipe line terminals and oil depots are located.
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Prior to the date on which the complaint herein was issued (November 29, 1940), respondent sold its gasoline to seven jobbers in the Detroit, Michigan, area on a “tank-car” basis. These jobbers were:

Ned’s Auto Supply Company
Citrin-Kolb Oil Company
Stikeman Oil Company
Wayne Oil Company
Carnick Oil Company
Middleton Oil Company
Dick Lock.

Mr. Raupagh, Manager of the Detroit Division of the respondent, testified that in 1933 or 1934 respondent lost the Carnick Oil Company account to Gulf Oil Corporation. This latter company permitted Carnick Oil Company to purchase at “tank-car” prices from Gulf Oil’s bulk plant, thus enabling Carnick Oil to do away with the necessity of owning and operating a bulk plant (R. 3277–78).

Mr. Raupagh further testified that in 1933 respondent lost the Middleton Oil Company account to Shell Oil Company. At that time, Shell Oil made a lower offer to Middleton Oil, which respondent declined to meet (R. 3279–3282).

In 1933 or the early part of 1934, according to testimony of Mr. Raupagh, respondent lost the Dick Lock account to the Gulf Oil Company. At that time, Dick Lock informed Mr. Raupagh that Gulf Oil had made a better offer to him and that he had accepted such offer (Re. 3282–84).

As of the date on which the complaint herein was issued, respondent was selling its gasoline to the remaining four jobbers on a “tank-car” basis. Respondent was also selling its gasoline on a “tank-wagon” basis to retail service stations owned by it, and to retail service stations independently owned, in the Detroit area.

The basic, customary and prevailing standards for qualification as a “jobber” in the gasoline industry are that the applicant for this status must possess a bulk storage plant, must possess a good credit rating, and must have some established business enabling it to purchase from one million to two million gallons per year (R. 40; R. 1485–86).

Because the alleged price discriminations of which the respondent is charged pertain to respondent’s dealings with the four jobbers not lost to competitors by the respondent prior to the date on which the complaint herein was issued, it will be necessary to review the record for the history of such dealings.
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Ned's Auto Supply Company

Ned's Auto Supply Company (hereinafter sometimes referred to as "Ned's") began operations in 1918 through the establishment of a single service station. The second service station was acquired in 1928, the third in 1933 or 1934, and the fourth in 1935. Between 1936 and 1940 two other stations were acquired, making a total of six in all, plus a service station known as "Charley's" which was owned by Ned's but which was operated by an individual on a salary and commission basis. During all these years Ned's purchased its requirements from the respondent, and by 1936 was purchasing approximately 2,400,000 gallons of gasoline a year from the respondent at "tank-wagon" prices.

Ned's was classified by the respondent as a "jobber" on March 7, 1938 (approximately two years after the enactment of the Robinson-Patman Act) and since that date has been purchasing its gasoline requirements from the respondent at "tank-car" prices. Ned's did not sell to other resellers of gasoline, but did at all times sell the gasoline purchased from the respondent to the public through its above-mentioned service stations.

Charles Gershenson and William Gershenson at the time this proceeding began, were President and Vice President, respectively, of Ned's Auto Supply Company. At the hearing Charles Gershenson testified that prior to 1936, his company had received offers for the sale of gasoline to his company from various suppliers. In approximately 1930 a representative of the Argo Oil Company inquired whether Ned's would be interested in buying gasoline at a price 1¢ a gallon lower than the "tank-wagon" price Ned's was then paying the respondent. The brand name of the gasoline offered was either "Dixie" or "Shell" (R. 3088-89).

Mr. Charles Gershenson also testified that another offer was received at about the same time from the Red Indian Oil Company, and he stated that he remembered this offer very clearly because such offer had been continued to the date of the hearing in this matter. Red Indian Oil Company was then selling "Phillips 66," a brand of well-advertised gasoline. The representative of Red Indian, a Mr. McLean, told Mr. Charles Gershenson that his company would supply Ned's with gasoline—delivered to Ned's place—at 1¢ a gallon lower than the "tank-wagon" price paid by Ned's to respondent, or, if the gasoline was picked up by Ned's at the bulk plant of Red Indian Oil Company and hauled by Ned's, Red Indian Oil Company would sell it to Ned's at approximately 15¢ lower than the "tank-wagon" price paid by Ned's to respondent (R. 3089-91). Another offer was made to Ned's by Red Indian Oil Company in 1936. At that time, Mr. Dworman, President
of Red Indian Oil Company, offered to deliver gasoline to Ned’s at a price $1\frac{1}{2}$¢ lower than the “tank-wagon” price paid by Ned’s to respondent, or at a price 1.7¢ lower than the aforementioned “tank-wagon” price if the gasoline was picked up by Ned’s at the bulk plant of Red Indian Oil Company (R. 3415, et seq.).

Mr. Charles Gershenson testified that either in 1933 or 1934, he had attended a “dealer jamboree” conducted by the Shell Oil Company in the Book-Cadillac Hotel in Detroit. There he met a Mr. Jack Read, a representative of Shell Oil Company, who advised him that Shell was looking for a distributor in Detroit, and that if Ned could set itself up to handle “tank-car” deliveries, Shell Oil Company would sell to Ned’s on a “tank-car” jobber basis. Subsequently, several meetings were held between Mr. Charles Gershenson and Mr. Read. The Shell Oil Company subsequently took on another company as its Detroit jobber (R. 5100–01).

Mr. Charles Gershenson testified that in May or June of 1933, he went to Akron, Ohio, where, at the Firestone Clubhouse he met a Mr. Dodge, who was then Vice President and Sales Manager of The Texas Company. Mr. Gershenson informed Mr. Dodge that Ned’s was then purchasing its gasoline requirements from respondent on a “tank-wagon” basis but that he wasn’t satisfied with the price, and knowing of the contract Firestone Tire and Rubber Company had with The Texas Company, inquired whether Ned’s could obtain a similar contract. Mr. Dodge asked whether Ned’s had facilities for handling gasoline on a “tank-car” basis. Ned’s did not have such facilities at that time. Terms of the Firestone Tire & Rubber Company contract were then discussed, and Mr. Charles Gershenson testified that to the best of his recollection, Firestone’s differential was 4¢ lower than respondent’s “tank-wagon” price on the house brand gasoline, and either $1\frac{1}{2}$¢ or 5¢ a gallon lower than the respondent’s “tank-wagon” price on premium gasoline. Mr. Charles Gershenson informed Mr. Dodge that he would communicate with him as soon as Ned’s had facilities to avail itself of “tank-car” deliveries. This offer by The Texas Company to Ned’s was subsequently communicated to Mr. Raupagh by telephone (R. 3092–96).

Under date of August 27, 1936, a letter was addressed to respondent by William Gershenson in which it was stated:

“This is to advise you that a competitive major oil company recently submitted to us a gasoline contract carrying a substantially larger margin of profit than we now enjoy from your company.

“It is our present intention to act upon this offer and accept same.”

(Attention is invited to the fact that the above letter was addressed
to the respondent subsequent to the passage of the Robinson-Patman Act.)

Relative to this letter, Mr. Charles Gershenson testified that the offer of The Texas Company was in the nature of a continuing offer, and that it was the offer referred to in the above-quoted letter. The record indicates that although the letter was signed by William Gershenson, it was actually dictated by the witness, Charles Gershenson (R. 3054). As a result of this communication, and subsequent meetings between respondent and Ned's, in approximately September 1933 the respondent began selling gasoline to Ned's at a price \( \frac{1}{2} \)c below respondent's prevailing “tank-wagon” price (R. 3415-16). This arrangement continued until some time in March, 1938, when, as a result of a letter addressed to the respondent by Ned's, under date of February 14, 1938 (Resp. Ex. No. 46), respondent began selling to Ned's on a “tank-car” basis at \( \frac{1}{2} \)c lower than respondent’s prevailing “tank-wagon” price. At this time, Ned's had acquired bulk plant facilities, enabling it to purchase in larger quantities and to store such gasoline in its own facilities. Prior to Ned's having received the “tank-car” price, Charles Gershenson testified that he had had a number of conversations with Mr. Raupagh subsequent to the writing of the letter referred to as respondent's exhibit No. 46. At such meetings he mentioned to Raupagh the fact that his company could obtain gasoline from Shell, Red Indian, or Texas, at a lower price, and that this letter, respondent's exhibit No. 46, was in the nature of an ultimatum. Mr. Raupagh was advised that Ned's would take advantage of one of these other three offers if respondent did not start selling Ned's on a “tank-car” basis (R. 3113).

Mr. Raupagh, Detroit Division Manager of respondent company, also testified at some length relative to negotiations between respondent and Ned's Auto Supply Company. Mr. Raupagh testified that in 1936 the relationship between Ned's and respondent was so delicate as to raise a doubt as to whether respondent could retain Ned's business. In that year Charles and William Gershenson suggested to him that they go to Chicago to talk to respondent's officials. Mr. Raupagh made arrangements for this trip, and testified that the meeting in Chicago lasted several days (R. 3410). Mr. Raupagh further testified that at this Chicago conference the Gershensons advised respondent's officials that unless respondent agreed to sell to Ned's at a price lower than the prevailing “tank-wagon” price, Ned's would discontinue doing business with respondent. The Gershensons stated to respondent's officials that they no longer could afford to pay the prevailing price in view of offers Ned's had received from other suppliers. At that time Ned's argued very strongly in favor of being placed on
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Mr. Raupagh testified that as a result of these Chicago meetings, he came to the conclusion that respondent would lose Ned's as a customer unless some price reduction was made (R. 2412-14), and that he was specifically told so by the Gershensons (R. 3414). Mr. Raupagh stated that some time later he informed Ned's of respondent's willingness to sell gasoline to Ned's at a price 1/2¢ lower than the prevailing "tank-wagon" price. There were extensive discussions with respect to this offer of respondent, and although Ned's was not completely satisfied, Ned's decided to accept it for the time being (R. 3415). This testimony of Mr. Raupagh corroborated the testimony of Mr. Charles Gershenson.

Continuing his testimony, Mr. Raupagh testified that some time during the early part of 1938, respondent received a letter from Ned's containing a demand that they be put on a "tank-car" price basis. This is in evidence as respondent's exhibit 46 (R. 3419). At meetings held between Ned's and the respondent, Ned's referred to offers made to it by other suppliers of gasoline (R. 3114, 3420, 3425).

Pursuing this line of questioning, Mr. Raupagh was asked by counsel for respondent to relate as many instances as he could where some offer was referred to him by Ned's as having been made to Ned's by other suppliers of gasoline. In this connection Mr. Raupagh testified in detail concerning the circumstances surrounding the offer received by Ned's from The Texas Company. Mr. Raupagh also testified that he had known of the offer made to Ned's by Red Indian Oil Company (R. 3422-25). Continuing, Mr. Raupagh stated that Ned's had informed him of an offer received by Ned's from the Gulf Refining Company in 1940 (quite some time after the enactment of the Robinson-Patman Act) through their manager, Mr. Crawford. At that time, Gulf offered to sell Ned's the regular quality of gasoline at the same price being paid by Ned's to respondent. Respondent introduced in evidence Exhibit 48, which was a letter dated December 23, 1940, addressed to the respondent by Charles Gershenson, confirming the aforementioned offer made to Ned's by Gulf Refining Company (R. 3425-27).

Citrin-Kolb Oil Company

Citrin-Kolb Oil Company was organized in 1928 as a partnership comprising Jacob A. Citrin, Nathan Kolb and Barney Citrin. At that time they were buying "Lincoln" gasoline. Some time prior to 1926 they began buying gasoline from respondent. Between 1926 and 1928, they acquired a bulk storage plant. In 1929 respondent granted "jobber" classification to this company, and since that time has been selling to it on a "tank-car" basis.
Citrin-Kolb operated from one to five retail stations from 1936 to 1939; from five to eight stations in 1940–1941, and at the time this case was submitted to the Commission for decision, it was operating five retail service stations. During the latter period, Citrin-Kolb Oil Company purchased approximately 5,000,000 gallons of gasoline per year from respondent. Part of the gasoline so purchased was resold at its own retail stations, and part of it was sold to other distributors.

Jacob A. Citrin testified at the hearing that when his company was accorded “jobber” status by respondent in 1929 and purchased gasoline at “tank-car” prices, other jobbers at that time were paying less for gasoline from other suppliers. Notwithstanding this, the company continued to purchase gasoline from respondent (R. 2085–86). Mr. Citrin further testified that in 1930 Hickok Oil Company had offered to sell gasoline to his company at a price which would have netted Citrin-Kolb Oil Company 1¢ more than his company was netting on their purchases of gasoline from respondent. Mr. Citrin testified that under the terms of this offer, his company would have had to incorporate and among other things, assign to the Hickok Oil Company 51% of the corporate stock (R. 2088–89).

Mr. Citrin further testified that in the early part of 1936, an offer was received by his company from a Mr. Chandler, of Gulf Refining Company, under the terms of which Citrin-Kolb Oil Company would not be required to buy and store large quantities of gasoline because they could use Gulf’s storage facilities. This would not necessitate as much of an investment for Citrin-Kolb Oil Company, and would eliminate shrinkage (R. 2118–20). The price offered by Gulf Refining Company was comparable to the price Citrin-Kolb Oil Company was getting from respondent, with the exception that Gulf Refining Company would furnish pumps, paint for oil stations, and equipment. Mr. Citrin testified that this offer of Gulf Refining Company was communicated to Mr. Raupagh, who refused to meet it (R. 2142–44). Mr. Citrin also testified that in August 1936 (subsequent to the enactment of the Robinson-Patman Act), an offer was received by his company from The Texas Company (R. 2126). This offer would have permitted his company to purchase gasoline from The Texas Company at a price approximately 1⁄2¢ less per gallon than respondent was charging his company. However, The Texas Company would also furnish advertising, paint, and globes. This offer was communicated by Mr. Citrin to Mr. Raupagh, but Mr. Raupagh advised him that respondent could not meet it (R. 2126–41).

Mr. Citrin testified that in 1939 (subsequent to the enactment of the Robinson-Patman Act), he received an offer from the Argo Oil Corporation, dealing in “Marathon” gasoline. This offer came from
a Mr. Roy Fisher, who offered to sell this gasoline at a price ½¢ lower than the Citrin-Kolb Oil Company was then paying respondent (R. 2145-46). This offer was communicated by Mr. Citrin to Mr. Love, Sales Manager of respondent’s Detroit Division, who in turn advised Mr. Raupagh.

Mr. Citrin testified that on December 10, 1940 (more than four years after the enactment of the Robinson-Patman Act), he received an offer from a Mr. McCready of the Aurora Oil Company (R. 2163-64). This offer was ½¢ lower than the price Citrin-Kolb Oil Company was paying respondent (R. 2172). The record indicates that Mr. Raupagh, who was Detroit Division Manager of respondent, testified that the gasoline offered by Aurora Oil Company to Citrin-Kolb Oil Company was better gasoline than was being supplied by respondent to Citrin-Kolb Oil Company (R. 3447). This offer of Aurora Gasoline Company was communicated to Mr. Raupagh by Mr. Citrin, who advised Mr. Raupagh that the partners of his company had decided to accept such offer unless respondent agreed to meet it (R. 2174-75). Mr. Raupagh advised Mr. Citrin that he could not do anything about it (R. 2176), and as of the date of the hearings held in this matter, the offer of Aurora Gasoline Company was still being considered by Citrin-Kolb Oil Company (R. 2177).

With regard to the negotiations between Citrin-Kolb Oil Company and the respondent, Mr. Raupagh later was called as a witness by respondent and corroborated all of the testimony given by Mr. Citrin with regard to negotiations between Citrin-Kolb Oil Company and the respondent, as well as in connection with offers received by Citrin-Kolb Oil Company from other suppliers of gasoline, of which Mr. Raupagh had knowledge.

Stikeman Oil Company

Stikeman Oil Company (hereinafter sometimes referred to as “Stikeman”) was organized in 1931. It acquired bulk storage facilities and was recognized by respondent as a “jobber” in 1932. In 1935 the company decided to discontinue retail operations and did completely withdraw from that market on February 15, 1938. Since this later date, it has purchased approximately 2,000,000 gallons annually of respondent’s branded gasolines, all of which it has sold at wholesale.

Mr. Raupagh, the Detroit Division Manager of respondent, testified that some time prior to 1936 respondent lost this account to the White Star Refining Company (which is now Socony-Vacuum Oil Company). Mr. Raupagh further testified that the reason for losing this account was that Stikeman was offered a better price by White Star Refining Company than the price offered by respondent. He did
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not recall how much lower the White Star Refining Company price was, but stated that he believed it to have been from 1/2¢ to 1¢ per gallon lower than respondent's price (R. 3452). The record is not clear as to the date on which Stikeman Oil Company again began purchasing gasoline from respondent. However, Mr. Raupagh testified that subsequent to 1936, he learned that Phillips Petroleum Company was attempting to sell "Phillips 66" gasoline to Stikeman Oil Company. The Phillips Petroleum Company offer to Stikeman was along the lines of a contract offer, that is, Phillips desired to tie up the Stikeman Oil Company account for a number of years. Mr. Stikeman discussed this offer with Mr. Raupagh, who testified that the Phillips Petroleum Company offer would have allowed Stikeman a larger margin of profit than was possible under the price being paid to respondent (R. 3452).

Mr. Raupagh also testified that the next offer of which he had knowledge as having been made to Stikeman was made in December 1940, when the National Refining Company made a joint offer to sell gasoline to Stikeman Oil Company and to the Wayne Oil Company on a contract basis, by the terms of which each company would realize a greater margin of profit than would be possible under its purchases from respondent (R. 1938 and R. 3450). The testimony of Mr. Raupagh with respect to the offer from National Refining Company is corroborated by Mr. Ledbetter, President of Wayne Oil Company, who was present in the office of the Stikeman Oil Company at the time the offer was made by Mr. Rickley, who represented the National Refining Company, to both Stikeman Oil Company and to Wayne Oil Company (R. 1888-89).

Wayne Oil Company

The Wayne Oil Company is a family corporation which, in 1931, began operating a retail service station, buying its requirements therefore from the respondent at "tank-wagon" prices. In the same year, it acquired two additional service stations. In 1933 it leased its stations to the then operators, who continued to purchase their requirements from respondent.

By July 1935, Wayne Oil Company was operating twelve service stations, and its requirements increased to approximately one million gallons of gasoline per year. Prior to 1935, the Wayne Oil Company acquired bulk storage facilities. In 1935 the Wayne Oil Company began selling at wholesale, and also supplied gasoline, which it purchased from respondent, to the lessees of its service stations. Since 1935, when this company was recognized as a jobber by respondent, it has been purchasing from the respondent its gasoline requirements on a "tank-car" basis.
From August 1935 to September 1939, the Wayne Oil Company operated no retail service stations, but subsequent to the latter date, this company took over and operated from two to six of its service stations, and was operating two of such stations at the time this case was submitted to the Commission for decision. During this period, the annual purchases of gasoline by the Wayne Oil Company from respondent ranged from approximately 1,350,000 gallons in 1936 to approximately 2,240,000 gallons in 1940.

Mr. Ledbetter, President of Wayne Oil Company, testified as a witness in this proceeding. He stated that for three or four years prior to 1940, the Aurora Gasoline Company had, on different occasions, solicited his gasoline business (R. 1808). The Aurora Gasoline Company is a local Detroit Company, operating refineries at Detroit and at Elsie, Michigan (R. 1886). Although a local Detroit company, in 1940 Aurora Gasoline Company had bulk storage facilities capable of storing from forty to fifty million gallons of gasoline (R. 3450). Mr. Ledbetter further testified that on December 10, 1940 (12 days after the complaint herein was issued and more than four years after the enactment of the Robinson-Patman Act), Wayne Oil Company received another offer from the Aurora Gasoline Company to supply his company with 80-octane gasoline at a price ½¢ per gallon below the price which his company was paying respondent for "Red Crown" gasoline (R. 1878–84). Relative to the quality of the gasoline being offered by the Aurora Gasoline Company, Mr. Ledbetter testified that such gasoline is recognized as being comparable, if not superior, to respondent's "Red Crown" gasoline (R. 1883). This latter offer was communicated by letter from Wayne Oil Company to respondent, which fact was confirmed by Mr. Raupagha when he testified concerning this same matter (R. 1885, R. 3450).

Continuing his testimony, Mr. Ledbetter testified that on December 18, 1940, his company received an offer from the National Refining Company, which company operates in a large part of the United States and in Canada (R. 1888-90). He stated that for several months prior thereto, the National Refining Company had been attempting to supply his company with its gasoline requirements (R. 1910). In Mr. Ledbetter's opinion, the National Refining Company furnishes a considerable quantity of the total gasoline sold in the Detroit area (R. 1891). He stated that under the terms of this offer, which was made jointly to Wayne Oil Company and to the Stikeman Oil Company, the National Refining Company would furnish them with "White Rose" gasoline, which is represented as being of better quality than respondent's "Red Crown" gasoline at a price which would net each company a greater margin of profit than each would
realize under its purchases from the respondent (R. 1892, R. 1905, R. 1907, R. 1908).

During Mr. Raupag's testimony, he stated that the first conversation he had had with Mr. Ledbetter relative to offers from competing gasoline companies was in 1933, prior to the time Wayne Oil Company began purchasing gasoline on a "tank-car" price basis. At that time, one of Wayne's service stations was being supplied by the Highland Oil Corporation at a price which was 1¢ per gallon lower than the prevailing "tank-wagon" price. Wayne's other several stations were supplied by respondent, by Sun Oil Company, and by Gulf Refining Company at prevailing "tank-wagon" prices (R. 1914). Mr. Raupag also testified that no other definite offers from competing gasoline companies were reported to him by the Wayne Oil Company until the summer of 1940 (Mr. Ledbetter, during his testimony, had fixed this date as being December of 1940) when the Aurora Gasoline Company and the National Refining Company both solicited the gasoline business of the Wayne Oil Company (R. 3447). The details of these offers have already been set forth above in connection with Mr. Ledbetter's testimony.

IV. COMMENTS UPON THE EVIDENCE

Let us now appraise the evidence in connection with respondent's sales to Ned's Auto Supply Company; to Citrin-Kolb Company; to Stileman Oil Company; and to Wayne Oil Company, and determine whether the prices charged to these companies were made in good faith to meet lawful equally low prices of a competitor or competitors of respondent.

First, it must be noted that respondent began selling to each of these four companies some time prior to the enactment of the Robinson-Patman amendment (June 19, 1936) to the Clayton Act. Regardless of this fact, if its pricing policies were not illegal prior to that date but became illegal by virtue of the provisions of the aforementioned Robinson-Patman amendment, the respondent was bound to revise such pricing policies. It is no defense for any respondent to defend on the grounds that it has continued doing business in exactly the same manner as it did prior to the effective date of the Robinson-Patman Act. In the subject case, the record discloses lower offers being made to each of these four companies after June 19, 1936. It was to compete with such other offerors that the respondent conducted its business as it did.

Consideration must be given to the setting and general conditions under which such offers were made and such competition was met. The record is replete with uncontroverted testimony that the Detroit gasoline market during the years covered in the complaint was of the
“dog eat dog” variety. Detroit was described as the “dumping ground” for gasoline from the mid-continent and other fields. It was not a market of scarcity—rather, it was a market of abundance. Against this background we must appraise the practices of respondent and their effect upon competition. The record discloses that the respondent lost three of its seven jobbers in the years preceding the issuance of the complaint herein. (It also lost a fourth jobber—Stike-man Oil Company—but later succeeded in recovering this customer from its competitors.) It is clear that these accounts were lost because the respondent refused to meet the lower prices offered to such customers by respondent’s competitors.

We might well examine the evidence to determine whether the respondent arbitrarily granted “jobber” status to the four jobbers hereinafter referred to. The record shows that it was not an arbitrary classification by respondent in order to favor these four jobbers with lower prices, inasmuch as the companies were qualified for such status according to the commonly accepted standard in the industry.

Ned’s Auto Supply Company

Turning now to Ned’s Auto Supply Company—which was at all times a retailer of gasoline—we learn from the record that respondent began selling gasoline to this company as far back as 1918. Until September 1936, respondent sold gasoline to Ned’s at regular “tank-wagon” prices. Lower price offers were made to Ned’s by respondent’s competitors from time to time, and in August of 1936—after the Robinson-Patman amendment—Ned’s wrote a letter to respondent in which it was stated that a “competitive major oil company” was offering a gasoline contract carrying a substantially larger margin of profit. To meet this competition, respondent lowered its price 3½¢ per gallon. Respondent’s witness testified that he had come to the conclusion that respondent would have lost this account unless some price reduction was made.

Early in 1938, Ned’s acquired bulk plant facilities and received offers from Shell, Red Indian, and Texas to sell its gasoline at “tank-car” prices. Ned’s wrote another letter to respondent demanding to be placed on a “tank-car” basis. After some negotiation, respondent met the competition. There is no doubt, after a review of the record, that respondent would have lost Ned’s as a customer if it had not met its competitors’ offers.

Because of the haggling between respondent and Ned’s, which is evident in the record, and because of the slowness and reluctance with which respondent reduced its gasoline price to Ned’s, I am convinced that the respondent acted in good faith in meeting such competition.
Citrin-Kolb Oil Company

This company began buying gasoline from the respondent in about 1926. In 1929, after acquiring a bulk storage plant, it was recognized as a "jobber" by respondent and purchased gasoline on a "tank-car" basis. Some of this gasoline was resold at its own retail service stations and some was sold to other distributors.

One of the partners of this company testified that in 1930, the Hickok Oil Company offered gasoline to his company at a lower price; in 1936, the Gulf Refining Company offered a more attractive contract to his company; in August 1936 (after the enactment of the Robinson-Patman Act) the Texas Company offered it gasoline at a lower price; in 1939 (again after the enactment of the Robinson Patman Act) the Argo Oil Corporation solicited his company's business with an attractive offer; and in 1940 (more than four years after enactment of the Robinson-Patman Act) the Aurora Gasoline Company sought his company's business with a lower price. At the time of the hearings in this matter, Citrin-Kolb Oil Company had this last offer under consideration.

Here, respondent had begun selling Citrin-Kolb Oil Company on a "tank-car" basis long before the enactment of the Robinson-Patman Act, and such policy had continued to the date of the hearings herein. Should respondent have ceased this practice in 1936 when the Robinson-Patman Act became effective? For many years after 1936, Citrin-Kolb Oil Company was being pressed by respondent's competitors with attractive offers. Although no new pricing policy was here engaged in after 1936 in order to meet competition, it is clear that a retention of the existing pricing policy was necessary and imperative to meet the competitive offers being made by respondent's competitors to this company.

The evidence is clear that respondent here retained its pricing policy in good faith to meet competition.

Stikeman Oil Company

This company began buying gasoline from the respondent in about 1932 as a "jobber," paying "tank-car" prices. At that time, this company was engaged in retail operations but by February 15, 1938, it had withdrawn completely from such market. Because of competition, this account was lost by respondent some time prior to 1936. The account was lost to the White Star Refining Company (which is now Socony-Vacuum Oil Company) because such company offered Stikeman Oil Company a better price than respondent was willing to offer to Stikeman Oil Company.
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The record discloses that subsequent to 1936 (after the enactment of the Robinson-Patman Act) the Phillips Petroleum Company was attempting to sell Stikeman Oil Company its "Phillips 66" gasoline. The offer of Phillips Petroleum Company would have allowed Stikeman Oil Company a larger margin of profit than was possible under the price being paid to respondent.

There is also evidence in the record that in December 1940 (more than four years after the enactment of the Robinson-Patman Act) a joint offer was made by the National Refining Company to sell gasoline to Stikeman Oil Company and to the Wayne Oil Company on a contract basis, by the terms of which each company would realize a greater margin of profit than would be possible under its purchases from respondent.

Here, as in the case of Citrin-Kolb Oil Company, the practice complained of by the Commission was one instituted by the respondent prior to the enactment of the Robinson-Patman Act. However, subsequently to the passage of that Act, respondent's competitors were making strenuous efforts to take this customer away from respondent.

It appears that the decision of the respondent to retain its existing pricing policy was necessary to meet the competition of respondent's competitors and to prevent the loss of its customer. Consequently, it is my belief that respondent retained its pricing policy in good faith to meet the competition of its competitors.

Wayne Oil Company

This company began buying its requirements from respondent in 1931 on a "tank-wagon" basis. In about 1935 it acquired bulk storage facilities and began buying from respondent on a "tank-car" basis. It sold most of the gasoline at wholesale and sold some gasoline to the lessees of its service stations.

After the enactment of the Robinson-Patman Act and for about three or four years, the Aurora Gasoline Company, on different occasions, solicited the business of this company and offered to sell gasoline to it at lower prices than charged by respondent.

In December 1940 (also after the enactment of the Robinson-Patman Act) a joint offer was made by the National Refining Company to sell gasoline to Wayne Oil Company and to the Stikeman Oil Company on a contract basis, by the terms of which each company would realize a greater margin of profit than would be possible under its purchases from respondent.

Here, as in the case of Citrin-Kolb Oil Company and the Stikeman Oil Company, the practice complained of by the Commission began before the enactment of the Robinson-Patman Act, but it is evident
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that for many years thereafter competitors of the respondent had been seeking to take this customer from respondent by offering a lower price to such company.

The retention of its pricing policy was undoubtedly necessary to prevent the Wayne Oil Company from buying its requirements from some other supplier, and I am convinced that the respondent acted in good faith in so doing.

In reaching my conclusion in connection with respondent's treatment of each of the above four customers, I am satisfied that there is nothing in the 8000 pages of evidence in this record which might cause me to suspect that the respondent knew, or that it had reason to believe, that the competitor's lower price which it was meeting was or might have been unlawful. With regard to Citrin-Kolb Oil Company, Stikeman Oil Company and Wayne Oil Company, wherein all that the respondent did was to retain its pricing policy which was in effect prior to the enactment of the Robinson-Patman Act, I am satisfied that there, too, the respondent did not know, or did not have reason to believe, that it was retaining its pricing policy against a price or practice which was or might have been unlawful. All in all, the record convinces me that the respondent—in meeting some competitor's prices—and in refusing to meet the prices of others—acted as a reasonable prudent person would have acted under the circumstances.

I cannot leave this subject without emphasizing the fact that—indeed—both the Commission's Trial Examiner and the United States Court of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit found that the respondent's lower prices were made in good faith to meet competition.

1. The Trial Examiner who presided at all of the hearings in this matter and who—first hand—heard all of the evidence and observed all of the witnesses, asked the following question in \#43 in his Report to the Commission:

"Were the differentials in price accorded the four dealers, recognized by respondent as jobbers, made in good faith to meet equally low prices of competitors, or the services or facilities furnished by competitors?"

and answered it in the same Report as follows:

"Conclusion of Fact:

The differentials on its branded gasolines respondent granted Ned's Auto Supply Company, at all times subsequent to March 7, 1938, and Stikeman Oil Company, Citrin-Kolb Oil Company, and the Wayne Company, at all times subsequent to June 19, 1936, were granted to
meet equally low prices offered by competitors on branded gasolines of comparable grade and quality."

2. The United States Court of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit—in spite of the fact that it ordered enforcement of the modified order of the Commission against the respondent, stated in its opinion in 1949 as follows:

"There is substantial evidence in the record, and we think it may be assumed to be conclusive, to the effect that the petitioners made its low price to Ned’s, Citrin, Wayne, and Stikeman in good faith to meet the lower price of a competitor.”

"Now as to the contention that the discriminatory prices here complained of were made in good faith to meet a lower price of a competitor. While the Commission made no finding on this point, it assumed its existence but held, contrary to the petitioner’s contention, that this was not a defense.”

"The showing made here by the petitioner that it made the lower price in good faith to meet competition, we assume, as the Commission apparently did, was made out.”

V. CONCLUSION

Contrary to the conclusion of the majority of the Commission, the finding in this matter should be:

"The respondent’s price reduction was made in good faith to meet a lawful equally low price of a competitor.”

Relying upon such a finding, the complaint herein against the respondent should be dismissed.
LEO LICHTENSTEIN ET AL.

Order

IN THE MATTER OF

LEO LICHTENSTEIN ET AL. TRADING AS HARLICH MANUFACTURING COMPANY AND LOOMIS MANUFACTURING COMPANY

MODIFIED CEASE AND DESIST ORDER

Docket 4579. Modified order, Jan. 16, 1953

Modified order eliminating the words "or may be used" from the Commission's original order, issued on June 30, 1950, 46 F. T. C. 984, in accordance with the decision and decree of the Court of Appeals, Ninth Circuit, February 5, 1952, in Leo Lichtenstein et al. v. Federal Trade Commission, 104 F. (2d) 607; and in other respects affirming the Commission's order—

Requiring respondents to cease and desist from selling or distributing in commerce, punchboards, etc., and in connection with the offer, etc., of cigarette chests or other articles of merchandise; and to cease and desist from supplying to others, punchboards, etc., for use in the sale, etc., of merchandise to the public, as in said order in detail below set out.

Before Mr. John W. Addison and Mr. James A. Purcell, hearing examiners.

Mr. J. W. Brookfield, Jr. for the Commission.

Mr. George M. Glassgold and Mr. James A. Murray, Jr., of Washington, D. C., for respondents.

MODIFIED ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST

This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Commission upon the amended complaint of the Commission, the respondents' answer thereto, testimony and other evidence in support of and in opposition to the allegations of the amended complaint introduced before a hearing examiner of the Commission theretofore duly designated by it, the hearing examiner's recommended decision, and briefs and oral argument of counsel, and the Commission having made its findings as to the facts and its conclusion that the respondents have violated the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act and having issued its order to cease and desist on June 30, 1950; and

Respondents having filed in the United States Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit their petition to review and set aside the order to cease and desist issued herein, and that Court having heard the matter on briefs and oral argument and fully considered the matter, and having, thereafter, on February 5, 1952, entered its final decree modifying and affirming, as modified, the aforesaid order to cease and desist pursuant to its opinion announced on that same date; and
Respondents' petition to the Supreme Court of the United States for writ of certiorari to the United States Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit being denied on October 13, 1952, and their petition for rehearing also being denied by said Court; and

Thereafter, the Commission having reconsidered the matter, and being of the opinion that its order to cease and desist herein should be modified to conform with the decree of said Court of Appeals:

It is ordered, That the respondents, Leo Lichtenstein, Libbie Lichtenstein, and Byron J. Lichtenstein, individually and trading as Harlith Manufacturing Company and as Loomis Manufacturing Company, or trading under any other name or trade designation, and said respondents' agents, representatives and employees, directly or through any corporate or other device, do forthwith cease and desist from:

Selling or distributing in commerce, as "commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act, punch boards, push cards, or other lottery devices, which are to be used in the sale or distribution of merchandise to the public by means of a game of chance, gift enterprise, or lottery scheme.

It is further ordered, That said respondents and their agents, representatives and employees, directly or through any corporate or other device, in connection with the offering for sale, sale or distribution in commerce, as "commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act, of cigarette chests or boxes, or other articles of merchandise, do forthwith cease and desist from:

1. Supplying to or placing in the hands of others punch boards, push cards, or other lottery devices, either with assortments of cigarette chests or boxes or other merchandise, or separately, which said punch boards, push cards, or other lottery devices, are to be used, or may be used, in selling or distributing such cigarette chests or boxes or other merchandise to the public.

2. Selling or distributing cigarette chests or boxes, or other articles of merchandise, so packed or assembled that sales thereof to the public are to be made or, due to the manner in which such merchandise is packed or assembled at the time it is sold by the respondents, may be made by means of a game of chance, gift enterprise, or lottery scheme.

3. Selling or otherwise disposing of any merchandise by means of a game of chance, gift enterprise, or lottery scheme.

It is further ordered, That the respondents shall, within sixty (60) days after service upon them of this order, file with the Commission a report in writing, setting forth in detail the manner and form in which they have complied with this order.
Western Grain Co.

Complaint

In the Matter of

Western Grain Company

Complaint, settlement, findings, and orders in regard to the alleged violation of Subsec. (a) of Sec. 2 of an Act of Congress approved Oct. 15, 1914, as amended by an Act approved June 19, 1936

Docket 60939. Complaint, Sept. 4, 1952—Decision, Jan. 27, 1953

Where a corporation constituting the second largest Miller of corn meals in the United States and the largest in the South, engaged in milling corn into various products, including corn meal, grits, corn flour, and hominy feeds for animals, and in manufacturing approximately twenty-five varieties of commercial feeds for animals, and in the competitive interstate sale of its said products to large retail grocers and chains for resale to consumers, and to wholesale grocers generally, who resold to the remaining larger number of smaller retail grocers, and each of whom included among common customers a substantial number of such retailers—

Without following any systematic ratio of price discrimination, discriminated in price between its purchasers, many of whom were competitively engaged in the resale of its products with other customers who purchased the same from it and were not so favored, within the various trading areas in which said favored customers were engaged in business;

Effect of which discriminatory pricing practices might be substantially to lessen competition and tend to create a monopoly in the lines of commerce in which it and its purchasers were engaged, and to injure, destroy or prevent competition with it or with its purchasers who received the benefits of such discrimination:

Held, That such acts and practices, under the circumstances set forth, constituted violation of Section 2 (a) of the Clayton Act, as amended.

Before Mr. William L. Pack, hearing examiner.

Mr. James I. Rooney, Mr. James S. Kelaher and Mr. Brockman Horne for the Commission.

Mr. Raoul Berger, of Washington, D. C., and Mr. J. P. Mudd, of Birmingham, Ala., for respondent.

Complaint

The Federal Trade Commission having reason to believe that the party respondent named in the caption hereof, and hereinafter more particularly designated and described, has violated and is now violating the provisions of subsection (a) of section 2 of the Clayton Act, as amended by the Robinson-Patman Act (U. S. C. Title 15, Section 13), hereby issues its complaint against the said respondent, stating its charges as follows:
Paragraph 1. Respondent Western Grain Company, hereinafter referred to as Western, is a corporation organized, existing and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the State of Alabama. Its principal office and place of business is located at 1700 Tenth Avenue North, Birmingham, Alabama.

Paragraph 2. Western is the second largest miller of corn meal in the United States, and is the largest in that area generally known as the South, its corn mill, located at Birmingham, Alabama, having a daily capacity of between 8,000 and 10,000 bushels of corn. Western is now, and continuously for many years last past has been, engaged in the business of milling corn into various products including corn meal, grits, corn flour, and hominy feed for animals, and in manufacturing from grain, grain products, and other products approximately 25 varieties of commercial (or mixed) feeds for animals; and of offering to sell and selling such products to purchasers located in that portion of the United States generally lying south of the States of Kentucky and Virginia and east of the Mississippi River, but including Louisiana, for use, consumption and resale within the United States.

In the course and conduct of said business, Western causes said products to be transported from its milling and manufacturing plants to said purchasers in a continuous current of commerce, as "commerce" is defined in the Clayton Act.

Paragraph 3. Western offers to sell and sells its products to large retail grocers (including chain store organizations) for resale to consumers for home consumption, and to wholesale grocers generally for resale to the remaining larger number of smaller retail grocers for like resale and consumption. Each of substantially all of such wholesale grocers resells or offers to resell the products purchased by it to a substantial number of the same retail grocers as one or more of the other of such wholesale grocers.

In the course and conduct of its business as aforesaid, Western is now, and during the times herein mentioned, has been in substantial competition with other corporations and firms engaged in the business of selling grain products.

Paragraph 4. In the course and conduct of its business as aforesaid, Western, in the five years last past, has been and now is discriminating in price between different purchasers of its products of like grade and quality by selling said products to some of its purchasers at substantially higher prices than it sells said products to others of its purchasers.

Western follows no systematic ratio of price discrimination between its purchasers. Typical of the discriminations are those resulting from the sale of corn meal, which is one of Western's major
products. For example, purchasers located in the State of Alabama are charged substantially higher prices for corn meal than purchasers located in the States of Mississippi and Tennessee, who are charged varying lower prices; and some purchasers located within the State of Mississippi are charged substantially higher prices than other purchasers located in said State.

For purposes of illustration, there are set out below prices on Jim Dandy corn meal, basis 100-pound sacks, charged purchasers located in the designated towns and cities during various periods in 1950:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Period</th>
<th>Tuscaloosa, Ala.</th>
<th>Columbus, Miss.</th>
<th>Memphis, Tenn.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Apr. 1—Apr. 7</td>
<td>$4.73</td>
<td>$3.50</td>
<td>$4.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apr. 29—June 20</td>
<td>5.03</td>
<td>4.55</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June 21—June 30</td>
<td>6.18</td>
<td>5.29/4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aug. 1—Sept. 8</td>
<td>6.65</td>
<td>5.27/4</td>
<td>3.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sept. 9—Sept. 15</td>
<td>6.45</td>
<td>4.07/4</td>
<td>5.10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Period</th>
<th>Meridian, Miss.</th>
<th>Forest, Miss.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>July 15—July 20</td>
<td>$6.60</td>
<td>$6.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aug. 18—Sept. 12</td>
<td>6.03</td>
<td>5.32/4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec. 21—Dec. 31</td>
<td>5.15</td>
<td>4.32/4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Many of the favored customers receiving the benefits of the aforesaid discriminations in price are competitively engaged in the resale of said products with other customers who purchase said products from respondent and who are not so favored, within the various trading areas in which said favored customers are engaged in business.

Para. 5. The effect of said discriminatory pricing practices as above alleged may be substantially to lessen competition and tend to create a monopoly in the lines of commerce in which respondent Western and its purchasers are engaged; to injure, destroy or prevent competition with respondent Western or with its purchasers who receive the benefits of such discriminations.

Para. 6. The foregoing alleged acts and practices of respondent Western, as set forth herein, constitute violations of subsection (a) of section 2 of the Clayton Act, as amended by the Robinson-Patman Act, approved June 19, 1936 (U. S. C. Title 15, Section 13).

CONSENT SETTLEMENT

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress entitled "An Act to supplement existing laws against unlawful restraints and monopo-

---

1 The Commission's "Notice" announcing and promulgating the consent settlement as published herewith, follows:

The consent settlement tendered by the parties in this proceeding, a copy of which is served herewith, was accepted by the Commission on January 27, 1953, and entered
lies, and for other purposes," approved October 15, 1914 (the Clayton Act), as amended by an Act of Congress approved June 19, 1936, (the Robinson-Patman Act), the Federal Trade Commission on September 4, 1952, issued and subsequently served its complaint on the respondent named in the caption hereof, charging it with violation of subsection (a) of Section 2 of said Clayton Act as amended.

The respondent, desiring that this proceeding be disposed of by the consent settlement procedure provided in Rule V of the Commission's Rules of Practice, solely for the purposes of this proceeding, any review thereof, and the enforcement of the order consented to, and conditioned upon the Commission's acceptance of the consent settlement hereinafter set forth, and in lieu of answer to said complaint, hereby:

1. Admits all the jurisdictional allegations set forth in the complaint.

2. Consents that the Commission may enter the matters hereinafter set forth as its findings as to the facts, conclusion, and order to cease and desist. It is understood that the respondent, in consenting to the Commission's entry of said findings as to the facts, conclusion, and order to cease and desist, specifically refrains from admitting or denying that it has engaged in any of the acts or practices stated therein to be in violation of law.

3. Agrees that this consent settlement may be set aside in whole or in part under the conditions and in the manner provided in paragraph (f) of Rule V of the Commission's Rules of Practice.

The admitted jurisdictional facts, the statement of the acts and practices which the Commission had reason to believe were unlawful, the conclusion based thereon, and the order to cease and desist, all of which the respondent consents may be entered herein in final disposition of this proceeding, are as follows:

FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS

Paragraph 1. Respondent Western Grain Company, hereinafter referred to as Western, is a corporation organized, existing and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the State of Alabama. Its principal office and place of business is located at 1700 Tenth Avenue North, Birmingham, Alabama.

Par. 2. (a) Western is the second largest miller of corn meal in the United States, and is the largest in that area generally known as the
South, its corn mill, located at Birmingham, Alabama, having a daily
capacity of between 8,000 and 10,000 bushels of corn. Western is now,
and continuously for many years last past has been, engaged in the
business of milling corn into various products including corn meal,
grits, corn flour, and hominy feed for animals, and in manufacturing
from grain, grain products, and other products approximately 25
varieties of commercial (or mixed) feeds for animals; and of offering
to sell and selling such products to purchasers located in that portion
of the United States generally lying south of the States of Kentucky
and Virginia and east of the Mississippi River, but including Louisi-
ana, for use, consumption and resale within the United States.

(b) In the course and conduct of said business, Western causes
said products to be transported from its milling and manufacturing
plants to said purchasers in a continuous current of commerce, as
"commerce" is defined in the Clayton Act.

Par. 3. (a) Western offers to sell and sells its product to large
retail grocers (including chain store organizations) for resale to con-
sumers for home consumption, and to wholesale grocers generally for
resale to the remaining larger number of smaller retail grocers for
like resale and consumption. Each of substantially all of such whole-
sale grocers resells or offers to resell the products purchased by it to
a substantial number of the same retail grocers as one or more of the
other of such wholesale grocers.

(b) In the course and conduct of its business as aforesaid, Western
is now, and during the times herein mentioned, has been in substan-
tial competition with other corporations and firms engaged in the
business of selling grain products.

Par. 4. (a) In the course and conduct of its business as aforesaid,
Western, in the five years last past, has been and now is discrimina-
ting in price between different purchasers of its products of like
grade and quality by selling said products to some of its purchasers
at substantially higher prices than it sells said products to others of
it purchasers.

(b) Western follows no systematic ratio of price discrimination
between its purchasers. Typical of the discriminations are those re-
sulting from the sale of corn meal, which is one of Western's major
products. For example, purchasers located in the State of Alabama
are charged substantially higher prices for corn meal than purchasers
located in the States of Mississippi and Tennessee, who are charged
varying lower prices; and some purchasers located within the State
of Mississippi are charged substantially higher prices than other pur-
chasers located in said State.
(c) For purposes of illustration, there are set out below prices on Jim Dandy corn meal, basis 100# sacks, charged purchasers located in the designated towns and cities during various periods in 1950:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Period</th>
<th>Tuscaloosa, Ala.</th>
<th>Columbus, Miss.</th>
<th>Memphis, Tenn.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Apr. 1–Mar. 7</td>
<td>$4.73</td>
<td>$3.80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apr. 29–June 15</td>
<td>5.03</td>
<td>4.85</td>
<td>4.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June 16–June 23</td>
<td>5.35</td>
<td>4.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aug. 19–Sept. 8</td>
<td>6.10</td>
<td>5.37/4</td>
<td>5.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sept. 9–Sept. 15</td>
<td>6.05</td>
<td>5.37/4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sept. 30–Oct. 6</td>
<td>6.45</td>
<td>4.97/4</td>
<td>5.10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Period</th>
<th>Meridian, Miss.</th>
<th>Forest, Miss.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>July 26–July 30</td>
<td>$6.86</td>
<td>$6.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aug. 24–Sept. 15</td>
<td>6.03</td>
<td>5.37/4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec. 21–Dec. 31</td>
<td>5.15</td>
<td>4.32/4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(d) Many of the favored customers receiving the benefits of the aforesaid discriminations in price are competitively engaged in the resale of said products with other customers who purchase said products from respondent and who are not so favored, within the various trading areas in which said favored customers are engaged in business.

Par. 5. The effect of said discriminatory pricing practices as above set out may be substantially to lessen competition and tend to create a monopoly in the lines of commerce in which respondent Western and its purchasers are engaged; or to injure, destroy or prevent competition with respondent Western or with its purchasers who receive the benefits of such discriminations.

CONCLUSION

The foregoing acts and practices of respondents constitute violations of subsection (a) of Section 2 of an Act of Congress entitled "An Act to supplement existing laws against unlawful restraints and monopolies, and for other purposes," approved October 15, 1914 (the Clayton Act), as amended by an Act of Congress approved June 19, 1936 (The Robinson-Patman Act).

ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST

This proceeding having been disposed of by the consent settlement procedure as set out in Rule V of the Commission's Rules of Practice, and the Commission having made its findings as to the facts and its conclusion that said respondent has violated the provisions of subsection (a) of Section 2 of the Clayton Act, as amended,
*It is ordered,* That respondent, Western Grain Company, a corporation, and its officers, representatives, agents, and employees, in, or in connection with, the sale of grain products in commerce, as "commerce" is defined in the Clayton Act, do forthwith cease and desist from differentiating directly or indirectly in prices, terms or conditions of sale:

(1) By selling such products of like grade and quality to any purchaser at a higher price or on less favorable terms than those granted any other purchaser who in fact competes with said purchaser paying the higher price or receiving less favorable terms, in the resale and distribution of said products;

(2) By selling such products of like grade and quality to any purchaser at a higher price or on less favorable terms than to any other purchaser when selling to the latter in competition with any other seller.

*It is further ordered,* That the respondent shall, within sixty (60) days after the service upon it of this order, file with the Commission a report in writing setting forth in detail the manner and form in which it has complied with this order.

**Western Grain Company**

By B. McCall
Title, President
Date, 12/10/52

The foregoing consent settlement is hereby accepted by the Federal Trade Commission and ordered entered of record on this the 27th day of January, 1953.
Where a corporation and five officers and directors thereof, engaged in the manufacture and interstate sale, lease, and distribution of their "Brown-Cell Matrix Disc" for use for plants and soil, made by combining two parts sand and one part cement with water containing a culture of organisms, which were to be immersed in from five to ten gallons of water for 24 hours or longer and the water then used as below set forth; in advertising their product through postcards, leaflets, circulars, mimeographed brochures, lease forms, labels and other media, including reproductions of statements of users—

(a) False representation, that they employed agricultural experts to make recommendations for the use thereof;

(b) False representation, that their said product used as directed was a soil and plant conditioner which produced organic matter useful to plants and soil, combatted poisons in the soil, and contributed to every need of plant life;

(c) False representation, that soaking seeds before planting in the water thus produced would increase crop production;

(d) False representation, that the product purified water and kept it free from all impurities;

(e) False representation, that it eliminated weeds, destroyed all plant parasites, and eliminated the necessity for the use of insect sprays;

(f) False representation, that it was a soil fertilizer which resulted in better quality and higher yield in crops, flowers, trees, and fruits; and

(g) False representation, that it was of value in insuring healthy chickens, increasing the weight of chickens and ducks, reducing mortality of young chickens and ducks, and would substantially increase egg production;

With effect of misleading a substantial portion of the purchasing public into the erroneous belief that such representations were true and with tendency and capacity so to do, and thereby induce its purchase or lease of their said product:

Held, That such acts and practices, under the circumstances set forth, were all to the prejudice and injury of the public, and constituted unfair and deceptive acts and practices in commerce.

As respects the charges of the complaint that respondents also misrepresented that they owned, operated, and controlled a laboratory containing substantial equipment and apparatus for use in the study, experimentation and production by scientists and technicians employed for such purposes, and
that the president of respondent corporation was a scientist and director of an established research organization and laboratory: the Commission was of the opinion and found that such allegations were not sustained by the evidence.

Before Mr. John W. Addison and Mr. J. Earl Cox, hearing examiners.

Mr. George M. Martin for the Commission.
Mr. Allan M. Hale, of Middleboro, Mass., for respondents.

COMPLAINT

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act, and by virtue of the authority vested in it by said Act, the Federal Trade Commission having reason to believe that the Brown-Cell Laboratories, Inc., a corporation and John C. Brown and George Macauley, individually and as officers and directors of The Brown-Cell Laboratories, Inc., and William A. Dunham, Peter Pascale and Nathaniel A. Sampson, individually and as directors of The Brown-Cell Laboratories, Inc., hereinafter referred to as respondents, have violated the provisions of said Act and it appearing to the Commission that a proceeding by it in respect thereof would be in the public interest, hereby issues its complaint, stating its charges in that respect as follows:

Paragraph 1. The Brown-Cell Laboratories, Inc., is a corporation organized, existing and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the State of Massachusetts with its principal office and place of business at Route 28, Wareham Street, Middleboro, Massachusetts. Respondent John C. Brown is president and director of the respondent corporation with his office and principal place of business located at Route 28, Wareham Street, Middleboro, Massachusetts; respondent George Macauley is the treasurer and a director of the respondent corporation with his residence at 77 Grove Street, Lonsdale, Rhode Island; respondents William A. Dunham, Peter Pascale, and Nathaniel A. Sampson, are directors of the respondent corporation with their residences at 32 Oak Street, Middleboro, Massachusetts, 396 River Road, Lonsdale, Rhode Island, and Main Street, Lakefield, Massachusetts, respectively.

In the course and conduct of the affairs of the corporate respondent the individual respondents in their respective individual and official capacities have dominated, directed and controlled and now dominate, direct and control the policies, affairs and activities of the aforesaid corporate respondent as hereinafter set forth.

Par. 2. Respondents are now, and for more than one year last past have been, engaged in the manufacture and distribution for sale and
lease of cement discs sold under the registered trade-mark “Brown-Cell Matrix.”

The respondents cause and have caused their said cement discs when sold or leased to be shipped from their place of business located in the State of Massachusetts to purchasers thereof located in various other States of the United States and in the District of Columbia. Respondents maintain, and at all times mentioned herein have maintained, a course of trade in their said cement discs, in commerce, among and between the various States of the United States and in the District of Columbia.

Par. 3. In the course and conduct of their said business and for the purpose of inducing the purchase of their said cement discs in commerce as aforesaid, respondents have made, and are now making, numerous statements and representations concerning their said cement discs through the medium of post cards, labels, mimeographed brochures, circulars, and other advertising media. Among and typical of the statements and representations contained in such advertising matter are the following:

A natural soil and plant conditioner is incorporated in the BROWN-CELL MATRIX. THE BROWN-CELL MATRIX when submerged in water in accordance with the directions on wrapper produces organic matter which is useful to plant and soil.

The Brown-Cell combats poison in the soil.

—The Brown-Cell Matrix—

Quality—Stability—Quantity

How do we know? The plant says so.

The Brown-Cell will stabilize the soil, the plant and the free. Our experiments have proved that the Brown-Cell Matrix produces quality, quantity and real stability. It has everything vegetation needs.

It is well to treat seeds of the cover crop by soaking them in the Brown-Cell Matrix water for about an hour before planting.

—Water—

The Brown-Cell is a natural water purifier. Absolutely pure water, which is free from all bad bacteria, is practically an unknown item. The Brown-Cell Matrix, however, can purify water and tend to keep it free from all impurities.

Because of the efficacious manner with which the Brown-Cell produces the correct kind of organic matter, it is a necessity for your plants and soil.

THE BROWN-CELL LABORATORIES, INC.
Natural Sciences,
Wareham Street     Route 28,
Middleboro, Massachusetts, U. S. A.

I am glad to report that the Brown-Cell seems to eliminate the weeds gradually through the cover crop.

No sprays or poisonous concoctions have been used in the past two years on the plants in my laboratory test plots. My plants are free from all kinds of parasites. The parasites cannot attack a strong plant. These poisonous agents are not necessary anymore.
Complaint

The purpose of the Brown-Cell Matrices is to help our good farmers in raising better crops and better animals for better living through natural sciences.

Any farmer can obtain the Brown-Cell Matrices by contacting the Brown-Cell Laboratories, Inc., at Wareham Street, Route 28, Middleboro, Massachusetts, U. S. A. We are an organized corporation registered under the laws of the State of Massachusetts. We have experts that will inspect farms at no expense to the farmer and make recommendations of how to install the Brown-Cell Matrices on their farms in order for the farmers to produce these new kinds of plants and foods free from the sprays and poisonous substances.

In conclusion, the Brown-Cell according to my past experiments produces better plants and better foods for better living through natural sciences.

John C. Brown, Discoverer of the
Brown-Cell and Director of the
Brown-Cell Laboratories, Inc.,
Route 28, Wareham Street,
Middleboro, Mass. U. S. A.

Lloyd E. Banks
225 Everett Street

Mr. John C. Brown,
Middleboro, Mass.

As I was the first poultry raiser in this vicinity to try out the matrix water on my fowl, I owe it to you to let you know the results I experienced.

I will say that it was with some doubtful thoughts about this at first that I started trying it out for my flock of birds. However, as it was pictured to me in such glowing terms that I wanted to know the proof of it for myself and satisfaction.

For the past year, or to be more exact, 15 months ago, I used the Brown-Cell matrix water in my poultry house, having 5,000 birds in my entire flock.

The matrix blocks were put in a wooden barrel of water, my houses are equipped with automatic watering pans for the hens to drink from. One thing I noticed that my fowl looked much improved, the birds were really good to look at—you know a poultry raiser can tell by looks the condition of the bird, whether they are laying or not. Well, my production increased, the egg shells were hard, not soft, as is the case many times.

* * *

After some three weeks the difference was so great that I was alarmed because the chicks on the common water were so small and sickly looking in comparison with the matrix watered ones that I immediately installed matrices in all the drinking pans. The results proved very satisfactory.

My egg production increased substantially, especially on old fowl.

N. M. Sampson,
Middleboro, Mass.

November 17, 1949.

The Brown-Cell Laboratories,
Middleboro, Mass.

Dear Sirs:

You might be interested in some of the results I have observed by using the Brown-Cell Matrices on my farm since May 1948.

* * * * *
This year my production has been the highest on record having marketed 15,000 ducks from 175 breeders.
Mortality in young ducks was only 1 percent also I marketed them at eight and one half weeks which is a week earlier than usual.

Par. 4. By and through the use of the foregoing statements and representations and others of the same import not specifically herein set forth respondents represented—
1. that their Brown-Cell Matrix is a soil and plant conditioner;
2. that their Brown-Cell Matrix, when used as directed, produces organic matter which is useful to plants and soil;
3. that Brown-Cell Matrix combats poisons in the soil;
4. that the Brown-Cell Matrix contributes to every need of plant life;
5. that crop production will be increased by soaking seed in Brown-Cell Matrix water;
6. that its use will purify water and thereafter keep it free from all impurities;
7. that the Brown-Cell Matrix eliminates weeds;
8. that the use of the Brown-Cell Matrix destroys all plant parasites and eliminates the necessity for the use of insect sprays;
9. that the Brown-Cell Matrix is a soil fertilizer and its use results in better quality and higher yield in crops, flowers, trees and fruits;
10. that respondents own, operate and control a laboratory containing substantial equipment and apparatus for use in studying, experimentation and production by scientists or technicians employed for such purposes;
11. that respondents employ agricultural experts to make recommendations for the use of Brown-Cell Matrix;
12. that John C. Brown is a scientist and director of an established research organization and laboratory; and
13. that the Brown-Cell Matrix is of value in insuring healthy chickens, increasing the weight of chickens and ducks, reducing the mortality rate of young ducks and chicks and substantially increases egg production.

Par. 5. The aforesaid representations and statements are grossly exaggerated, false and misleading. In truth and in fact—
1. the Brown-Cell Matrix is not a plant and soil conditioner;
2. no matter how used the Brown-Cell Matrix does not produce organic matter which is useful to plants and soil;
3. the Brown-Cell Matrix has no effect upon poisons in the soil;
4. the Brown-Cell Matrix does not contribute to any need of plant life;
5. the soaking of seed in Brown-Cell Matrix water will have no beneficial effect of any nature;
6. the Brown-Cell Matrix will not purify water, nor keep pure water free from impurities;
7. the use of the Brown-Cell Matrix does not eliminate or have any effect upon weeds;
8. the use of the Brown-Cell Matrix does not destroy any kind of plant parasites and does not render it unnecessary to use insect sprays to insure vigorous plant life when the necessity for insect sprays exists;
9. the Brown-Cell Matrix is not a soil fertilizer and its use will not be beneficial in any particular to crops of any nature or to flowers, trees or fruit;
10. respondents do not own, operate or control a laboratory containing substantial equipment and apparatus for use in studying, experimentation and production and do not employ scientists or technicians for the purpose of experimentation, conduct of research and production in connection with the Brown-Cell Matrix.
11. the respondents do not employ trained agricultural scientists and experts in connection with their business;
12. respondent John C. Brown is not a scientist nor the director of an established research organization or laboratory;
13. the Brown-Cell Matrix is not of value in insuring healthy chicks, increasing the weight of chickens and ducks, reducing the mortality rate of young ducks and chicks, and in increasing egg production.

Par. 6. The use by the respondents of said false and misleading statements and representations in connection with the sale of their aforesaid cement discs had the tendency and capacity to mislead and deceive purchasers and prospective purchasers of the respondents' said cement discs into the erroneous and mistaken belief that such statements and representations are true and because of such erroneous and mistaken belief to purchase substantial quantities of respondents' said cement discs.

Par. 7. The aforesaid acts and practices of respondents as herein alleged, are all to the prejudice and injury of the public and constitute unfair and deceptive acts and practices in commerce within the intent and meaning of the Federal Trade Commission Act.

DECISION OF THE COMMISSION AND ORDER TO FILE REPORT OF COMPLIANCE

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act, the Federal Trade Commission, on June 28, 1950, issued and subsequently served its complaint in this proceeding upon respondent The Brown-
Cell Laboratories, Inc., a corporation, upon respondents John C. Brown and George Macauley, individually and as officers and directors of said corporation, and upon respondents Willard A. Dunham (erroneously named in the complaint as William A. Dunham), Peter Pascale, and Nathaniel M. Sampson (erroneously named in the complaint as Nathaniel A. Sampson), individually and as directors of said corporation, charging them with the use of unfair and deceptive acts and practices in commerce in violation of the provisions of said Act. After the issuance of said complaint and the filing of respondents' answer thereto, hearings were held at which testimony and other evidence in support of and in opposition to the allegations of the complaint were introduced before a hearing examiner of the Commission theretofore duly designated by it and said testimony and other evidence were duly recorded and filed in the office of the commission. Thereafter, this proceeding regularly came on for final consideration by a substituted hearing examiner (the former hearing examiner having become unavailable to the Commission because of his retirement from the Government service) upon the complaint, answer thereto, testimony and other evidence, and proposed findings and conclusions presented by counsel; and said substituted hearing examiner, on November 30, 1951, filed his initial decision.

Within the time permitted by the Commission’s Rules of Practice counsel supporting the complaint filed an appeal from said initial decision on the grounds that the order therein is broader in scope than is legally justified. Said appeal was not opposed and oral argument thereon was not requested. Thereafter, this matter regularly came on for final consideration by the Commission upon said appeal and the record therein, and the Commission, being of the opinion that said appeal should be granted and being now fully advised in the premises, finds that this proceeding is in the interest of the public and makes the following findings as to the facts, conclusion drawn therefrom, and order, the same to be in lieu of the initial decision of the hearing examiner.

**FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS**

**Paragraph 1.** Respondent The Brown-Cell Laboratories, Inc., is a corporation organized and existing under and by virtue of the laws of the State of Massachusetts, with its principal office and place of business at Route 28, Wareham Street, Middleboro, Massachusetts. Respondent John C. Brown is president and director of said corporation and resides at 92 Miller Street, Rock Village, Middleboro, Massachusetts; respondent George Macauley is the treasurer and a director of said corporation, with his residence at 77 Grove Street, Lonsdale,
Rhode Island; respondents Willard A. Dunham (erroneously named in the complaint as William A. Dunham), Peter Pascale, and Nathaniel M. Sampson (erroneously named in the complaint as Nathaniel A. Sampson) are directors of said corporation, with their residences at 32 Oak Street, Middleboro, Massachusetts, 396 River Road, Lonsdale, Rhode Island, and Lakefield, Massachusetts, respectively. These individual respondents, in their individual and official capacities, direct and control, and have directed and controlled at all times hereinafter mentioned, the business policies and activities of respondent corporation, including the acts and practices hereinafter set out.

Par. 2. The respondents are now, and for more than two years last past have been, engaged in the business of manufacturing and distributing for sale and lease "Brown-Cell Matrix" discs which are made by combining two parts sand and one part cement with water containing a culture of organisms. The directions furnished by the respondents relating to the use of these discs provide that each Brown-Cell Matrix disc is to be immersed in from 5 to 10 gallons of water for 24 hours or longer and the water then used for the purposes hereinafter set forth. The respondents cause and have caused these discs, when sold or leased, to be transported from their place of business in Massachusetts to purchasers or lessees thereof located in various States of the United States other than the State of Massachusetts, and maintain, and have maintained at all times mentioned herein, a course of trade in said product, in commerce, among and between the various States of the United States.

Par. 3. In the course and conduct of their said business and for the purpose of inducing the purchase of their said Brown-Cell Matrix disc in commerce, as aforesaid, respondents have made, and are now making, numerous statements and representations concerning said product, through the media of post cards, leaflets, circulars, mimeographed brochures, lease forms, labels, and other media. Among and typical of the statements and representations contained in such advertising matter are the following:

A natural soil and plant conditioner is incorporated in the BROWN-CELL MATRIX. The BROWN-CELL MATRIX when submerged in water in accordance with the directions on wrapper produces organic matter which is useful to plant and soil.

The Brown-Cell combats poison in the soil.

The Brown-Cell should be put into the earth instead of fertilizer. The natural action of the Brown-Cell combined with the worm cells, work together in the soil to invigorate the ground.

This 3¾/1½ inch matrix, when submerged in 5 to 10 gallons of water, will, after 24 hours, produce organic matter, which is a real help to plants and soil.
Findings

—The Brown-Cell Matrix—
 Quality—Stability—Quantity
 How do we know? The plant says so.

The Brown-Cell will stabilize the soil, the plant and the tree. Our experiments have proved that the Brown-Cell matrix produces quality, quantity and real stability. It has everything vegetation needs. In its present advanced state, the cell will aid greatly in the raising of an entirely new quality of food, in the way of nutrition.

* * *

The Brown-Cell-Matrix contains organic cells and minerals. A farmer by using this matrix water reconditions his soil in nature's own way.

It is well to treat the seeds of the cover crop by soaking them in the Brown-Cell matrix water for about an hour before planting.

When the seeds of the cover crop have been treated with the Matrix water, the first step toward a bumper crop has been taken.

—Water—

The Brown-Cell is a natural water purifier. Absolutely pure water, which is free from all bad bacteria, is practically an unknown item. The Brown-Cell Matrix, however, can purify water and tend to keep it free from all impurities. Because of the efficacious manner with which The Brown-Cell produces the correct kind of organic matter, it is a necessity for your plants and soil.

THE BROWN-CELL LABORATORIES, INC.

Natural Sciences,
Wareham Street, Route 28,
Middleboro, Massachusetts, U. S. A.

I am glad to report that the Brown-Cell seems to eliminate the weeds gradually through the cover crop.

No sprays or poisonous concoctions have been used in the past two years on the plants in my laboratory test plots. My plants are free from all kinds of parasites. The parasites cannot attack a strong plant. These poisonous agents are not necessary anymore.

The purpose of the Brown-Cell Matrices is to help our good farmers in raising better crops and better animals for better living through natural sciences. * * *

The Brown-Cell helps greatly in eliminating the parasites and weeds gradually after each planting through the action of light of the natural wave-length.

Poisonous sprays which are sometimes used to combat annoying insects may harm the bee. On the contrary, the Brown-Cell Matrix water will help the bee, and the plant, but will in time, after long and constant use, eliminate harmful bugs.

Any farmer can obtain the Brown-Cell Matrices by contacting the Brown-Cell Laboratories, Inc. at Wareham Street, Route 28, Middleboro, Massachusetts, U.S.A. We are an organized corporation registered under the laws of the State of Massachusetts. We have experts that will inspect farms at no expense to the farmer and make recommendations of how to install the Brown-Cell matrices on their farms in order for the farmers to produce these new kinds of plants and foods free from the sprays and poisonous substances.
Findings
Lloyd E. Banks
225 Everett Street
Middleboro, Mass.
Oct. 10, 1949

Mr. John C. Brown,
Middleboro, Mass.

As I was the first poultry raiser in this vicinity to try out the matrix water on my fowl, I owe it to you to let you know the results I experienced.

I will say that it was with some doubtful thoughts about this at first that I started trying it out for my flock of birds. However, as it was pictured to me in such glowing terms that I wanted to know the proof of it for myself and satisfaction.

For the past year, or to be more exact, 15 months ago, I used the Brown-Cell Matrix water in my poultry house, having 5,000 birds in my entire flock.

The matrix blocks were put in a wooden barrel of water, my houses are equipped with automatic watering pans for the hens to drink from. One thing I noticed that my fowl looked much improved, the birds were really good to look at—you know a poultry raiser can tell by looks the condition of the bird, whether they are laying or not. Well, my production increased, the egg shells were hard, not soft, as is the case many times.

Here is a comparison that I made. I had a lot of chicks hatched at the same time. I took 260, put them in a pen by themselves, and the matrix water for their drinking pans. Then I put some 290 of the same batch in another pen but gave them the ordinary faucet water. After some three weeks the difference was so great that I was alarmed because the chicks on the common water were so small and sickly looking in comparison with the matrix watered ones that I immediately installed matrices in all the drinking pans. The results proved very satisfactory.

"My egg production increased substantially, especially on old fowl."

N. M. SAMPSON
Middleboro, Mass.
November 17, 1949.

The Brown-Cell Laboratories,
Middleboro, Mass.

Dear Sirs:

You might be interested in some of the results I have observed by using the Brown-Cell Matrices on my farm since May 1948.

* * * * * * *

This year my production has been the highest on record having marketed 15,000 ducks from 175 breeders.

Mortality in young ducks was only 1% also I marketed them at eight and one-half weeks which is a week earlier than usual.

Par. 4. By and through the use of the foregoing statements and representations and others of the same import but not specifically set out herein, respondents have represented, directly and by implication, that respondents employ agricultural experts to make recommendations for the use of the Brown-Cell Matrix and that the Brown-Cell Matrix, when used as directed, (a) is a soil and plant conditioner;
(b) produces organic matter which is useful to plants and soil; (c) combats poisons in the soil; (d) contributes to every need of plant life; (e) increases crop production by soaking of the seeds before planting; (f) purifies water and keeps it free from all impurities; (g) eliminates weeds; (h) destroys all plant parasites and eliminates the necessity for the use of insect sprays; (i) is a soil fertilizer and results in better quality and higher yield in crops, flowers, trees, and fruits; (j) is of value in insuring healthy chickens, increasing the weight of chickens and ducks, reducing the mortality of young ducks and chickens, and will substantially increase egg production.

Par. 5. The aforesaid representations are grossly exaggerated, false, and misleading. In truth and in fact, respondents do not employ agricultural experts to make recommendations for the use of the Brown-Cell Matrix, and the Brown-Cell Matrix, used as directed or in any other manner; (a) will not improve the condition of soil or plants; (b) will not produce organic matter which is useful to plants or soil; (c) will not have any effect upon poisons in the soil; (d) will not contribute to any need of plant life; (e) will not have any beneficial effect on crop production; (f) will not purify water or keep water free from impurities; (g) will not eliminate or have any effect upon weeds; (h) will not destroy plant parasites and will not render it unnecessary to use insect sprays when the necessity for insect sprays exists; (i) is not a soil fertilizer and will not be beneficial in any particular to crops of any nature or to flowers, trees, or fruits; (j) is not of value in insuring healthy chickens, increasing the weight of chickens or ducks, reducing the mortality of young ducks or chickens, and will not increase egg production.

Par. 6. The complaint herein alleges that the respondents have also misrepresented that they own, operate, and control a laboratory containing substantial equipment and apparatus for use in study, experimentation, and production by scientists or technicians employed for such purposes, and that John C. Brown is a scientist and director of an established research organization and laboratory. The Commission is of the opinion, and finds, that these allegations are not sustained by the evidence.

Par. 7. The use by the respondents of the foregoing false and misleading statements and representations, and others of similar nature, has had and now has a tendency and capacity to, and does mislead a substantial portion of the purchasing public into the erroneous and mistaken belief that such false statements and representations are true and induce a substantial portion of the purchasing public, because of such mistaken and erroneous belief, to purchase or lease respondents’ product.
CONCLUSION

The acts and practices of the respondents, as herein found, are all to the prejudice and injury of the public and constitute unfair and deceptive acts and practices in commerce within the intent and meaning of the Federal Trade Commission Act.

ORDER

It is ordered, That the respondent The Brown-Cell Laboratories, Inc., a corporation, its officers, respondents John C. Brown and George Macaulay, individually and as officers and directors of respondent corporation, and respondents Willard A. Dunham, Peter Pascale, and Nathaniel M. Sampson, individually and as directors of respondent corporation, and said respondents' respective agents, representatives, and employees, directly or through any corporate or other device, in or in connection with the offering for sale, sale, and distribution in commerce, as "commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act, of their cement disc known as the "Brown-Cell Matrix," or any other product of substantially similar properties, whether sold under the same name or under any other name or names, do forthwith cease and desist from representing, directly or my implication:

(1) That respondents employ agricultural experts to make recommendations for the use of the Brown-Cell Matrix.
(2) That the Brown-Cell Matrix, used as directed, or in any other manner;
(a) is a soil or plant conditioner;
(b) will produce organic matter which is useful to plants or soil;
(c) will combat poisons in the soil;
(d) will contribute to any need of plant life;
(e) will have any beneficial effect on crop production;
(f) will purify water or keep water free from impurities;
(g) will eliminate weeds;
(h) will destroy plant parasites or will eliminate the necessity for the use of insect sprays;
(i) is a soil fertilizer or will result in better quality or higher yield in crops, flowers, trees, or fruits;
(j) is of value in insuring healthy chickens, increasing the weight of chickens or ducks, reducing the mortality of young ducks or chickens, or in increasing egg production.

It is further ordered, That the respondents shall, within sixty (60) days after service upon them of this order, file with the Commission a report, in writing, setting forth in detail the manner and form in which they have complied with this order.
IN THE MATTER OF

GETZ BROS. & CO. ET AL.

COMPLAINT, FINDINGS, AND ORDERS IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION OF SEC. 5 OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914

Docket 6015. Complaint, July 22, 1932—Decision, Jan. 29, 1933

When articles of merchandise, including sewing machines, are exhibited and offered for sale by retailers to the purchasing public not marked or inadequately marked to show their foreign origin, or if such markings are concealed, the purchasing public understands and believes them to be wholly of domestic origin.

There is among the members of the purchasing public a substantial number who have a decided preference for products manufactured in the United States over those manufactured in whole or in part in foreign countries, including sewing machine heads.

There is a preference among members of the purchasing public for products manufactured by the well and favorably known and long established concerns whose identity is connected with the word “Admiral,” and other prominent domestic brand or trade names.

Where a corporation and its six officers, engaged in the competitive interstate sale and distribution of sewing machine heads imported from Japan, which their distributor and retailer purchasers incorporated in complete sewing machines which were sold to the purchasing public—

(a) Failed adequately to disclose such foreign origin on their said sewing machine heads, upon which the word “Japan,” displayed on the back of the arm when imported, became concealed through the attachment of a motor thereto, and, where displayed on a medallion on the front of the arm (if not removed), was so small and indistinct as not to constitute adequate notice to the public, there being no other mark placed thereon to inform the public of said fact; and

(b) Falsely represented through the use of the word “Admiral” and other prominent domestic names as trade or brand names for their sewing machine heads and prominent display thereof on the front horizontal arm of the product and use thereof in their advertising matter, that their product was manufactured by or connected in some way with the well and favorably known firm or firms with which said trade or brand names had long been associated;

With effect of enhancing the belief of the public that said sewing machines were wholly of domestic origin, and of providing dealer-purchasers with a means to mislead it as to their place of origin; and with tendency and capacity to lead members of the purchasing public into the erroneous belief that their said product was of domestic origin and made by said well known firm, and thereby induce purchase thereof; whereby substantial trade in
commodity was unfairly diverted to them from their competitors to its substantial injury:


 Held, that such acts and practices, under the circumstances set forth, constituted unfair and deceptive acts and practices in commerce, and unfair methods of competition therein.

As respects respondents' contention that no liability should attach to the individual respondents in their individual capacities on the ground, based on stipulated testimony, that the acts complained of took place under the direct supervision of certain subordinate managerial and sales officials who were in charge of the corporate respondent's sewing machine head importing business; that the individual respondents did not personally participate in the sale of the sewing machine heads; that it was only a small part of their overall business operations; and that they were not aware that any violation of law was involved until so informed by a representative of the Commission in November, 1951:

it being admitted that the managerial and sales personnel referred to were acting within the scope of their employment and that the individual respondents formulated, directed, and controlled the acts and practices of the corporate respondent; and that after said individual respondents conceded they became aware that certain of the firm's practices were being questioned by the Commission, no steps were taken by the corporate respondent or the individual respondents to rectify the situation;

said testimony, assuming its materiality, did not under the circumstances exculpate the individuals from responsibility for the violations of the Federal Trade Commission Act which had occurred, and, under all the circumstances, it was appropriate that responsibility should attach not only to the corporate respondent, as was conceded, but to the individual respondents also in their individual capacities; and that an order to cease and desist should run against all of the respondents in order to effectuate the purposes of the Act.

Before Mr. John Lewis, hearing examiner.

Mr. William L. Taggart for the Commission.

Slack & Zook, of San Francisco, Cal. for respondents.

COMPLAINT

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act, and by virtue of the authority vested in it by said Act, the Federal Trade Commission, having reason to believe that Getz Bros. & Co., a corporation, and Rene May, Arthur P. Lazarus, Lester L. Goodman, Charles J. Kelly, Nathan Most and L. Lenihan, individually and as officers of said corporation, hereinafter referred to as respondents, have violated the provisions of said Act, and it appearing to the Commission that a proceeding by it in respect thereof would be in the public interest, hereby issues its complaint stating its charges in that respect as follows:
PA. 1. Respondent Getz Bros. & Co. is a corporation, organized and existing under and by virtue of the laws of the State of California, with offices and principal places of business located at 231 Sansome Street, San Francisco, California, and 39 Broadway, New York, New York. Respondents Rene May, Arthur P. Lazarus, Lester L. Goodman, Charles J. Kelly, Nathan Most and L. Lenihan are president, vice-president, vice-president, vice-president, treasurer and secretary, respectively, of corporate respondent, and acting as such offer to formulate, direct and control the policies, acts and practices of said corporation. The address of the individual respondents is the same as that of the corporate respondent.

PA. 2. Respondents are now and have been for several years last past engaged in the sale of sewing machine heads imported from Japan, and complete sewing machines of which said heads are a part, to distributors and also to retailers who in turn sell the complete sewing machines to the purchasing public. In the course and conduct of their business respondents cause their said product when sold to be transported from their places of business in the States of California and New York to the purchasers thereof located in various other States of the United States, and maintain, and at all times mentioned herein have maintained, a course of trade in said products in commerce among and between the various States of the United States. Their volume of trade in said commerce has been and is substantial.

PA. 3. When the sewing machine heads are received by respondents, the words "Japan" appears on the back of the vertical arm. Before the heads are sold to the purchasing public as a part of a complete sewing machine, it is necessary to attach a motor to the head in the process of which the aforesaid word is covered by the motor so that it is not visible. In some instances, said heads, when received by respondents, are marked with a medallion placed on the front of the vertical arm upon which the word "Japan" appears. This word is, however, so small and indistinct that it does not constitute adequate notice to the public that the heads are imported. Furthermore, said medallion can be readily removed and when the medallion is so removed, no visible mark of origin appears on the machine.

Respondents place no other mark on their imported sewing machine heads or complete sewing machines of which said heads are a part, showing foreign origin, or otherwise inform the public that the heads are of foreign origin before they are offered for sale to the purchasing public.

PA. 4. When articles of merchandise, including sewing machines, are exhibited and offered for sale by retailers to the purchasing public and such articles are not marked or are not adequately marked show-
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ing they are of foreign origin, or if marked and the markings are covered or otherwise concealed, such purchasing public understands and believes such articles to be wholly of domestic origin.

There is among the members of the purchasing public a substantial number who have a decided preference for products manufactured in the United States over products manufactured in whole or in part in foreign countries, including sewing machine heads.

PAR. 5. Respondents use the word “Admiral” and other prominent domestic names as trade or brand names for their sewing machine heads and complete sewing machines, which words are printed or embossed on the front horizontal arm of the head in large conspicuous letters and use said trade or brand names in their advertising matter. The word “Admiral” and the other prominent domestic names are the names or parts of the names of, or used as trade names, marks or brands by one or more business organizations transacting and doing business in the United States, which are and have been well and favorably known to the purchasing public and which are and have been well and long established in various industries.

PAR. 6. By using a trade name such as “Admiral,” and other prominent domestic brand or trade names, respondents represent, directly or by implication, that their product is manufactured by or connected in some way with the well and favorably known American firm or firms with which said name has long been associated, which is contrary to the fact.

PAR. 7. There is a preference among members of the purchasing public for products manufactured by the well and favorably known and long established concern whose identity is connected with the word “Admiral,” and other prominent domestic brand or trade names. The use of said trade or brand names by respondents on their sewing machines enhances the belief on the part of the public that the said sewing machines are wholly of domestic origin.

PAR. 8. Respondents, by placing in the hands of dealers their said sewing machine heads and complete sewing machines, provide said dealers with a means and instrumentality whereby they may mislead and deceive the purchasing public as to the place of origin of said heads.

PAR. 9. Respondents, in the course and conduct of this business, are in substantial competition in commerce with the makers and sellers of domestic sewing machines, and also with sellers of imported sewing machines, some of whom adequately inform the public as to the source of origin of their said products.

PAR. 10. The failure of respondents to adequately disclose on the sewing machine heads, in a manner which cannot be readily removed,
hidden or obliterated, that they are manufactured in Japan and also
the use of a trade or brand name such as "Admiral," and the use of
other prominent domestic names, have the tendency and capacity to
lead members of the purchasing public into the erroneous and mistaken
belief that their said product is of domestic origin and is manufactured
by the well and favorably known firm or firms with which said trade
or brand names have long been associated, and to induce members of
the purchasing public to purchase sewing machines, of which said
heads are a part, because of such erroneous and mistaken belief.

As a result thereof, substantial trade in commerce has been unfairly
dverted to respondents from their competitors, and substantial injury
has been and is being done to competition in commerce.

Par. 11. The aforesaid acts and practices of respondents, as herein
alleged, are all to the prejudice and injury of the public and of respondents' competitors, and constitute unfair and deceptive acts and prac-
tices and unfair methods of competition in commerce within the intent

DECISION OF THE COMMISSION

Pursuant to Rule XXII of the Commission's Rules of Practice, and
as set forth in the Commission's "Decision of the Commission and Or-
der to File Report of Compliance", dated January 29, 1953, the initial
decision in the instant matter of hearing examiner John Lewis, as
set out as follows, became on that date the decision of the Commission.

INITIAL DECISION BY JOHN LEWIS, HEARING EXAMINER

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act,
the Federal Trade Commission on July 22, 1952, issued and subse-
sequently served its complaint in this proceeding upon respondents,
Getz Bros. & Co., a corporation, and Rene May, Arthur F. Lazarus,
Lester L. Goodman, Charles J. Kelly, Nathan Most and L. Lenahan,
individually and as officers of said corporation, charging them with
the use of unfair methods of competition and unfair and deceptive acts
and practices in commerce in violation of provisions of said Act.
After the issuance of said complaint and the filing of respondents' answer thereto, a hearing was held before the above-named hearing examiner, theretofore duly designated by the Commission, at which
hearing counsel for the respondents and counsel in support of the
complaint agreed that in lieu of the introduction of oral testimony and
other evidence in support of and in opposition to the allegations of
the complaint, the proceeding would be submitted for decision on the
basis of certain admissions by respondents' counsel with respect to
various allegations of the complaint and certain stipulated testimony, which admissions and stipulated testimony were spread upon the record at said hearing. Thereafter, the proceeding regularly came on for final consideration by said hearing examiner upon the complaint, the answer thereto, and the stipulated testimony and admissions, counsel having elected not to file proposed findings and conclusions for consideration by the hearing examiner and having not requested oral argument; and said hearing examiner, having duly considered the record herein, finds that this proceeding is in the interest of the public and makes the following findings as to the facts, conclusion drawn therefrom, and order:

FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS

Paragraph 1. Respondent Getz Bros. & Co. is a corporation, organized and existing under and by virtue of the laws of the State of California, with offices and principal places of business located at 231 Sansome Street, San Francisco, California, and 30 Broadway, New York, New York. Respondents Rene May, Arthur P. Lazarus, Lester L. Goodman, Charles J. Kelly, Nathan Most and L. Lenihan are president, vice-president, vice-president, vice-president, treasurer and secretary, respectively, of corporate respondent, and acting as such officers formulate, direct and control the policies, acts and practices of said corporation. The address of the individual respondents is the same as that of the corporate respondent.

Paragraph 2. Respondents are now and have been for several years last past engaged in the sale of sewing machine heads, imported from Japan, to distributors and retailers who in turn sell complete sewing machines, of which said imported heads are a part, to the purchasing public. In the course and conduct of their business respondents cause their said product when sold to be transported from their places of business in the States of California and New York to the purchasers thereof located in various other States of the United States and maintain, and at all times mentioned herein have maintained, a course of trade in said products in commerce among and between the various States of the United States. Their volume of trade in said commerce has been and is substantial.

Paragraph 3. When the sewing machine heads are received by respondents, the word “Japan” appears on the back of the vertical arm. Before the heads are sold to the purchasing public as a part of a complete sewing machine, it is necessary to attach a motor to the head in the process of which the aforesaid word is covered by the motor so that it is not visible. In some instances, said heads, when received by respondents, are marked with a medallion placed on the front of the
vertical arm upon which the word "Japan" appears. This word is, however, so small and indistinct that it does not constitute adequate notice to the public that the heads are imported. Furthermore, said medallion can be readily removed and when the medallion is so removed, no visible mark of origin appears on the machine.

Respondents place no other mark on their imported sewing machine heads or on the complete sewing machines of which said heads are a part, showing foreign origin, or otherwise inform the public that the heads are of foreign origin before they are offered for sale to the purchasing public.

Para. 4. When articles of merchandise, including sewing machines, are exhibited and offered for sale by retailers to the purchasing public and such articles are not marked or are not adequately marked showing they are of foreign origin, or if marked and the markings are covered or otherwise concealed, the purchasing public understands and believes such articles to be wholly of domestic origin.

There is among the members of the purchasing public a substantial number who have a decided preference for products manufactured in the United States over products manufactured in whole or in part in foreign countries, including sewing machine heads.

Para. 5. Respondents use the word "Admiral" and other prominent domestic names as trade or brand names for their sewing machine heads, which heads are later assembled as part of complete sewing machines. Said trade or brand names are printed or embossed on the front horizontal arm of the head in large, conspicuous letters and are also used by respondents in their advertising matter. The word "Admiral" and the other prominent domestic names used are the names or parts of the names of, or used as trade names, marks or brands by, one or more business organizations transacting and doing business in the United States, which are and have been well and favorably known to the purchasing public and which are and have been well and long established in various industries.

Para. 6. By using a trade name such as "Admiral," and other prominent domestic brand or trade names, respondents represent, directly or by implication, that their product is manufactured by or connected in some way with the well and favorably known American firm or firms with which said name has long been associated, which is contrary to the fact.

Para. 7. There is a preference among members of the purchasing public for products manufactured by the well and favorably known and long established concern whose identity is connected with the word "Admiral," and other prominent domestic brand or trade names. The use of said trade or brand names by respondents on their sewing
machines enhances the belief on the part of the public that the said sewing machines are wholly of domestic origin.

Par. 8. Respondents, by placing in the hands of dealers their said sewing machine heads, which it may reasonably be anticipated will be incorporated as part of complete sewing machines, provide said dealers with a means and instrumentality whereby they may mislead and deceive the purchasing public as to the place of origin of said heads.

Par. 9. Respondents, in the course and conduct of this business, are in substantial competition in commerce with the makers and sellers of domestic sewing machines, and also with sellers of imported sewing machines, some of whom adequately inform the public as to the source of origin of their said products.

Par. 10. The failure of respondents to adequately disclose on the sewing machine heads, in a manner which cannot be readily removed, hidden or obliterated, that they are manufactured in Japan, and also the use of a trade or brand name such as “Admiral,” and the use of other prominent domestic names, have the tendency and capacity to lead members of the purchasing public into the erroneous and mistaken belief that their said product is of domestic origin and is manufactured by the well and favorably known firm or firms with which said trade or brand names have long been associated, and to induce members of the purchasing public to purchase sewing machines, of which said heads are a part, because of such erroneous and mistaken belief.

As a result thereof, substantial trade in commerce has been unfairly diverted to respondents from their competitors, and substantial injury has been and is being done to competition in commerce.

CONCLUSION

Respondents admit that the corporate respondent has engaged in the acts and practices hereinabove found and agree that by reason thereof, a finding of violation of the Federal Trade Commission Act may be made against that respondent and that an order to cease and desist may be issued against it. They contend, however, that no liability should attach to the other respondents in their individual capacities and that no cease and desist order should be issued against them in such capacities. This contention is based on the stipulated testimony of the respondent Rene May that the acts complained of took place under the direct supervision of certain subordinate managerial and sales officials who were in charge of the corporate respondent’s sewing machine head importing business, that the individual respondents did not personally participate in the sale of the sewing machine
heads, said portion of their business being only a small part of their overall business operations, and that they were not aware than any violation of law was involved until so informed by a representative of the Commission in November 1951.

Assuming, arguendo, the materiality of this testimony and assuming that it may be accepted as the basis for affirmative findings of fact, it does not, under the circumstances here present, exculpate the individual respondents from responsibility for the violations of the Act which have occurred. It is admitted that the managerial and sales personnel under whose direct supervision the acts and practices complained of occurred were acting within the scope of their employment and, further that the individual respondents formulate, direct and control the acts and practices of the corporate respondent. Moreover, with respect to the charge of improperly marking the foreign origin of the sewing machine heads, it is admitted that after November 1951 when the individual respondents conceded became aware that certain of the firm's practices were being questioned by the Commission, no steps were taken by the corporate respondent or the individual respondents to rectify this situation. Under all the circumstances, it is appropriate that responsibility should attach to the other respondents, in their individual capacities, as well as to the corporate respondent, and it is deemed necessary that an order to cease and desist should run against all of the respondents in order to effectuate the purposes of the Act. (Steelco Stainless Steel, Inc., vs. Federal Trade Commission, 187 F. (2d) 693; Consumer Sales Corporation vs. Federal Trade Commission, 198 F. (2d) 404; Standard Education Society, 302 U. S. 112; Sbrone vs. Federal Trade Commission, 135 F. (2d) 676.)

Accordingly, it is concluded that the acts and practices of respondents, as above found, are all to the prejudice and injury of the public and constitute unfair and deceptive acts and practices and unfair methods of competition in commerce within the intent and meaning of the Federal Trade Commission Act.

ORDER

It is ordered, That the respondents, Getz Bros. & Co., a corporation, and its officers, and Rene May, Arthur P. Lazarus, Lester L. Goodman, Charles J. Kelly, Nathan Most and L. Lenehan, individually and as officers of said corporation, and said respondents' representatives, agents and employees, directly or through any corporate or other device, in connection with the offering for sale, sale or distribution of sewing machine heads or sewing machines in commerce, as "commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act, do forthwith cease and desist from:
Order

1. Offering for sale, selling or distributing foreign-made sewing machine heads, or sewing machines, of which foreign-made heads are a part, without clearly and conspicuously disclosing on the heads the country of origin thereof, in such a manner that it cannot readily be hidden or obliterated.

2. Using the word “Admiral” or any simulation thereof, to designate, describe or refer to their sewing machines or sewing machine heads; or representing, through the use of any other words or in any other manner, that sewing machines or sewing machine heads are made by anyone other than the actual manufacturer.

ORDER TO FILE REPORT OF COMPLIANCE

It is ordered, That the respondents herein shall, within sixty (60) days after service upon them of this order, file with the Commission a report in writing setting forth in detail the manner and form in which they have complied with the order to cease and desist [as required by said declaratory decision and order of January 29, 1953].